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saqarTvelos ama Tu im kuTxisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli tradiciuli  
 samosi aRfrTovanebas iwvevs Tanamedrove sazogadoebaSi. ucxo ele-
bisTvis is sainteresoa rogorc evropisa da aziis gzagasayar ze mde-
bare egzotikuri qveynis kulturis nawili, qarTvelebisTvis ki saku-
Tari identifikaciis, istoriisa da tradiciis gaazrebis erT-erTi 
saSualeba. 

saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumis fondebSi sxva eTnologiur masalas-
Tan da saeklesio samosTan erTad uxvad aris daculi qarTuli tradici-
uli saero samosis iSviaTi nimuSebi, romlebic XVIII saukuniTa da XX 
saukunis pirveli naxevriT TariRdeba. 

imdenad, ramdenadac saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumis erT-erT mTavar 
prioritets swored qarTuli tradiciisa da kulturis wamoCena war-
moadgens, gadawyda mogvemzadebina albomi, sadac warmodgenili iqne-
boda qarTuli tradiciuli saero samosis saintereso nimuSebi, aqsesu-
arebi, naqargoba. katalogSi Sevida sxvadasxva muzeumebSi da saojaxo 
Tu koleqcionerTa arqivebSi daculi XIX saukunis  fotosuraTebic, 
romlebzec aRbeWdilni arian qarTul samosSi gamowyobili sxvadasxva 
socialuri fenisa Tu kuTxis warmomadgenlebi.

saero samosis sainformacio-SemecnebiTi xasiaTis es qarTul-ingli-
suri gamocema pirveli monumenturi publikaciaa, romlis dabeWdvac 
SesaZlebeli gaxda SoTa  rusTavelis erovnuli samecniero fondisa da 
kompania `samoseli pirvelis“ mxardaWeriT,  risTvisac minda guliTadi 
madloba gadavuxado maT saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumisa da Cemi sa-
xeliT. 

aseve, minda madloba gadavuxado, proeqtis yvela monawiles da erov-
nuli muzeumis yvela im TanamSromels, romlebmac didi enTuziazmiTa 
da siyvaruliT moamzades es katalogi.

imeds gamovTqvam, rom es albomi bevri am sferoSi momuSave mecni-
erTaTvis samagido wignad iqceva da aseve, mniSvnelovan rols Seasru-
lebs qarTuli tradiciisa da kulturis popularizaciis saqmeSi.  
  

prof. daviT lorTqifaniZe
saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumis

generaluri direqtori



Georgian traditional clothing has fascinated modern society for many generations.   This 
clothing is interesting for both Georgians and visitors from abroad as a part of the culture 
of this exotic country located at the crossroad of europe and asia. This book is also sig-
nificant for Georgians, as well, because it gives us an opportunity to understand our own, 
Georgian identity, history and traditions.

The collections at the national Museum of Georgia include; ethnological materials, reli-
gious garments and a large collection of rare specimens of traditional Georgian clothing 
which are from the 18th to the first part of the 20th century b.c.  

one of the top priorities of the national Museum of Georgia is to display Georgian tradi-
tional artifacts, history, and culture and as a part of this mission, the album was created in 
order to showcase Georgian traditional clothing, accessories and embroidery. This cata-
log also contains photos from the 19th century that are housed in different museums and 
archives throughout Georgia and from private family collections. The photos presented 
in this book, show people from different class backgrounds and parts of Georgia dressed 
in traditional clothing. 

This Georgian and english informational, introductory edition about the national cloth-
ing is the first monumental publication of its kind which was prepared with the support of 
the shota rustaveli national science foundation and the company, “samoseli pirveli” for 
which i would like to heartily thank on behalf of the national Museum of Georgia. 

also, i would like to thank all of the participants who worked on this project and all the 
employees at the national Museum who prepared this catalog with great enthusiasm and 
love.

i hope that this album will be a reference book  for anthropologists and sociologists work-
ing in this field and will play a significant role in popularising Georgian traditions and 
culture.

Prof. David lortkipanidze
General director

The national Museum of Georgia

 



mRelvare XX saukunem radikalurad Secvala qarTvelTa cxovrebis 
wesi da es Cacmulobazec mniSvnelovnad aisaxa. bevri ram daviwyebas 
mieca. axalgazrda qarTvelebis umetesoba ukve veRar cnobs im samoss 
romelsac maTi winapari saukuneebis manZilze atarebda. bevr maTgans 
aRar esmis SesamoselTan dakavSirebuli dasaxelebisa Tu terminebis 
mniSvneloba. amavdroulad tradiciuli samosiT daintereseba didia, 
rogorc qarTvel sazogadoebaSi aseve Cveni qveynis stumrebis mxridan.

ukve ramodenime welia kompania `samoseli pirveli~ aqtiurad muSaobs 
qarTuli tradiciuli samosis Seswavlisa da misi Tanamedrove yofaSi 
dabrunebis mimarTulebiT. umnSvnelovanesia is Tanadgoma romelsac 
muzeumis xelmZRvaneloba da mecnier-TanamSromlebi gviweven am saqme-
Si. erToblivi muSaobis dros daigegma katalogis gamocema, romelSic 
Sevidoda saqarTvelos saqarTvelos muzeumebis sacavebSi daculi, 
XVIII-XX saukuneebis qarTuli erovnuli samosisa da misi aqsesuare-
bis nimuSebi. es Zalzed Sromatevadi saqme SesaZlebeli gaxda SoTa 
rusTavelis erovnuli samecniero fondis daxmarebiT.

katalogSi warmodgenilia mxolod saukeTeso, Tumca,  mcire nawili 
im mravalferovani koleqciebisa, romlebic daunjebulia saqarTve-
los erovnuli muzeumis Salva amiranaSvilis saxelobis xelovnebis 
muzeumis naqargobisa da qsovilebis, aseve simon janaSias saxelobis 
muzeumis eTnografiul fondebsa da regionebis muzeumebSi. Ees gamoce-
ma aris pirveli cda qarTuli erovnuli samosis aseTi masStaburi 
saxiT warmoCenisa, rac ganapiroba am unikalur eqsponatebTan erTad 
Cveni winaprebis yofis amsaxveli fotodokumentebis  TandarTvam. aman 
ki  vizualuri TvalsazrisiT naSromi ufro saintereso da saxalisoc 
gaxada.

katalogi naTlad warmoudgens mkiTxvels qarTuli erovnuli samo-
sis mravalferovnebas. asaxavs maT SemqmnelTa maRal gemovnebas, Ses-
rulebis teqnikis srulyofilebasa  da tradiciebisadmi erTgulebas.

eqsponatebis gacnobis Semdeg rwmundebi, rom, miuxedavad saqarTve-
los Znelbedobisa, qarTvelma xalxma  dRemde moitana eris saxisa da 
sulis maCvenebeli TviTmyofadi  kultura. 

luarsab togoniZe 
kompania `samoseli pirvelis~ damfuZnebeli



The stormy history of the 20th century radically changed the Georgian way of life and 
signicantly impacted clothing tastes and styles. Many aspects of traditional Georgian cul-
ture were forgotten when traditional clothing was disgarded for new, modern european 
attire. The majority of young people can no longer recognize the clothing their ancestors 
had worn for centuries.  Many of them do not understand the meanings of words or terms 
related to  national garments. for several years, the company, “samoseli pirveli,” has been 
actively engaged in the study and popularisation of Georgian traditional clothing. as a 
result of these efforts, interest  in traditional clothing has increased and become more 
evident among both the Georgian public and the foreign guests that visit our country.

The support provided by the management and staff of the national Museum of Georgia 
has made our progeny cause possible. This catalog is the result of the joint efforts of our 
company and the national Museum of Georgia. This catalog includes photographs and 
garments that are stored in the Museum’s depository of Georgian national costumes and 
accessories dated from the 18th -20th centuries. The completion of this laborious task was 
possible with the support of the shota rustaveli national science foundation.

The catalog features only the best, but not a complete view of the diverse collections of 
traditional clothing that are stored in the national Museum of Georgia, the ethnographic 
funds of the simon janashia Museum and regional museums of Georgia, as well as, the 
collections of embroidery stored in the shalva amiranashvili Museum of art. This publica-
tion is the first attempt of such a large-scale presentation of Georgian national costumes 
which was possible by including, in the album, unique displays of the documentary pho-
tographs that represent the  lives of our ancestors. This, from a visual point of view, makes 
the catalog more interesting and fun.

The catalog clearly shows  the diversity of Georgian national costumes, the high-taste  of 
their creators, the perfectism of the craftsmanship techniques and an adherence to tradi-
tions.

The face and spirit of our nation are represented by the photographs and exhibition items 
displyed in this catalog. i hope, the efforts to reintroduce this information, will give the 
youth of Georgia a new-found pride in our culture and heritage.

luarsab Togonidze
founder of “samoseli pirveli”
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arTuli eTnokultura SeuZlebelia warmovidginoT 
saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi Camoyalibebuli da ganvi-

Tarebuli erovnuli kostiumis gareSe. is warmoaCens Si na-
rewvis masStabebs, esTetikuri azrovnebis Taviseburebasa 
da, zogadad, qarTveli eris kulturul dones. 

qarTuli kostiumis ganviTarebisaTvis aucilebeli iyo adgilobrivi 
safeiqro nawarmi, romlis arseboba saqarTveloSi dasturdeba ro-
gorc materialuri kulturis masaliT, ise istoriuli wyaroebiT.

arqeologiuri masalis mixedviT, saqarTvelo miCneulia selis qsovi-
lis warmoebis erT–erT Zvel centrad. es daadastura zemo imereTSi 
mikvleulma selis boWkos qsovilis naSTma, romelic zeda paleoli-
Tis xanis, anu 34 000 wlis winandel artefaqtad iqna miCneuli. preis-
toriuli xanis saqsov  masalad  selis   gamoyeneba  uSualod uswrebda 
matylis Zafis aTvisebas, ramac, SeiZleba iTqvas, gadatrialeba mo-
axdi na samosis ganviTarebaSi.  

qarTuli kostiumis istoriisaTvis udidesi mniSvneloba aqvs  eTno-
grafiul masalasac, „romelic yvela sxva wyarosTan SedarebiT Se-
icavs realurad mocemul: faqturas, Targebs, damzadebis procesebs, 
Cacma–daxurvis xerxebs, samoslis tarebis manerasa da sxva, rac arc 
erT sxva wyaros ar gaaCnia“ (iv. javaxiSvili). sagulisxmoa, rom sao-
jaxo meurneobaSi uaxloes warsulamde SemorCenili iyo vertikalur-
sa da  horizontalur saqsov dazgebze selis, kanafis, abreSumis, Sa-
lis, bambisa Tu sxva qsovilTa qsovis tradiciuli wesi. 
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qarTuli tansacmlis istoriisaTvis umni S vnelovanesi wyaroa „isto-
riis mamis“, herodotes (Zv.w. V s.), cnoba, rom kavkasiaSi mcxovrebni 
gansakuTrebul foTlebs arCevdnen, axmobdnen, nayavdnen, urevdnen 
wamals da amiT xatavdnen tansacmels. es naxatebi droTa ganmavlobaSi 
ki ar xundeboda, aramed cvdeboda samosTan erTad, TiTqos Tavidanve 
Sig iyo Caqsovili. visac xevsuruli talavari unaxavs, SeuZlebelia am 
sityvebma garkveuli survili ar aRuZras istoriuli paralelis gav-
lebisa. Hherodote aseve didi warmodgenisa iyo kolxur selze, rom-
lisganac im dros sakmaod popularuli qsovili mzaddeboda.

herodotes garda, araerTi ucxoeli avtori Seexo qarTvel tomTa 
Cacmulobas, amasTanave, meomrebisas, romelTa saomar aRWurviloba-
Si advili gamosarCevia saero samosis elementebi. qsenofontes (Zv.w. 
V s.) cnobiT, misi drois xalibebsa da mosinikebs muxlamde daSvebuli, 
selisgan damzadebuli kvarTebi ecvaT, xolo Tavze tyavis qudebi exu-
raT. sxvaTa Soris, maT Soreul  STamomavlebs, XIX s–is megrel gle-
xebs, yanaSi muSaobis dros TviTnaqsovi, grili da moxerxebuli selis 
perangebi ecvaT.

gacilebiT gvian bizantieli istorikosebi: nikita xoniate (XII s.), mi-
xeil ataliate (XI s.) da AevstaTi Tesalonikeli (XII s.) axseneben ibe-
riulsa da lazur Sesamosels, romelic ecvaT imperiis didebulebs. 
sxvaTa Soris, XII s-is frangul „qronikaSi“ manuel komnenis mier saf-
rangeTis mefe lui VII-is karze gagzavnili elCobis (1182 w.) tansacmlis  
aRwerisas naxsenebia iberiuli tilos samosi da e.w. iberiuli yaidis  
iisferi kaba, romelsac Tavad imperatori atarebda.

ZiriTadi sailustracio masala, romelic qarTuli samosis istoriul 
xasiaTs warmoaCens, dasturdeba memorialur Zeglebze, numizmatika-
Si, saeklesio arqiteqturasa da kedlis mxatvrobaSi. am mxriv gansa-
kuTrebul interess iwvevs nimuSebi, romlebic Seiqmna adreuli Sua 
saukuneebidan gviani Sua saukuneebis dasasrulamde.
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Zveli qarTuli samosis rekonstruqciisaTvis didi mniSvneloba aqvs 
mcxeTis jvris bareliefebs (VI s.). maTze gamosaxulni arian didebulni  
– taZris mSenebelni da qtitorni im drois originaluri CacmulobiT, 
rac mnaxvels sakmaod cxad warmodgenas uqmnis samosis universalursa 
da sayovelTaod gavrcelebul saxeobebze –kabasa da mosasxamze. 

mosasxamis, kabisa da Sarvlis saxeobebi damowmebulia VII-XIV ss-is 
Zeglebze: dmanisis, ukangorisa da usaneTis stelebze, aseve tbe-
Tis, kumurdos, zeganis, atenis, oSkis, vales, udes, Sepiakis, fetob-
nis, dolisyanis, qoroRos, safarisa da qarTuli arqiteqturis sxva 
mniSvnelovan nimuSebze. miuxedavad imisa, rom isini qvis reliefebia, 
maTze warmodgenil personaJTa CacmulobaSi SeiZleba gavarCioT: 
sada, saxiani, gofrirebuli, msubuqi da mZime qsovilebi; tansacmlis 
forma: sayeloiani, usayelo, yoSiani, Seolvili, qobiani, cru da far-
Tosaxeloiani, grZeli, gulCaxsnili, welviwro, bologanieri, nake ce-
biani, Rilebiani, margalitebiT morTuli da a.S.

calke aRniSvnis Rirsia samefo karis Sesamoseli, rac uxvadaa war-
modgenili nekresis, varZiis, berTubnis, beTaniis, gelaTis, yinwvisisa 
da sxva qarTul taZarTa (VI-XII ss.) freskebze.

samosis kultura, rogorc adamianis esTetikuri xedvisa da menta-
lobis erT-erTi gamomxatveli, Cveulebriv, xasiaTdeba novaciuro-
biT, rac, Tavis mxriv, gansazRvravs am dargSi calkeuli etapebis Ca-
moyalibebas. Aamitom, dRemde SemorCenili sailustracio masalis 
mixedviT, Sua da gviani saukuneebis saqarTveloSi samosis imdenad 
mravalferovani saxeobaa dadasturebuli, rom ara Tu calkeuli ti-
pebis, aramed qvetipebis gamoyofacaa SesaZlebeli.

qarTuli tansacmlis Sesaxeb Zalze sayuradRebo cnobebia daculi 
mniSvnelovan literaturul–werilobiT wyaroebSi: „SuSanikis wame-
baSi“ (V s.), „evstaTe mcxeTelis martvilobaSi (VI s.) „abo Tbilelis 
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wamebaSi“ (VII s.), zogadad, „qarTlis cxovrebaSi“ (V–XVIII ss.), nikor-
wmindisa da mcxeTis sigelebSi (XII s.), „xelmwifis karis garigebaSi“ (XIV 
s.), vaxtang VI -is „dasturlamalSi“ (XVIII s.) da sxv.

calke unda aRiniSnos qarTuli istoriul-geografiuli mecnierebis 
fuZemdebel vaxuSti batoniSvilis naSromi “qarTlis cxovreba“. masSi 
sxva sakiTxebTan erTad mecnieri erovnul samossac Seexo. kerZod, man 
warmoadgina qarTvelebisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Cacmuloba. avtoris 
SexedulebiT, qarTvelTa samosi mravalferovani da originaluri yo-
fila.

gviani Sua saukuneebis qarTuli Cacmulobis Sesaxeb mdidari masalaa 
daculi e.w. mziTvis wignebSi. rogorc cnobilia, mziTevi ojaxidan 
qalisTvis micemuli qoneba iyo. is formdeboda sabuTiT, romelsac 
 iuridiuli Zala hqonda da, amdenad, sando istoriuli dokumentia. 
unda aRiniSnos, rom aseT wyaroebSi maRali wris qalTa Cacmuloba 
sakmaod mravalferovnadaa warmodgenili, magaliTad, qarTlis mefis 
asulisaTvis mraval Zvirfas nivTTan erTad mziTevSi gautanebiaT: 
margalitebiTa da firuzebiT Semkuli 11 perangi da misi amxanagi, Zvir-
fasi qvebiTa da bewviT gawyobili 20 tyavkaba, sxvadasxva qsovilisa da 
formis 82 kaba, 45 sagule, oqromkediTa da zarbabiT naqarg-nakeri 21 
wyvili maSia da jorabi (naqsovi winda), sirmiT nakeri da margalitebiT 
morTuli 10 qudi, 9 sartyeli da sxv.

XVIII s–is qarTveli mamakacis Cacmulobis Sesaxeb saintereso cnobas 
gvawvdis erekle mefis mdivan-mwignobar iese baraTaSvilis biogra-
fia-anderZi, sadac mocemulia ara mxolod tansacmlis saxeobaTa  Ca-
monaTvali, aramed maT mimarT damokidebuleba. kerZod, igi aRniSnavs, 
rom mas Cacma-daxurva uyvars da kargad uvlis samoss, rom  gamijnuli 
aqvs saSinao da sagareo, sazafxulo da sazamTro, salxino da samglo-
viaro tansacmeli. qsovili DZiriTadad adgilobrivia, zo gic evropi-
dan, osmaleTidan da iranidanaa Semotanili. 
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XVIII s-is dasasrulisaTvis qarTuli samosis kompleqtSi aqtiurad 
mkvidrdeba kabis saxeoba – Coxa, romelmac gulispirze dakerebuli 
qilebis wyalobiT gansakuTrebuli originaloba SeiZina da sayo-
velTaod gavrcelda, gansakuTrebiT, saqarTvelos barSi. amas xeli 
Seuwyo imanac, rom qarTul kabasTan SedarebiT igi ufro iafi da 
xelmisawvdomi iyo. droTa ganmavlobaSi gamoikveTa Coxis sxvadasxva 
saxeoba, Seiqmna misi daxvewili formebi da, sabolood, tansacmlis 
am tipma imdenad masStaburad daimkvidra Cvens CacmulobaSi Tavisi 
 adgili, rom qalis qarTul kabasTan erTad erovnuli samosis sim-
bolodac iqca.

tansacmeli xalxis eTnikuri iersaxis maCvenebelia da misi tare-
bis dros adamians umZafrdeba sakuTari erovnuli Rirsebis gancda 
da erTgvar pasuxismgeblobas grZnobs winaparTa winaSe. tansacmlis  
cvalebadobiT gamowveuli ukmayofilebis gamoZaxili, rasac gana-
pirobebda dampyrobTa mier Tavs moxveuli kultura, yvela epoqis 
Tanmdevi iyo. Tumca is, rac moxda XIX s-Si, yvelaze masStaburi da, 
faqtobrivad, qarTuli Cacmulobis damangreveli aRmoCnda. evro-
pulma tansacmelma da aqsesuarebma uproblemod SemoaRwia CvenSi da 
ise swrafad moikida fexi, rom tradiciuli samosis qomagebma Tavi-
anTi ukmayofileba mxolod wyenasa da sayvedurSi gamoxates. es iyo 
dro  Zvelisa da axlis dapirispirebisa. adamianebze udidesi STabeW-
dileba moaxdina parizis, londonisa da venis sagalanterio fabri-
kebSi damzadebulma mdidrulma tansacmelma, ris Sedegadac  qarTuli 
Cacmuloba radikalurad Seicvala. 

marTalia, socialurad dabal fenebSi es procesi gaxangrZlivda, mag-
ram aristokratiul wreebSi igi swrafi da Seuqcevadi iyo. XIX s-is pro-
g resma Secvala ara mxolod adaT-wesebi, aramed Seexo yvela sfe ros da 
adamianTa SegnebaSic moaxdina gadatrialeba. warmoiqmna Taviseburi 
axali kultura, romlis uaryofa drois miRma dgomas niSnavda. 
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eorgian ethno-culture cannot be imagined without picturing the  
 national costumes which have been worn by locals for thousands of 
years. Georgian national dress is symbolic of the various cultures that 
are within Georgia as well as a testament to the esthetic qualities of do-
mestic craftsmanship.  

Georgian costumes provide insight into the culture and the history of the people who 
were the first to produce fabric in the caucasus region. costume materials have recently 
been discovered in archeological excavations in upper imereti (region in Georgia) which 
date back to the paleolithic period (35,000 years ago). 

archeologists discovered remnants of flax fabric (linen) and it is believed by many an-
thropologists that Georgia was one of the centers of flax fabric manufacturing during 
that period. This discovery was nominated as one of the top ten most significant dis-
coveries of 2012 and has given scholars and anthropologists a greater understanding 
of one of the earliest human civilization. The usage of linen as a clothing material in the 
paleolithic period served as a direct predecessor to the use of wool as a means of making 
clothing and has had a direct impact on the textile industry as we know it today.    

The recent discoveries of ethnographic materials have had a great significance for the 
history of Georgian costumes. in the Georgian ethnographic Museums, visitors can see 
the manner of wearing traditional clothing as well as many samples of traditional cloth-
ing.  it is also important to note that until mid 20th century the traditional way of produc-
ing flax, hemp, silk, wool, cotton and other fabrics was preserved within families. every 
family had their own methods and styles of producing clothing. The fabrics were woven 
both on vertical and horizontal looms.  
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one of the earliest sources of the history of Georgian clothing is herodotus (5th century 
b.c.) he wrote that ancient caucasian people would choose special leaves, mix them 
with special substances and decorate clothing with them. These decorative patterns did 
not fade with time and looked like they had been woven into the threads. This ‘father 
of history’ praised the linens of Kolkhi where many popular fabrics were manufactured 
at the time. a number of subsequent authors mentioned the clothing of the Georgian, 
i.e., Kartvelian tribes especially those of the warriors. according to xenophon’s accounts 
(5th century b.c.), the calipha and Mossynoeci warriors wore linen shirts that reached 
to their knees and covered their heads with leather hats. in the 19th century the distant 
descendants of these peoples, Megrelians, wore cool and convenient linen clothing that 
they wove themselves, while working in the fields. 

Much later, historians of the byzantium period, such as, nikita Khoniate (12th century), 
Mikhail ataliate (11th century) and eustate of Thesaloniki (12th century) praised the ibe-
rian and lazian clothing which noblemen of the court wore. Manuel Komnebi in the 
“french chronicles” described the clothing of the iberian ambassadors during their visit 
to paris in 1182. King louis the 7th himself raved about the ‘iberian fashion’ that he him-
self wore on many occasions. 

during the early and middle ages particular interest was paid to the historical character 
of Georgian clothing which was showcased in memorial monuments, religious architec-
ture, paintings and on ancient currency.  

The bas reliefs sculptures of figures of Mtskheta’s jvari (cross) Monastery (6th century) 
were of great importance for the Georgian clothing of that period because high ranking 
noblemen were depicted in the reliefs wearing the high fashion of the period. 

variations of cloaks, dresses and trousers are represented on commemorative tablets 
found in the archeological sites of dmanisi, ukangori and usaneti. These costumes can 
also be found in the Georgian architectural sites of Tbeti, Kumurdo, zegani, oshki, vale, 
ude, shepiak, fetobni, doliskana, Korogho, safari and throughout Georgia. although 
these statues and sculptures are carved out of stone, it is possible to notice the plain, 
patterned, goffered, light and heavy fabrics that the figures are wearing. The designs of 
the garments vary in style with collars, without collars, with cuffs, hems, false sleeved 
and wide sleeved, long, open at the chest, and also adorned with pearls.  
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The clothes of the royal court should be particularly mentioned. They are lavishly 
 illustrated on the frescos of the Georgian monuments of nekrsi, vardzia, bertubani, 
 Gelati and Kintsvisi.

clothing has always served as one of the expressions of a man’s esthetic views and men-
tality, the culture of dressing is usually characterised by innovations of style and design. 
Therefore, according to the illustrated material preserved up to now, so many diversified 
items of clothing are presented in Georgia in the middle and late centuries –  there are 
not only separate types, but subtypes can also be singled out. very significant informa-
tion has been preserved about the Georgian clothing in important

Georgian literary sources such as “The Martyrdom of shushanik” (5th century), “The Mar-
tyrdom of eustate Mtskheteli” (6th century), “The Torture of abo Tbileli” (7th century), 
“The life of Kartli” (5th – 17th centuries), “The state court arrangement” (14th century), 
“dasturmalamal” (The approval) by vakhtang vi  (18th century) and in the official docu-
ments of nikortsminda and Mtskheta (12th century).

“The life of Kartli” by prince vakhushti, the founder of Georgia’s historical and Geo-
graphic sciences should be specially mentioned. besides many other issues, he touched 
upon the national clothing, namely, he discussed the characteristics of the clothing of 
Georgians. according to the author’s point of view, the clothing was extremely versatile 
and original in style.

rich material is preserved in the “dowry books” about the Georgian clothing of the late 
Middle ages. as it is well-known, a dowry is the property which a woman’s family gave 
her. it was certified by a special document which had juridical power and therefore it is a 
reliable historical document.  it should be noted, that in sources like these, the clothing 
of high society women was versatile and lavishly presented. for instance, the princess of 
the King of Kartli had various valuable items in her dowry: 11 shirts adorned with pearls 
and turquoises and their suitable undergarments, 20 leather dresses, adorned with vari-
ous precious stones and furs, 82 dresses of various fabrics and shapes, 45 chest pieces, 
embroidered with gold thread and trimmed with brocade, 21 pairs of mashias (slippers) 
and jorabis (knitted socks); 10 hats trimmed with pearls and sewn with gold thread, 
and 9 girdles. The biography and will of jesse baratashvili, the literary secretary at the 
court of King erekle, gives us interesting details about a Georgian man’s  clothing of the 
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18th century. a list of garments is given, and also the attitude towards them. namely, he 
points out that he is fond of dressing up and that he takes good care of his clothes he 
also differentiates the clothes that are worn at home and outdoors, his summer and win-
ter clothes, festive and mourning clothes. Many of these fabrics were local while others 
were brought from europe, Turkey and persia.

by the end of the 18th century, a garment called a chokha, quickly became an extremely 
popular garment, especially in the valleys and lowlands of Georgia. The chokha was dec-
orated with bullet cartridges that lined the chest. This element made the chokha stand 
out and become one of the most popular garments in Georgian national attire. as time 
passed, several kinds of the chokha appeared. chokhas could be seen in refined shapes, 
and finally, this type of garment had such a significant place in the fashion of Georgia 
that it became an iconic national symbol along with traditional Georgian dresses for 
women.

clothes are the indicators of peoples’ ethnic image and while wearing them a person 
 acquires an intensified feeling of one’s own nationality and a certain responsibility to-
wards their ancestors. The negative response, brought about by the change of the de-
sign of clothing (which was often determined by the culture, imposed by the conquer-
ors) accompanied all the epochs, but the changes, which took place in the 19th century 
were the most influential and forever changed traditional Georgian clothing. european 
clothing and accessories reached Georgia and these clothing styles became popular 
and spread so quickly into Georgian popular culture that advocates of the traditional  
clothing expressed their displeasure only in resentment and reprimands. it was a his-
torical moment of the confrontation between the traditional and the modern. The gar-
ments, made in paris, london and vienna hosiery factories greatly impressed the people 
of Georgia and as a result of it,  Georgian clothing style began to change.

This process was prolonged among the people of lower social classes, but among the 
Georgian aristocracy it was quick and irreversible. The transformation of the 19th century 
changed not only customs and habits, but it made a kind of revolution in the people’s 
mentality as well and touched upon all the spheres of culture and society. it created a 
certain new culture, the rejection of which meant standing beyond time. 
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qarTuli saero samosis mravalsaxeobas ganapirobebs geografiul-
klimaturi, tomobriv-eTnikuri da socialur-wodebrivi sxvaoba. 
Mmiuxedavad amisa, am mravalferovnebaSi SeiZleba bevri saerTo niS-
nis (masala, Targi, silueti, sqesobriv-asakobrivi faqtori, ferTa 
Sexameba, Cacmisa da tarebis wesi) povna, raSic, zogadad, aisaxa qar-
Tuli xasiaTi. qalisa da mamakacis samosis ZvelqarTuli saerTo 
saxelwodebaa kaba.
 

The diversity of the Georgian secular clothing is determined by geographic, cli-
matic, tribal-ethnical and social class differences. in spite of this versatility, many 
common features can be found, such as materials, patterns, silhouettes, gender  
and age factors, color coordination and the manner in which clothing was worn. 
The Georgian character is reflected in the designs and styles of its national clothing. 
The ancient common name for male and female garments is kaba - a dress.
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qalis e.w. qarTuli kaba, ZiriTadad, ori saxisa iyo: saxlarTaviani 
da gujastiani (gulze oTxkuTxa Wriliani kaba). kabis kompleqtis 
aucilebel elementebs ki gulispiri, Rrmad Sexsnili saxeloebi, 
yurT majebi, sartyel-gulispiri Seadgenda.

qarTuli kaba welSi gamoyvanili da bologanieri iyo. Sedgebo-
da    erTmaneTTan mxolod zurgiT dakavSirebuli zeda da qveda 
 na wile bisagan. 3-6 naWriani zedakaba Canakerebis saSualebiT tan -
ze mWidrod iyo morgebuli. mas mTlian sarCuls udebdnen tanze 
 momdgari rom yofiliyo. wina kalTebs atandnen Zvlis an  rkin is  viwro 
zolebs – firfitebs. sakisre ukan odnav iyo amoWrili. XIX -is    70-ian 
wlebamde, zedakaba, umTavresad, gujastiani iyo (win gujastiT, 
anu xrikebiT ikvreboda), xolo is adgili, saidanac gulispiri 
Canda, metwilad, oTxkuTxedad iyo amoWrili. Semdgom wlebSi  
ki vrceldeba saxlarTaviani kaba win gaxsnili guliT. zedaka-
bis amoWril guls avsebdnen gulispiriT – Zvirfasi qsoviliT, 
romelic umetesad moqarguli iyo.
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The Georgian lady’s dress - kaba can be characterized by two main styles:  sakhlav-
taviani (laced in the front) and the Gujastiani - a dress which included a square cut 
on the chest. The necessary items of a dress - kaba were a chest piece, long, open 
sleeves, cuffs and a girdle. 

The Georgian dress was tight on the waist and wide and flowing on the bottom. it 
consisted of upper and lower parts which joined each other at the back. The upper 
part consisted of 3-6 pieces and it was tight- fitting on the body due to the stitches. 
The upper part had a whole lining. The front parts had inserted bone or iron nar-
row plates in order to make it tight fitting on the body. The neck line was slightly 
cut out. until the 1870’s, the upper part was mainly gujastiani (fastened with hooks 
at the front) and the place where the chest-piece was visible and most were made 
with square-shaped cuts. later, the sakhlavtaviani dress widely spread which was 
made with an open cut and was laced in the front. The cut out upper part of the 
dress was filled with valuable embroidered pieces of fabric.

mandilosnis samosi/ kaxeTi
abreSumi, xaverdi, oqromkedi, kilitebi

woman’s dress/ Kakheti
silk, velvet, Gold Thread, sequins
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kabis qveda nawili welmoukerebeli da welmokerebuli iyo. zogi-
erTs ukana kalTa winaze grZeli hqonda da mas kudmoTreuls eZax-
dnen. Aam or nawils aerTebda naqargi da Zvirfasi TvlebiT  Semkuli 
ortota sartyeli.  misi grZeli da ganieri totebi qvedakabis wina 
kalTaze eSveboda. 

yurTmajebi kabaze ar iyo mikerebuli da  farTo saxeloebis qveS, 
mklavebze, zonrebiT magrdeboda, xolo maja budiani xrikebiT 
(dugmebi) an vercxlis yunwiani RilebiT ikvreboda. 

kabisa da misi elementebisaTvis erTnairi masala gamoiyeneboda 
– abreSumis qsovili da Zafi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi, Zvirfasi 
da naxevrad Zvirfasi qvebi. gasamSveneblad, ZiriTadad, iqarge-
boda mcenareuli ornamenti – vazisa da muxisfoTlebi, yurZnis 
mtevnebi, puris TavTavebida sxv. maTi mxatvruli gaformeba-orna-
mentireba da ferTa gamac erTnairi an urTierTSexamebuli, misada-
gebuli iyo kabasTan, rac qarTvel ostatTa daxvewil esTetikur 
gemovnebaze metyvelebs. 

qarTuli kabis gawyobisas iTvaliswinebdnen asakobrivsa da so-
cialur faqtors, rac ganapirobebda misi masalis xarisxs, ferTa 
gamasa da gaformebas. axalgazrdebi irCevdnen Ria feris qsovils, 
moxucebi – muqs. saqorwino kaba ki, tradiciulad,  TeTri iyo. 

mandilosnis samosi/ qarTli 
abreSumi, xaverdi, oqromkedi

woman’s dress/ Kartli
silk, velvet, Gold Thead
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mandilosnis kabis sartyeli, 
gulispiri, yurTmajebi/ qarTli 
abreSumi, xaverdi, oqromkedi, kilitebi

lady’s Girdle with v-neck embroidered piece 
and cuffs/ Kartli
silk, velvet, Gold Thread, sequins
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mandilosnis kabis sartyeli, 
gulispiri, yurTmajebi/ qarTli 
abreSumi, xaverdi, oqromkedi, kilitebi

lady’s Girdle with v-neck embroidered piece 
and cuffs/ Kartli
silk, velvet, Gold Thread, sequins
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qarTuli kabis gulispirebi/qarTli
abreSumi, xaverdi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi, kilitebi

lady’s v-neck embroidered piece/ Kartli
silk, velvet, Gold Thread, silver Thread, sequins
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There were two kinds of dresses; one was sewn at the waist, and the other was 
sewn just at the back, the front part of this dress (skirt) was un-sewn. These two 
parts were joined by the embroidery and a two-branch girdle adorned with pre-
cious stones. The long and wide girdle fell down on the front of the dress. some 
of dresses had the back section of skirt longer than the front and this style was 
referred to as a tailed dress.

cuffs were not sewn on the dress and under the sleeves they were tied to a woman’s 
arms with strings and at the wrist they were fastened with hooks or silver buttons.

The same materials were used for the dress and its elements; silk fabric and thread, 
gold and silver threads, precious and semi-precious stones. for adornment mostly 
embroidery was used: plant ornaments – grape leaves, grape bunches, bushels of 
wheat, and oak leaves. Their adornment and ornamentation, and the color sets 
were the same or matching the dress which points to the Georgian masters’ fine 
esthetic tastes.

while adorning a dress the age and social factors were taken into consideration 
which determined the quality of the material, color coordination and ornamenta-
tion. younger women and girls chose lighter coloured fabrics while older women 
preferred to wear darker colours. wedding dresses were traditionally white.
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aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi XVIII-XIX ss-Si, umTavresad, gavrcele-
buli iyo mamakacis yurTmajiani, ganiersaxeloiani, welze dana-
oWebuli,  grZeli an muxlamde kaba. mas garSemo yaiTnisa (Zafisagan 
dawnuli wvrili zonari) da xaverdis ole (arSia) Semouyveboda.

grZelsaxeloiani kabis saxelo Cveulebrivze grZeli iyo da bo-
lov deboda momrgvalebuli an wawvetebuli yoSiT, romelic xe-
lis mtevnis zeda nawils faravda. saxelos sxva feris Zvirfasi 
qsoviliT asarCulebdnen, radgan cru saxeloSi xeli iSviaTad ey-
reboda da yurTmajebi xSirad mxrebze hqondaT akecili. yoSiani 
kabiT, umetesad, imosebodnen didgvarovnebi da vaWrebi. gansxva-
vdeboda kabis gulispiris Wrilic. zogi samkuTxedi iyo, zogic 
– or mxares Caxsnili da gadmokecili an mTlianad daxuruli da 
yelamde Sekruli.

kabis umTavresi samSvenisi iyo vercxlis qamari an Zvirfasi qsovi-
lis sartyeli.

in the eastern Georgia of the 18th and 19th centuries, the most popular outfits were 
male dresses with cuffs. These kabas (dresses) were long or reaching the knees, they 
were gathered at the waist and had wide sleeves. The dress had a hem, adorned 
with a thin, pleated string and a velvet edge.

The sleeves of the dress were longer than usual and had rounded or pointed cuffs, 
which covered the upper part of the hand. The sleeves had a lining of a valuable 
fabric, as the hand was seldom thrust through the false sleeves the cuffs were often 
folded up on the shoulders. noblemen and merchants usually wore dresses with 
cuffs. The cut on the chest was also of different shapes. some were triangular while 
others were open on both sides and folded up or completely closed and buttoned 
up at the neck.

The most principal adornment of the dress was a silver belt or a girdle, made of a 
valuable fabric.
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mamakacis kaba/ qarTli
maudi, abreSumi, xaverdi

Man’s dress/ Kartli
wool, silk, velvet
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mamakacis kaba axaluxiT/ qarTli
maudi, abreSumi, xaverdi

Man’s dress/ Kartli
wool, silk, velvet
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KKkabis SigniT icvamdnen axaluxs. XIX s-is II naxevarsa da XX s-is 
 da sa wyisSi saqarTveloSi masobrivad gavrcelda sami saxis axaluxi: 
 e.w. Tavaduri, grZeli da unaoWo, mravalkalTiani; glexuri mokle 
da  danaoWebuli; qalaquri, e.w. duSluRiani, anu orsakinZiani. Aam 
ukanasknelis momxmareblebi qalaqeli vaWar-xelosnebi da wvrili 
mo xeleebi iyvnen. orsakinZian axaluxsG guli erTidan  meore mxares 
hqonda gadadebuli da yaiTnis mravali RiliT ikvreboda. kaxeTSi 
amgvar mokle axaluxze bolomde gaxsnil sada, Seukrav Coxas icvam-
dnen. 

axaluxs xSirad asarCulebdnen bambis qsoviliT. mas sayelosa da 
gulze aWrelebdnen (agviristebdnen) sxvadasxva ornamentiT. axa-
luxi yurTmajianic yofila. zogiA weliani, anu Coxuri aWrilobisa 
(Targisa) iyo, guldaxuruli da maRali sayeloTi. hqonda swori sa-
xeloebi, gulispirze – jibe. sezonis mixedviT ufendnen bambas da  
aliandagebdnen. 

mandilosanTaA axaluxi ori saxisa iyo: grZeli da mokle. GgrZeli axa-
luxi win Caxsnili, mamakacis axaluxis msgavsi, welze momdgari, kal-
Taganieri, maRali sayeloTi da Ril-kiloebiT Sesakvreli iyo. swori 
saxeloebi zogjer yoSebiT bolovdeboda. 

Mmokle axaluxi qarTl-kaxeT-hereTisTvis iyo damaxasiaTebeli. sa-
qalo axaluxis mTavar gasawyob samkaulad yaiTani iTvleboda. mis 
kalTebs nafTuliTac (aplikaciiT) amSvenebdnen. 
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mamakacis axaluxi/ imereTi
abreSumi, bamba

Man’s akhalukhi/ imereti
silk, cotton
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mamakacis axaluxi/ qarTl-kaxeTi
abreSumi, bamba

Man’s akhalukhi/ Kartli and Kakheti
silk, cotton
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akhalukhi was worn under the dress. in the second part of the 19th and the be-
ginning of 20th century, three types of akhakukhis became popular in Georgia; 
 noblemen’s akhalukhi – long and without gathers and multi-paneled; for peasants, 
a short one and with gathers; and the urban, with two fastenings, worn by traders, 
artisans and petty clerks. The akhalukhis with two fastenings had one front part 
going over the second one and tied with a lot of buttons. in Kakheti, a long, open 
to the end chokha, unfastened was worn over a short akhalukhi.

akhalukhi often had a lining of a cotton fabric. at the collar and chest it was ador-
ned with various ornaments and stitches. some of them had cuffs some had waists 
of the chokha pattern with closed chest piece and a high collar. it had straight 
sleeves and a pocket on the chest and depending on the season, it had a cotton 
quilted lining.

a woman’s akhalukhi were made in two different styles; a long or short. The lon ger 
akhalukhi was open in the front, like the style for men it was tight at the waist, but 
wide on the bottom with a high collar and was fastened with buttons and hooks. 
The long sleeves sometimes ended with cuffs.

The short akhalukhi was characteristic to Kartli, Kakheti, and hereti. The main 
adornment for the ladies’ akhalukhi was considered the kaitani (braided strings). 
The ends of the akhalukhi were adorned with finery as well.
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mamakacis axaluxi/kaxeTi
bamba

Man’s akhalukhi/ Kakheti
cotton
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qarTveli qali qaTibiT
mxatvari maqs tilke

Georgian lady wearing Katibi
artist: Max Tilke
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qaTibi mandilosnis zamTris Zvirfasi samosia, romelic, umete-
sad, aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi iyo gavrcelebuli. qaTibisaTvis  
gamoiyeneboda sxvadasxva feris xaverdi, sarCulad ki – abreSumi 
an bewvi. igi sagangebod irTveboda: sayelosa da kideebs amSve neb-
da naqargobaA da margalitiT Semkobili ornamentebi. qaTibis zeda 
nawili sxeulze iyo morgebuli, qveda – ganieri ki muxlebamde aR-
wevda. TiTqmis am sigrZisa iyo gaxsnili, cru saxeloebi, romlebic 
yoSebiT bolovdeboda. qaTibs garSemo siasamuris bewvi hqonda 
movlebuli. mas samSvenisad margalitTan erTad vercxlis an oqros 
Rilebi ekera.
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qaTibi/ qarTli
abreSumi, xaverdi, bewvi, oqromkedi

Katibi/ Kartli
silk, velvet, fur, Gold Thead
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The katibi is a lady’s valuable winter garment, which was mostly worn in eastern 
Georgia. various colours of velvet were used for the katibi and the lining was silk 
or fur. it was specially adorned: the collar and edges had embroidery and the orna-
ments were made with pearls. The upper part of the katibi was tight the body and 
the lower section reached the knees. The false sleeves were almost of the same 
length which ended with cuffs. The edge of the katibi was bordered with sable. it 
was adorned with silver and gold buttons.
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qaTibi/ qarTli
abreSumi, xaverdi, bewvi, oqromkedi

Katibi/ Kartli
silk, velvet, fur, Gold Thead
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Coxa mamakacis yvelaze gavrcelebuli samosia mTel kavkasiaSi. igi 
qarTul saero samosSi XVII-XVIII ss-Si mkvidrdeba da, faqtobrivad, 
mamakacis kabis memkvidred SeiZleba CaiTvalos. misi gamorCeuloba 
ganapiroba Coxis gawyobam saqileebiT. saqarTveloSi Coxis araer-
Ti saxeobaa, romlebic kuTxeebis mixedviT erTmaneTisgan ganirCe-
va: sigrZiT, kalTebis raodenobiT, saxelos formiT, samasreebiTa 
da a.S. 

CoxisM masalad, ZiriTadad Savi, miwisferi, lurji da ruxi feris 
Sali gamoiyeneboda. sazamTro Coxa ufro sqeli qsovilisagan mzad-
deboda. aqlemis yelis matylis, yvelaze Txeli da nazi, Salisagan 
saukeTeso, e.w. sajeelo Coxa ikereboda. saqorwino TeTr Coxasac 
saukeTeso masalisagan keravdnen.

Coxis saxelo majasTan iyo SeWrili da grexilmovlebuli. KkalTe-
bis ganakveTs Signidan CafariSebi (nakerebze Semosavlebi saxiani 
arSia) dauyveboda, xolo garedan gadakerebis adgili da kalTebi, 
aseve axa luxis napirebi da nakerebi buzmentiTa da vercxlmkediT 
moqsovili yaiTniT irTveboda. 

DdasavleT saqarTveloSi grZel Coxas atarebdnen. am mxriv gamor-
Ceuli iyo megrul-afxazuri Coxa, romlis sigrZe koWebs scdebo-
da, tanze metad momdgari iyo, samasreebi ki viwro, mokle hqonda 
da kalTis orsave mxares metad daxrilad hqonda mikerebuli. 
erTgvar modur tendenciad SeiZleba CaiTvalos samasreebis gan-
sxvavebuli feriT, rogorc wesi, Savi qsoviliTa da tyavis arSiiT 
gamokveTa. aseTive samSvenisi iyo kravelis bewvis arSia, rome lic 
Coxis mkerdis Wrilsa da kisers dauyveboda. popularuli iyo 
Coxis saxelos sxva feris qsoviliT dasarCuleba (mamakacis yurT-
majiani kabis msgavsad). saxelos gadakecvisas es detali Coxis 
erTgvari samSvenisi iyo.
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aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi ufro Tavisufali Wris Coxa iyo ga  - 
v rcelebuli. tanze arc ise moyvanili gaxldaT, gaxsnils xmaro b-
dnen da xSirad Ril-kilos arc ki akerebdnen. Coxis gasamSveneblad 
sxvadasxva tipis mosarTavi gamoiyeneboda. sadad miiCneoda Coxis 
ferisve an gansxvavebuli tonalobis yaiTniT, an grexili zonriT 
gawyoba. 

ufro sadResaswaulo elferi ki mosirmuli, naqargi aSiebiT gaw yo-
bil Coxas dakravda. UagreTve gamoiyeneboda mosarTavi feradi zo-
nari, igive zei, romelic dabali xarisxis feradi abreSumis Zafis-
gan mzaddeboda. iwneboda oTxi ZiriTadi feris – lurji, yviTeli, 
wiTeli da mwvane Zafisagan.

Coxis tarebis garkveuli wesi arsebobda glovis dros. imereTsa 
da aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi mamakacebi Coxa-axaluxis msgavsi sa-
mosiT imosebodnen. is ikereboda ubralod, yovelgvari samSvenisis 
gareSe. masze qamar-xanjals ar atarebdnen  da zemo imereTSi kaba-
kardi erqva, aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi ki – kaba. 
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mamakacis Coxa/ imereTi
maudi, bamba

chokha/ imereti
wool, cotton
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The chokha is the most ubiquitous garment in the caucasus region. it was imple-
mented in the Georgian secular clothes of the 17th and 18th centuries and is consi-
dered the heir of the male dress. it is particularly remarkable because of the cartridge 
cases adorning the chokha. There are several kinds of the chokhas in Georgia which 
are distinguished by regions, length, the numbers of panels, the shape of the sleeves, 
and by the design and number of the cartridge cases. 

The fabric that is used to make a chokha is wool that is typically dyed black, brown, 
blue or grey. The winter chokha was made of a thicker fabric. camel wool is thin, soft 
and was used to make the best chokha for young people. The white wedding chokha 
was also made from high quality fabrics. The sleeve of a chokha was cut at the wrist 
and edged with a rolled and twisted string.  The edges had chaparishes (a patterned 
line) sewn from the inside and outside stitches. The edges of the akhalukhi were 
adorned with gold and silver threaded strings.

in western Georgia, a long chokha was used because of cultural and climatic con-
ditions that differed from eastern Georgia. in this respect, the Megrel and abkhaz 
chokhas were especially remarkable. western chokhas were so long that they went all 
the way down past a man’s ankle and they were fit tightly around a man’s waist and 
torso, the cartridge cases were narrow and short. They were sewn in a slanting way on 
both sides and the cartridge cases were of different colors, as a rule they stood out on 
the black fabric and had leather edges. lamb’s wool adornments were also used and 
lined the chest piece cut and the neck. it was popular to have a lining of a different 
color (like the male cuffed dress). when folding up the sleeves, this detail was striking 
and highly fashionable at the time. 

in eastern Georgia, the chokha, cut out of a freer pattern became more popular. it was 
not tightly fitted to the body and used to be worn open and there were no buttons 
or hooks sewn on them. different trimmings were used to decorate chokha. it was 
considered a simpler way to trim it with the strings of the same color or of a different 
shade of pleated edgings. 

The chokha looked more festive if it was embroidered and the trimming strings had 
gold threads woven into them. colored strings which were made out of a cheaper 
quality silk were used as trimmings.  The pleated design was made with four different 
colours; blue, yellow, red, and green. 

There were special customs concerning the way a chokha was worn during the forty 
day mourning period after a death. in imereti and east Georgia, men wore the gar-
ments which resembled the chokh-akhalukhi. They were made without any adorn-
ment. The belt and the dagger were not worn on them. in upper imereti it was called 
the kaba-kardi and in eastern Georgia (kaba).
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qarTuli Coxis aucilebeli aqsesuaria qilebi, anu masrebi. mogrZo 
miliseburi xis saTavsoebi, romlebic Coxis gulispirze dakere-
bul saqileebSi ewyo.  Zvelad masSi inaxeboda erTi gasrola Tofis 
wamali. mogvianebiT igi Coxis samkaulad iqca da gansakuTre-
buli yuradReba mieqca masrebis Tavebis gaformebas, romelTa 
dasamzadeblad iyenebdnen rqas, spilos Zvals, vercxls, oqrosa da 
giSers.

Coxaze atarebdnen vercxlis qamrebs vercxlisve qarqaSiani xan-
jliT. sartyel-qamari, umetesad, mzaddeboda Zvirfasi liTonis, 
tyavisa da naWris kombinaciiT. sartylebs amzadebdnen saqarTve-
losa da kavkasiis sxvadasxva qalaqSi.

vercxlis sartylebSi srulyofilad gamovlinda kavkasiis xalxTa 
TviTmyofadi saoqromWedlo kultura. vercxlis sartylebi daniS-
nulebiT iyo samamakaco da sadiaco. gawyobiT – erTiani, mijriT 
miwyobili da naWriani. agebulebiT – yurumi (masiuri) da Wviruli 
(gamWoli), mokazmulobiT – minanqriani, sevadiani, oqrocurvili, 
grexilur-cvaruli da sxv., sakinZis mixedviT ki – gobakiani da 
abzindiani. vercxlis nawilebiT Semkuli xmlis samxariRlive, anuY 
yawimi mxariRliv gadakidebuli Tasmaa, romelzec xmlis qarqaSia 
Camoki debuli.

xmali qarTuli kabisa da Coxa-axaluxis aucilebel atributad 
iqca. es sabrZolo iaraRi rkinis xanis pirmSoa da misi gamoyeneba im 
droidan ivaraudeba. feodaluri xanis qarTveli didebuli  xmals 
yoveldRiurad atarebda. qarTuli eTnografiuli da folkloru-
li masaliT dasturdeba xmlis nairgvari tipebi: qarTuli gorda, 
daviTferuli, misruli, daSna, SiSna, niCba, Wolauri, lekuri, gve-
lispiruli, TuSuri orlesuli, ungruli, franguli da sxv. 
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Coxis qilebi/ imereTi, quTaisi
xe, vercxli, oqro, sevada

cartriges/ imereti, Kutaisi
wood, silver, Gold, Metal inlay 
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cartridge cases are necessary accessories of the chokha. They are long, tube-like 
containers which are sewn on the chest piece of the chokha. in the times of our 
ancestors, gun powder for one shot was kept in them and later it became a kind 
of adornment for the chokha. particular attention and craftsmanship was paid to 
highlighting the edges of the cases. such materials as horns, ivory, silver, gold, and 
jet were used to decorate the edges of the casings.

silver belts and silver sheaths with daggers were worn on a man’s belt.  belts were 
made with a combination of materials such as precious metals, leather and fabric.  
Most belts were made in Georgia and various towns of the caucasus region.

The original goldsmith culture of the caucasian people was showcased by the ex-
quisite designs and craftsmanship of belts and daggers. silver belts were worn by 
both men and women. They were whole, tightly made and consisting of different 
pieces of metal. They were massive in structure and penetrating, ornamented with 
enamel, covered with gold, with rolling and twisting designs. carved silver and 
metal buttons and buckles were used as fastenings. The katsimi, is a string thrown 
over the shoulder, on which the dagger sheath hangs. it is ornamented with silver 
pieces.

The sabre is a kind of backsword that had a curved, single-edged blade and a rather 
large handguard, covering the knuckles of the hand as well as the thumb and fore-
finger. The sabre and dagger became a necessary attribute of the Georgian dress 
and of the chokha-akhalukhi outfit. This iron weapon is the child of the iron age 
and its practical usage is thought to have existed since that period. Georgian no-
bleman of the feudal period used to wear a sabre every day. Georgia’s ethnographic 
and folklore materials prove the existence of various types of   sabres: the Georgian 
gorda, davidperuli, misruli, dashna, shishna, nichba, cholauri, lekuri, gvelispiruli, 
tushuri, orlesuri, ungruli (hungarian), pranguli (french). 
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mamakacis zeda samosi – qulaja welSi gadaWrili, naoWasxmuli da 
axa luxze Casacmeli iyo.M mas idayvamde daSvebuli saxeloebi hqon-
da. ikravdnen gulispirze dakerebuli Ril-kiloebiT. zamTarSi 
asarCulebdnen bewviT, sxva dros ki – abreSumiTa da  satiniT. ike-
reboda Zvirfasi (umetesad, xaverdi) da feradi (Sindisferi, mwvane, 
lurji) abreSumis qsovilisagan.

Qqulajis irgvliv kideebis gasawyobad iyenebdnen ZaRaras (bewvis 
aSias), Tavad qulajis Sesamkobad ki – oqromkeds, ferad yaiTans, 
vercxlisa da oqros sirmiT naqsov zonrebs, feradi abreSumisa da 
tyavis naWrebs. qulajis ganuyofeli samSvenisi iyo sapiriswamle 
rqa da saswrafo – qilebis CanTa, romelic oqromkediT iqargeboda.

The kulaja is an upper garment for men. it is cut at the waist, gathered and worn 
on top of the akhalukhi. The sleeves reach the elbows. it was fastened on the chest 
piece with buttons and hooks. in winter, it has a fur lining and a silk and satin lining 
for other seasons. it was made of valuable fabric (mostly velvet) and coloured (dark 
red, green, blue) silk fabric.

fur was used to trim the edges of the kulaja and also strings with gold and sil-
ver thread woven into them, as well as silk and leather pieces. The indispensable 
adornment of the kulaja was the horn with gunpowder and a bag for cartridge 
cases which are embroidered with gold thread.
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mamakacis qulaja/ qarTli 
xaverdi, abreSumi, bewvi 

Man’s Kulaja/ Kartli
velvet, silk, fur
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qulaja/qarTli
xaverdi, abreSumi, bamba, vercxlmkedi

Man’s Kulaja/ Kartli
velvet, silk, cotton, silver Thread
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qulaja/ qarTli 
xaverdi, abreSumi, bamba, vercxlmkedi

Man’s Kulaja/ Kartli
velvet, silk, cotton, silver Thead
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qarTveli mamakacis samosTan dakavSirebul aqsesuarTa Soris 
 erT-erTi saintereso da iSviaTia e. w. saulvaSeebi, romelTa da-
niSnulebasTan dakavSirebiT ori mosazreba arsebobs; erTi ukav-
Sirdeba qarTveli mamakacis ulvaSis formas. lamazad dayenebuli, 
e.w. awkepili, ulvaSi kargad rom mdgariyo da misi forma Zilis 
dros ar Secvliliyo, Rame qarTveli mamakaci ulvaSze saulvaSes 
moirgebda da mis or boloze mikerebuli zonrebiT kefaze Seikrav-
da. es ulvaSs formas unarCunebda da yovel dilas misi xelaxla 
dayeneba da sworeba aRar sWirdeboda.

meore mosazrebis Tanaxmad, mamakaci ulvaSs maSin aikravda, roca 
 is eziareboda. misi ulvaSi siwmindes rom ar Sexeboda, amaSi mas 
saulvaSe exmareboda.
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among accessories related to Georgian men’s clothes was one of the most inte-
resting and rare – saulvasheebi (accessory for mustache). There are two opinions 
concerning the purpose of this accessory. one of them is connected with the shape 
of Georgian mens’ mustache with elevated pointed ends. saulvasheebi were worn 
at night to prevent the altercation of the shape of a man’s beautifully styled mus-
tache when he slept. a man had to put it on his mustache and tie up the laces 
attached at the end of saulvasheebi at a back of the head. This preserved his mus-
tache shape, and he did not have to re-style his mustache when he woke up the 
next morning. 

saulvasheebi were also believed to be used during holy communion, so that a man 
would not desecrate objects of worship with his mustache. 

saulvaSebi/ qarTl-kaxeTi
abreSumi, bamba, margaliti, mZivi 

accessory for Mustache/ Kartli and Kakheti
silk, cotton, pearls, beads
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qarTveli qalis samosis kompleqtis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani 
elementia Tavsaburavi, romelSic Sedioda: Cixtikopi, Tav-
sakravi, leCaqi, baRdadi, Sublis qinZisTavi, kavebi da da-
lal-kavebi.

Cixti Txemisken daqanebuli, Tavze dasadebi muyaos an xis 
 brtye li rkalia, romelzec gadakrulia farCis an xaverdis 
 sxvadasxva feris viwro, oTxkuTxa qsovilis Sublsakravi, 
anu Tavsakravi. is moqargulia abreSumis feradi ZafiT an 
oqromke diTa da vercxlmkedis ornamentuli saxeebiT, Sem-
kulia feradi qvebiTa da mZivebiT.M Cixtikopze mandili ma-
grdeboda Sublis qinZisTaviT. aristokratTa qinZisTavebi 
naxevrad Zvirfasi qvebiT an brili antebiT imkoboda. CixtiT 
daburul Tavs maRla Tavi ewodeboda, dabla Tavi ki – Cixtis 
gareSe leCaqiT Tavxurvas. ase moxucebi da mgloviare qalebi 
imosebodnen. Tavdauxuravad qalis siaruli Tavsaiad iwode-
boda. 

kopi boloebwawvetebuli, bambiT gamotenili, bambis an abre-
Sumis qsovilisgan gakeTebuli naxevarrkalia. mas debdnen 
Cixtis SigniT simyarisa da zed qinZisTavebiT leCaqis dasa-
magreblad. samkuTxa, Txeli, gamWvirvale qsovilisagan (ti-
uli, marmaSi) damzadebuli leCaqi moqarguli an dabasmuli 
(daxatuli) iyo. mas kideebze Semouyveboda maqmani. leCaqis 
damagrebis ori xerxi arsebobda: saybeuriTa (leCaqis erTi 
kuTxe amotarebuli iyo nikapis qvemoT da sapirispiro mxares 
kopze damagrebiT yels faravda) da usaybeurod (leCaqis ori 
bolo win eSveboda da qals Ria yeli mouCanda). amas yelCe-
niT daburva ewodeboda. EleCaqis tarebis es wesi mianiSnebda, 
qali gaTxovili iyo Tu gauTxovari.  aRniSnul wess qarTveli 
qalebi uZvelesi droidanve mtkiced icavdnen. 
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Cixtikopis Sublsakravebi/ qarTl-kaxeTi
xaverdi, abreSumi, oqromkedi

embroidered headbands/ Kartli and Kakheti
velvet, silk, Gold Thead
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one of the most important components of a woman’s outfit is a headdress  which 
included the chikhti kopi, embroidered headband, a veil, a silk handkerchief, a pin 
for the headband and locks of hair.

The chikhti is a cardboard, flat semicircle, slanting to the top of the head and cov-
ered with a brocade (a class of richly decorative shuttle-woven fabrics), or velvet, 
narrow, multi-coloured headgear, covering the forehead. it is embroidered and 
adorned with silver and gold ornaments and coloured stones and beads. The head-
band was fixed on the chikhti kopi with forehead pins. The forehead pins of aristo-
crats were adorned with precious stones and diamonds. 

The kopi is a pointed, semicircle stuffed with cotton and covered with silk or cot-
ton. it was placed inside the chikhti for stability and for fixing the veil with the 
head pins. The veil  was made of a thin, transparent fabric (tulle) that was triangular 
shaped, embroidered and painted, and was trimmed with lace. The way in which a 
woman wore her veil indicated whether or not she was married. Georgian women 
have strictly observed this rule since ancient times.

Sublis qinZisTavi/ qarTli
oqro, vercxli, zurmuxti, firuzi, margaliti

headband pin/ Kartli
Gold, silver, emerald, Turquoise, pearls
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KkaxeTsa da qarTlSi qorwilis dros patarZals or leCaqs axurav-
dnen. erTi Cixtis zevidan ukan eSveboda, meore ki win iyo Camofa-
rebuli da pirfadi, meorenairad, CaTxi ewodeboda. 

Cixtikopsa da leCaqze moixvevdnen farCis an abreSumis qsovilis 
oTxkuTxa qsovils, romelsac baRdadi erqva.

Cixtikopis tareba Sesabamis varcxnilobasac moiTxovda: nawnave-
bi zurgze unda yofiliyo daSvebuli, xolo safeTqlebTan, Cixtis 
Signidan, kavebi an dalal-kavebi. kavebad qalis sakuTari Tmisgan 
gamoyofili lokoni iwodeboda, xolo dalal-kavebad – moWrili 
Tmisagan gakeTebuli. 

samegreloSi, afxazeTsa da guriaSi Cixtikopi farTod gavrce-
lebuli ar iyo. sartyel-gulispirian kabaze mxolod leCaqs 
atarebdnen.
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leCaqi/ detali/ qarTli
abreSumi, tiuli

veil/ detail/ Kartli
silk, lace
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brides wore headdresses with two headbands when they got married in Kakheti 
and Kartli. one flowed down the back while the other served as a type of veil that 
covered the front of the bride’s face. This veil is referred to as a chatkhi. 

The chikhti kopi and the headband were often covered with a square shaped bro-
cade or silk fabric called ‘baghdadi’.

wearing the chikhti kopi demanded a special kind of hair style. all Georgian wom-
en wore their hair in long braids that fell down their backs, but at women’s temples 
were curls started inside headband and came down the sides of face. This curled 
hair was either a woman’s natural hair (kavebi) or locks that were cut off (dalal-kave-
bi) when a woman was younger, she would wear dalal-kavebi to hide her grey hair.

in samegrelo, abkhazia and Guria, the chikhti kopies were not widely spread. only 
the headband was worn with a dress with a chest piece and a girdle.
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Tavsafari/ samegrelo
bamba

crocheted shawl/ samegrelo
cotton
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qarTuli kabis qveS icvamdnen grZel perangsa da SeidiSs (nifxavi, 
sawmerTuli, qalis Sarvali), romelTac  gare sacvalsac uwodeb-
dnen. SeidiSis saxeli qsovilis saxeobidan momdinareobs. misi 
totis boloebi imkoboda e. w. SeidiSuri ornamentiT. mcenaris, 
frinvelis an Tevzis gamosaxulebani oqromkediT, vercxlmke-
diTa da zeziT iqargeboda. qalebi SeidiSs sacvlis zemodan 
icvam dnen. is qalTaTvis gansakuTrebulad mosaxerxebeli iyo cxe-
niT mgzavrobisas. mdidrulad naqargi SeidiSis bolos gamoCena 
sircxvilad ar iTvleboda. 

mziTvis wignebSi miTiTebuli masalidan irkveva, rom gansakuTre-
biT mdidrulad Semkuli SeidiSebi Taobidan Taobas gadaecemoda. A

qarTul kabaze icvamdnen bambis an abreSumis maRalyelian, TeTr 
an Wrel windasa  da abreSumisa da  tyavispirian,  maRalquslian, 
daqargul qoSebs. 

Sin naqsovi winda ori saxisaa:  maRalyeliani,  muxlamde an mis zeviT 
da dabalyeliani (koWs acilebuli). maRalyelian windas qalebi 
xmarobdnen, dabalyelians ki – qalica da kacic. axalgazrdis win-
da mravalferadi da rTulsaxiani iyo. qsovdnen matylis, bambisa  da 
abreSumis Zafisagan. 

qoSebi naxevrad Ria, qusliani fexsamosia. misi saxeobebia: Rrmad 
amoRebuli, enian-saferxuliani, Wvintiani da blagvcxviriani. qa-
lis qoSi ikereboda iseve, rogorc mamakacisa, mxolod gamosas-
vleli iqargeboda feradi abreSumis ZafiT, oqromkediTa da 
vercx l mkediT. aseT qoSebs atarebdnen didgvarovani qalbato-
nebi. qoSis qusls ukeTdeboda nali. uamindobaSi rbillanCi-
an fexsacmelze icvamdnen sada qoSebs an  uquslo, daxurul,  
tyavisZirian Custebs. dabali socialuri fenis qalebi imosebod-
nen Sinamosx muli qalamnebiT. 

mandilosnis SeidiSi/ qarTli
abreSumi, bamba, oqromkedi

women’s sheidishi/ Trousers/ Kartli
silk, cotton, Gold Thread
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women wore a long shirt and sheidishi (under garments, and trousers) under 
their Georgian dresses. The name sheidishi means outer pants and comes from 
the name of the fabric. The ends of the trouser legs were adorned with sheidishi 
ornaments with plants, birds or fish patterns, embroidered with gold and silver 
threads and gold braids. women wore sheidishi over their undergarments. it 
was particularly convenient for women, especially while traveling on horseback. it 
was not considered to be improper if the end of the sheidishi was visible.

it is indicated in the dowry books that lavishly ornamented sheidishis passed down 
from generation to generation.

women used to wear cotton or silk high socks, white or multi-colored and high-
heeled slippers, covered with embroidered silk or leather.

There were two varieties of home-made socks; high, reaching the knees or cover-
ing them and low, covering the ankles. both men and women used to wear low 
socks, but high socks were worn only by women. socks for young people were 
multi-colored with complicated patterns. They were knitted with wool, cotton and 
silk threads.

slippers were semi-open high heeled footwear. several types of slippers were 
worn, deeply cut out, with a flap, with a pointed or rounded tips. Men’s and 
women’s slippers were made the same way, but slippers that were worn outdoors 
were embroidered with silk, gold and silver thread. aristocratic women used to 
wear such slippers. iron tips were made on the heels of the slippers. in bad weather, 
closed, leather soled slippers without heels were worn over soft soled plain slip-
pers. The women of lower social class used to wear home-made calamanis (leather 
shoes).

mandilosnis qoSi/ qarTli
xe, tyavi, vercxlmedi

lady’s slippers/ Kartli
wood, leather, silver Thread
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saqarTvelos TiTqmis yvela kuTxis qalebsaY Tu mamakacebSi erT na-
iri popularobiT sargeblobda Tavsaburavi – yabalaxi.

dasavleT saqarTveloSi Yyabalaxs ramdenime saxeliT moixsenieb-
dnen: kabalaxi, Cabalaxi, xSirad osmaluri gavleniT – baSliy. 
tarebis wesidan da socialuri kuTvnilebidan gamomdinare, is 
sxva dasxva sa xisa iyo. 

yabalaxis kuTvnileba gansazRvravda mis masalasa da Semkulobas. 
ra Tqma unda, socialurad maRali fenis warmomadgenlis yaba -
laxi ufro mdidrulad Semkuli da Zvirfasi qsovilisa iyo, dabali 
 fe nisa ki – sada da nakleb morTuli.
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mandilosnis yabalaxi/ imereTi
Sali,  yaiTani, oqromkedi

lady’s Kabalakhi/ imereti
wool, silk, Gold Thead
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mandilosnis yabalaxi/ qarTli
Sali, abreSumi, oqromkedi 

lady’s Kabalakhi/ Kartli
wool, silk, Gold Thread
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Mmasalad, ZiriTadad, gamoiyeneboda Zalian Txeli maudi da Salis  
qso vilis specialuri saxeoba TivTiki. iqargeboda yabalaxis orive 
kal Ta da saSuble (Sublis nawili). saqargavad xmarobdnen oqromke-
disa da vercxlmkedis grexils. cxadia, kacis, qalisa da bavSvis ya-
balaxebi erTmaneTisagan gansxvavdeboda zomis, masalis, ferisa 
da Semkulobis mixedviT. gansxvavebuli iyo misi tarebis wesic 
zafxulsa da zamTarSi. 

Semkulobisa da naqargi dekoridan gamomdinare, qalis yabalaxi 
ufro metad dekorirebuli da mravalsamkauliani iyo. qalebma ya-
balaxis tareba SedarebiT gvian, XIX s-Si, daiwyes da, ZiriTadad, mas 
mxrebze gaswvriv gadafenilad atarebdnen.
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The kind of head were kabalakhi was popular among both men and women in 
almost all parts of Georgia.

in western Georgia, the kabalakhi is referred to by several different names; ka-
balakhi, chabalakhi, and bashlik. 

There were many different varieties that were determined by social status and 
 the way in which it was worn. The social status of the person wearing a kabalakhi 
determined the fabric it was made from and adornments.  naturally, the kabalakhis 
worn by the aristocracy were richly ornamented and made of valuable fabrics.

The kabalakhis of the lower class were plain and less ornamented. very thin bro-
adcloth and a special kind of wool fabric – tivtiki were used to make kabalakhis. 
both ends and the hood of the kabalakhi were embroidered with gold and sil-
ver rolled and twisted threads. Kabalakhis differed in size, materials, colours, and 
adornments dependent on the sex, social class and style preferences of the person 
it was being made for. The way in which a kabalakhi was worn depended on the 
season, different styles and lengths were seen in summer and winter.

ensuing from the adornment and embroidery, a woman’s kabalakhi was more em-
bellished and ornamented. women started wearing kabalakhis in the 19th century. 
a woman would normally fling the scarf over her shoulders crosswise.
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Coxa mamakacis yabalaxiT/ qarTl-kaxeTi
maudi, abreSumi
 
chokha with Man’s Kabalakhi/ Kartli and Kakheti
wool, silk
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Coxa yabalaxiT/ imereTi
Sali, abreSumi

chokha with Man’s Kabalakhi/ imereti
wool, silk
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The papanaki is a typical element of a western Georgian man’s head wear. it is well-
known as the ‘imeretian hat’ as well, though it was more widely spread in the past. 
it had both practical reasons for being worn as well as decorative functions. The 
manner of wearing the papanaki was determined by the thick, bushy hair that cov-
ered it and it was tied under the chin with strings.

The papanaki was made of felt and leather. sometimes, it was covered with a valu-
able fabric and embroidered with gold thread.

dasavleT saqarTvelos samosis saxasiaTo aqsesuaria fafana-
ki – mama kacis Tavsaburavi. igi  imeruli qudis saxeliTacaa cno-
bili, Tumca, warsulSi ufro farTod yofila gavrcelebuli. Mmas, 
praqtikulis garda, samSvenisis funqciac hqonda. Mfafanakis Tav-
xurvis maneras ganapirobebda buCqad damdgari xSiri Tma, romel-
zedac fafanaks daifendnen da nikapqveS TasmiT Seikravdnen. 

fafanaks amzadebdnen nabdisa da tyavisagan. zogjer mas Zvirfasi 
 qsovili hqonda gadakruli da oqromkediT iqargeboda. 
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fafanaki/ imereTi, guria
abreSumi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi

papanaki/ imereti and Guria
silk, Gold Thread, silver Thread
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Nnabadi moTelili matylisagan damzadebuli, win gaxsnili da usa-
xelo wamosasxamia mTliani zurgiTa da ganieri kalTebiT. daniS-
nulebis mixedviT arsebobda: mokle da grZeli, msubuqi da mZime, 
mokle an grZelbewviani.N nabadi aucilebeli samosi iyo mxedrisa, 
romelic mas da cxensac icavda avdrisagan.

nabdis moTelva metad Sromatevadi saqmianobaa. masSi   Sedioda:  
matylis recxva, CeCva, gawverguleba da moTelva. nabdis warmoebis 
qarTuli xalxuri tradicia bolo dromde kargad iyo Semonaxuli 
saqarTveloSi. 

XIX s-Si saukeTeso nabadis warmoebiT ganTqmuli iyo CrdiloeT 
kavkasia, yabardo-CerqezeTi, daRestani da oseTi. saqarTveloSi – 
imereTi, samegrelo, svaneTi da duSeTi. 

nabadi XIX s-Si Coxa-axaluxis gamartivebul saxeobasTan erTad far-
Tod gavrcelda yubanisa da Tergis kazakobaSi, rogorc samxedro 
amuniciis nawili. Aaman ki xeli Seuwyo qarTul-kavkasiur nabadze 
moTxovnis zrdas. 
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The nabadi was a sleeveless cloak made out of felt wool, it is open in front with 
wide panels. according to their functions, nabadis were long and short, light and 
heavy with long or short naps. The nabadi was an indispensable garment of a rider 
and it protected him and his horse in bad weather.

Making  the nabadi (felting) is time-consuming work. it included washing the wool, 
combing it, thinning it into a thread and pressing it into felt. The Georgian folk tra-
ditions of making nabadi have been preserved until today.

in the 19th century, north caucasus, Kabardo-circassia, dagestan, and ossetia were 
famous for manufacturing the best nabadis. in Georgia, they were made in imereti, 
samegrelo, svaneti and dusheti.

 in the 19th century, together with a simplified version of the chokha-akhalukhi, 
nabadi was widely used among the Kuban and Terek cossacks as a part of the mil-
itary uniform which helped to increase the demand for the Georgian-caucasian 
nabadis.
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Cvenamde moRweulsa da mravalferovnebiT gamorCeul qarTul sa-
ero samosSi  bevri saerTo niSnis povna SeiZleba, rac erTmaneTTan 
akavSirebs da, amasTanave, ganasxvavebs aRmosavleTisa da dasavleT  
saqarTvelos samoss.

qarTuli kostiumis mravalferovan galereaSi mniSvnelovania 
gurul-aWaruli samosic. is iqmneboda rogorc fabrikuli, aseve 
dasavleT saqarTvelosaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Sinnamzadi qso-
vilebisagan – Salisgan, abreSumisgan, tilosa da bambisagan. Sali-
saTvis matyli, ZiriTadad, axalcixidan SemohqondaT, abreSumis 
parki ki TviTon mohyavdaT. 

mamakacis samosi – Caqura gavrcelebuli iyo guria-aWaraSi, same-
grelosa da samxreT-dasavleT saqarTveloSi.

Wonia – Coxa, igive kvartua (mokle) Coxa, Caquras erT-erTi ZiriTa-
di komponenti iyo. hqonda: wina kalTebi, sagule, zurgi, anu mxari, 
sa xeloebi – samklave, majebi, samasre jibeebi, romelTac guriaSi 
gulTaTebs eZaxdnen. win gaxsnili zedakaba, samkuTxa gulispiriT, 
welze iyo momdgari da  kalTebi gverdebSi, TiTo xelis dadebaze, 
hqonda Sexsnili. gu lispirze dakerebul gulTaTebSi masrebi ewyo.
majebi da zurgi xSirad orpiri qsovilisa iyo. zogjer saxeloebs, 
idayvis qvemoTa nawilze, tyavi hqonda wakerebuli. kalTa-saxelo-
Ta napirebi yaiTanSemovlebuli da sirmiT iyo damSvenebuli. 
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aWareli mamakaci
mxatvari maqs tilke

ajarian Man
artist: Max Tilke
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masalad gamoiyeneboda Savi, wiTeli, yavisferi, cisferi Sinnaqsovi 
Sali, aseve maudi da atlasi. sarCulad udebdnen bambis qsovileb-
sac. kvartua Coxis qveS ecvaT zupuna – sayeloiani da guldaxuru-
li  axaluxi, mis SigniT ki  usaxelo zedakaba – elegi.

Coxas ikravdnen abreSumis Zafis Ril-kiloebiT an liTonis (TiT-
beri, vercxli) RilebiT. kalTebis boloze ekeraT Salis Zafis dag-
rexili zonari, romelsac ukan SemotarebiT win Seikravdnen. Wo-
niaze ertyaT samferi abreSumis grZeli da ganieri e.w. Tolabusis 
sartyeli.

sayuradReboa tyavis naqargi qamari belyaiSi, romelzedac ekidaT 
an gaCrili hqondaT: mokle satevari, dambaCa, savazne, saqone, maTa-
ra, qisa, biryaiSi (tyavis dasakeci Wiqa). 

Caquras erT-erTi elementi Sarvali, aseve Caqurad wodebuli, 
Zalze danaoWebuli, ganierubiani, ukan danaoWebuli iyo. amis ga-
mo mas ubian Sarvalsac uwodebdnen. mas jibeebi ar hqonda da jibis 
adgilze Caxsnili iyo. muxlebTan sarajebi – samuxleebi ekera. Yyve-
la nakeri misive feris yaiTniT iyo movlebuli. danaoWebuli Sar-
vlis Sesakravad xvanjars iyenebdnen.

am kompleqtis aucilebeli atributi yabalaxi iyo, romelsac yaiT-
niTa da oqromkedis sirmiT amSvenebdnen.  Caquraze atarebdnen nab-
dis qudsa da fafanaks. M

Caqura/ aWara
bamba, abreSumi, vercxlmkedi

chakura/ ajara
cotton, silk, silver Thread
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Georgian secular clothes are marked with diversity and a lot of common features 
can be found in the clothes of eastern and western Georgia which unite them al-
though there are characteristics which differentiate them.

The versatile gallery of the Georgian costume includes the clothes of Guria and 
ajara as well. These fabrics were manufactured both in factories and homes which 
was characteristic to western Georgia. The home-made fabrics were wool, silk, lin-
en and cotton. wool was brought from akhaltsikhe, and silk was produced there. 

The male garment chakura was widely used in Guria, ajara, samegrelo and south-
west Georgia.

The chonia – chokha, the same as the kvartua (short) chokha was one of the prin-
cipal components of Georgian fashion and style. it had front panels, a chest piece, 
back or shoulder covering, sleeves with cuffs, cartridge cases which were called 
gultatebi in Guria. its upper part was open in the front and tight at the waist with a 
triangular-shaped chest, the panels were open so that it could be put on easily. The 
cartridge cases were sewn on the chest piece. The cuffs and the back were often 
made of a double fabric. sometimes the sleeves had leather sewn on the elbows. 
The edges of the panels and sleeves were bordered and adorned with gold-woven 
strings.
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biryaiSi - tyavis samgzavro Wiqa da safule/ aWara
tyavi, oqromkedi

birkaishi - leather cup and purse/ ajara
leather, Gold Thread
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belyaiSi - naqargi sartyeli, samasre/ aWara
tyavi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi

belkaishi - embroidered belt, cartridge holder/ ajara
leather, Gold Thread, silver Thread
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black, red, brown and blue home-made wool was used for the material as well as 
broadcloth and satin. cotton fabrics were also used for the lining. under the kvar-
tua chokha, a collared, close-chested akhalukhi was worn and a sleeveless garment 
– elegi was worn under the akhalukhi. 

The chokha was fastened with metal buttons, made of copper and silver. on the 
ends of the panels a woolen, rolled cord was sewn and it was wrapped around the 
torso and fastened in the front. a long and wide three-coloured belt was worn on 
the chonia. it was called a “Tolabus belt”.

 it should be mentioned that special leather embroidered belt called a belkaishi, 
men attached to it short daggers, pistols, gunpowder cases, container for greases, 
flasks, purses and birkaishis (a folding leather cup).

one of the garments worn with chakura was a pair of trousers, they were wide 
and had an inset sewn between the legs. This garment was called ubiani shar-
vali (trousers with an inset). The fabric of the inset was gathered at front and 
back. The trousers had no pockets and in the place of pockets was an opening. 
Khvanjari (an inserted cord) was used to tie up the trousers. on the knees, sara-
jis (knee covers) were sewn. all the stitches were covered with strings of the 
same color.

The necessary attribute of this outfit was the kabalakhi, which was adorned with 
gold threaded strings. The felt hat and papanaki were also worn with this outfit.
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Caqura/ aWara
xaverdi, abreSumi, bamba, vercxlmkedi

chakura/ ajara
velvet, silk, cotton, silver Thread
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guruli qalis samosi sxva kuTxeebis mandilosanTa msgavsi sar-
tyel-gulispiriani kaba  iyo, oRond  im gansxvavebiT, rom aq qaTi-
bi, dasavleT saqarTvelos baris Tbili klimatidan gamomdinare, 
elegma Caanacvla.  

elegi tanze momdgari da mTlianad dasarCulebuli samosi iyo. Mmas 
hqonda TiTqmis  mTlianad Sexsnili saxeloebi, romlebsac orive 
kideze oqromkediT naqargi yvavilovani ornamenti gasdevda. is 
mziTvis wignebSi kaba-qaTibad  da zubunadacaa moxseniebuli. Ees 
imis maCvenebelia, rom elegi guriaSi qalTa gavrcelebuli tansac-
mlidan – zubunidan momdinareobs. 

zubun-faraga, igive grZeli zubuni, aWareli qalis Cacmulobis 
Zalian Zveli elementia da samcxe-javaxeTSic farTod yofila 
gavrcelebuli. is gulamoWrili iyo, saidanac perangis moqarguli 
sayelo moCanda. amitomac perangisa da Kkabis gulispiris moqar gvas 
did yuradRebas aqcevdnen. Ggverdebi mas, sisrulis miuxedavad, 
orive mxares Sexsnili hqonda. Mmisi kalTebi erTmaneTze gadadioda 
da feStemalSi magrdeboda.

zubuni weliwadis droTa mixedviT gansxvavebuli iyo: zamTarSi – 
grZelsaxeloiani da dabambuli, zafxulSi ki – usaxelo da daubam-
bavi. ikereboda Sinnamzadi Salis, xaverdis, yanaozis, yumaSisa da 
farCis qsovilisagan.

elegi/ aWara
abreSumi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi

elegi/ ajara
silk, Gold Thread, silver Thread
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elegi/ aWara
abreSumi, oqromkedi, vercxlmkedi

elegi/ ajara
silk, Gold Thread, silver Thread
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elegi/qarTli
Sali, oqromkedi

elegi/ Kartli
wool, Gold Thread 
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The clothing that women from Guria wore consisted of a dress with a chest piece 
and a girdle. The clothing of the women of Guria was typical and could be seen 
throughout all of the regions of Georgia the only difference was that a katibi was 
substituted for an elegi due to the warm climate of western Georgia’s lowlands.

The elegi was a tight-fitting garment with a lining. it had almost fully open sleeves 
and on both of the edges it had plant ornaments, embroidered with gold thread.  
This garment is mentioned as the kaba-katibi and zubuni in the aforementioned 
dowry books. it shows that the elegy comes from woman garment zubuni that was 
widespread in Guria.

The zubun-paraga was the same as the long zubuni, which was an ancient garment 
that has been worn by ajarian women for centuries. zuban-paragas became popu-
lar in samtskhe and javakheti as well. it was cut on the chest from which an em-
broidered collar of the slip was visible. Therefore, much attention was paid to the 
embroidery of the slip and the chest piece. despite it was wide enough its panels 
were open on both sides and went over each other and were fixed in the feshtemali 
(apron).

The zubuni differed according to the seasons of the year. in the winter, it was long-
sleeved and quilted with cotton and in the summer it was sleeveless and without 
quilted cotton. it was made of home-made woolen, velvet, kanaozi (knitted silk), 
kumashi (cotton fabric) and brocade fabrics.
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zubun-faragas paralelurad aWareli qali datexili kabiTac imo-
seboda. grZeli, welSi gadauWreli zubuni welSi gadaWrilma kabam 
Secvala, romelic ufro msubuqi da iafi qsovilisagan (yanaozi, 
yumaSi) ikereboda. am kabis Tavisebureba isaa, rom is grZeli da 
naoWiania, tanze kargadaa momdgari, win welamdea Caxsnili.  feradi 
zonrebiTa da texili ornamentiT Semkuli gulispiri ikvreboda 
RilebiT. Mam gvari kabis dasamzadeblad wiTel, mwvane, yviTelsa da 
alisfer qsovils iyenebdnen.

datexili kabis gulispiris Wrili TandaTan mkerdamde Semcirda 
da is RilebiT ikvreboda. Aase gaCnda datexili kabis axali varian-
ti forka-kaba, romelsac bedebian, anu mkerdze gadaWril kabasac 
uwodebdnen. is gansxvavebulia gulispiris SemkobiTac. mas dabali 
sayelo aqvs da Zunwadaa Semkuli saxeebiT.

mTliani kabis garda, aWaraSi qalebi welqveda kabas, anu qvedabo-
losac atarebdnen. is iseTive danaoWebulia, rogorc datexili ka-
bis qveda bolo. asakis mixedviT gansxvaveba iyo qveda kabis fersa 
da naoWis as xmaSi. AAaxalgazrdisa – ufro viwro, xanSiSesulisa ki 
– mravalnakeciani iyo. aseTi naoWiani qvedabolo gavrcelebuli 
yofila samcxe-javaxeTSic da mas iq sakalTes uwodebdnen, gansx-
vavdeboda mxolod qsovilis feri.

sxvaoba igrZnoboda maRali wodebis qalisa da ubralo fenis war-
momadgenlis  Cacmulobas Soris  Semkulobis, qsovilis xarisxisa 
da samkaulebis mxriv.

mandilosnis kaba/ aWara
abreSumi, kilitebi

lady’s dress/ ajara
silk, sequins
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aWareli qalis sagareo samosis erT-erTi mTavari elementi iyo 
sixma. is gansakuTrebuli gemovnebiTa da Sesrulebis maRali doniT 
gamoirCeoda. mis Sesamkobad feradi yanaoziTa da nakerebiT ga-
formebis meTods iyenebdnen. amitom mas meorenairad nakerian six-
masac uwodebdnen. 

sixmas saxeloebi gansxvavdeboda Cveulebrivi kabis saxelosagan 
imiT, rom misi Tavi da bolo Tanatoli, erTnairad farTo, iyo. 
sixmas Sesakvreli mkerds qvemoT iwyeboda da welze mTavrdeboda. 
amitom is tanze mWidrod iyo momdgari. Aaxalgazrda qalebi gan-
sakuTrebul yuradRebas aqcevdnen sixmis morTva-galamazebas. 
feris mixedviT axalgazrdebi wiTel, mwvanesa da Sav sixmas icvam-
dnen, xanSiSesulebi ki xasxasa ferebs eridebodnen.

aWareli qalis tansacmlis kompleqtis erT-erTi Semadgeneli 
nawilia sartyeli. is saqarTvelos sxva kuTxeebSi gavrcelebuli 
Salis sartylebisagan gansxvavdeboda samkuTxa formiT. aseTi qam-
rebi sxvagan ar gvxvdeba.  is orgvari iyo: erTi – Salisa da abreSu-
mis feradi Zafisagan nakeTi da meore – feradi abreSumis qsovile-
bisagan nakeri – Tolabusi. aWaruli Wreli sartylebi mzaddeboda 
mwvane, wiTeli, yviTeli, vardisferi da agurisferi qsovilisgan.

aWareli qali Tavze leCaqs iburavda. Zvelad leCaqs gogonas 
aTi  wlidan axuravdnen da Semdeg mTeli sicocxlis ganmavlo-
baSi atarebda. aWaraSi leCaqi qalis ojaxur mdgomareobasac gan-
sazRvravda. gogona gaTxovebamde patara TavsakraviT dadioda, 
gaTxovebis Semdeg leCaqis gareSe siaruli aRar SeeZlo. AaWaris 
msgavsad mesxeT-javaxeTSic leCaqs mxolod gaTxovili qali 
atarebda. Mmas samkuTxa Tavsafris forma hqonda, romelsac Tav-
saWiriT, igive ToriT, imagrebdnen. Tors zogjer Zvirfasi qso-
viliT – farCiT, xaverdiT, atlasiT, zogjer mZivebisgan Sedgenili 
mzis gamosaxulebebiT amkobdnen. Tavsaburavis es elementi sazo-
gadod gavrcelebuli Tavsakravis erT-erTi saxeobaa.  

leCaqi/ aWara 
abreSumi, kilitebi, mZivi

lechaki/ajara
silk, sequins, beads
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an ajarian woman also used to wear a long, “broken dress” that was made of sepa-
rate pieces of fabric.  The zubuni, which had no cut at the waist, was substituted by 
a dress, cut at the waist which was made of lighter and cheaper fabrics.

The peculiarity of this dress is that it was long and gathered and tight on the body. 
it was open down to the waist and embellished with colored strips and zig-zag 
ornaments. The chest piece was buttoned. 

Typically red, green, yellow and scarlet fabrics were used to make it. Gradually the 
cut on the chest got smaller and it was buttoned. in this way, a new type of the 
“broken dress” a porka-kaba (dress) appeared. it was also called a bedebiani dress - 
dress with cut at the chest. it is different by the adornment of the chest-piece. it has 
a low collar and was sparsely decorated. 

besides the whole dress, the women of ajara also used to wear skirts. They were 
gathered in the same way as the skirt of a broken dress. The difference was ob-
served in the color of the skirt and the manner of gathers. younger women used to 
wear narrower skirts and the older women had skirts with many folds. such gath-
ered skirts were worn in samtskhe-javakheti and it was called sakalte. here the 
difference was only in the color of the fabric.

The difference could be seen in the clothing of aristocratic women as well as in the 
clothing of low – class women. differences were revealed in the rich adornment, 
the quality of the fabric and valuable ornaments. 

one of the principal elements in the outerwear of the woman of ajara was a sikhma. 
it was marked with particularly fine taste and very fine tailoring.

To embellish it, coloured-silk fabric was used and the method of adorning with 
stitches was applied. Therefore, it was also called a stitched sikhma.

The sleeves of the sikhma differed from the sleeves of an ordinary dress, due to 
the fact that the upper and the lower parts of the sleeves were of the same size 
and width. The fastenings of the sikhma began below the breast and ended at the 
waist. Therefore, it was tight on the body. young women paid particular attention 
to the adornment of the sikhma. young women preferred to wear sikhmas that 
were red, green and black and the older women avoided bright colours.
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one of the integral parts of an outfit of a woman in ajara was a girdle. These gird-
les were unique to the ajara region.  There were two types; one was made of wool 
and silk threads and the other was made of coloured silk fabrics. The girdles of 
ajara were made of green, red, yellow, pink and orange coloured fabrics.

The woman of ajara used to wear the lechaki (a headband) on their heads. in old 
times, a ten-year old girl was to wear a headband until the end of her life. in ajara, 
a headband usually indicated the economic position of the woman’s family. a girl 
used to wear a small kerchief until her marriage and after marriage she was not 
permitted to go out without a headband on.

like ajarian customs, in samtskhe-javakheti, only a married woman used to wear 
the headband, which was fixed with a pin, the same as a tori. a tori was some-
times adorned with brocade, velvet, and satin. sometimes it was ornamented with 
 designs and embroidered with beads.
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winda Sedioda qalisa da mamakacis fexsamosSi. yoveldRiurad sax-
mari windebi Savi da TeTri ferisa iyo, xolo e.w. sastumro winda 
mravali saxis ornamentuli dekoriT iqsoveboda. windasTan er-
Tad aWaraSi paiWsac (paWiWs) xmarobdnen, romelsac aseve matylis 
Zafisagan qsovdnen, Qqalisas – calmagad,  kacisas – ormagad. paWiWi 
koWidan muxlamde wvivis zomaze iqsoveboda. Mmas windis zemodan 
icvamdnen, Sig Sarvlis totebs itandnen. maszed mestebi an Ceqmebi 
emosaT. 

fexsamosis erT-erTi saxeoba iyo karaWini, anu TaTebi, romelic 
Salis uxeSi narTisagan iqsoveboda da zamTar-zafxul ixmareboda. 
isic windis msgavsad cxel wyalSi iTeleboda. guriaSi aseT fexsa-
moss Corabs eZaxdnen, kaxeTSi – TaTmans,  TuSeTSi – CiTas.

socks were male and female footwear, which were widely worn everyday they we re 
black and white, but guest-reception socks, as they were called, were knitted with 
a multitude of colours and designs. The paichi (pachichi) was also worn with the 
socks. it was also knitted with wool thread, women’s paichi were knitted with a sin-
gle thread and men’s paichi were knitted with double threads. The paichis covered 
the shin from the ankle to the knee. They were worn over socks and trouser bot-
toms were inserted into them. Mestis (high boots) were worn over them.

Karachinies or tatebi were knitted with a coarse wool thread and were worn both in 
the winter and in the summer. like the socks, they were also pounded in hot water. 
in Guria this kind of foot-wear was called chorabi, in Kakheti and in Tusheti.
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windebi 
Sali

socks
wool
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sayovelTaod gavrcelebuli fexsacmeli iyo qalamani. mas yvela 
ojaxSi keravdnen – amoasxamdnen.  Mamosxmis process win uswrebda 
tyavis specialuri damuSaveba da momzadeba.  

GgansakuTrebiT gamosayofia xis masalisagan (umetesad, merqnisagan) 
damzadebuli fexsacmelebi – Calatani da nanili. isini specialuri 
wesiT xis Camoxdili, wvrili zolebisagan iwneboda. wvnas qusli-
dan iwyebdnen. Ees fexsacmeli iyo sazafxulo, grili da, rac mTava-
ria, balaxze fexi ar curavda. fexsamosis es saxeoba, daniSnulebis 
TvalsazrisiT, garkveul siaxloves iCens TuSur koxujebsa da mo-
xeur xunCaisTan.

a very popular type of foot-wear, calamani were the same shape for both men and 
women and they were made in every family. calamani were made with leather that 
was specially treated and prepared.

chalatani (footwear) and the nanili should be specifically noted. They were made of 
wood (or mostly of bark). They were cut off from a tree in stripes and then pleated. 
The process of pleating started at the heel. it was a summer foot-wear, very cool 
and the reason that it was so useful, especially for lower-class people, is because it 
did not slip when walking on grass or in fields. from the viewpoint of their function, 
this kind of foot-wear had much in common with the kokhunjis of Tusheti and 
Mokhevian khunchais.
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fexsacmeli
tyavi, xis merqani

footwear
leather, wood
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samxreT-dasavleT saqarTvelos qalis samosis erT-erT aucilebel 
komponents – feStemals, anu winsafars welze, tansacmlis zemodan, 
ikeTebdnen. Mmis gareSe qalis gareT gasvla sircxvilad iTvleboda. 
is Sinnaqsovi Salis nazi qsovilis an xaverdisagan mzaddeboda da 
imkoboda mcenareuli da geometriuli ornamentiT. feStemali ga-
nieri iyo da kabis mTel wina kalTas faravda. sigrZiTa da masaliT 
gamoirCeva samcxe-javaxuri winsafari, romelic kabis kalTaze 
win, koWebamde,  eSveboda,  irgvliv Semosdevda feradi mosavlebi 
da kalTis boloebze, or kuTxeSi, oqromkediTa an vercxlmkediT  
naqargi ornamenti.

feStemali/ axalcixe
xaverdi, oqromkedi

peshtemali/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, Gold Thread

in south-western Georgia, one of the necessary components of a Georgian wo-
man’s clothes was the peshtemali – the apron which was worn over clothes and 
tied at the waist. it was considered to be improper if a woman went out without her 
apron on. The apron was made of a home-made soft, wool fabric or velvet. it was 
adorned with floral or geometric ornaments. it was wide and covered the whole 
front of the dress. The aprons of samtskhe-javakheti have been singled out for 
their length and fabric. They fall down to the ankles and their edges have colored 
trimmings. The hem is also adorned with ornaments and embroidered with gold 
and silver threads.
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mandilosnis kaba da 
feStemali/axalcixe
xaverdi, Sali, oqromkedi

lady’s dress and 
peshtemali/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, wool, Gold Thread
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mesxeT-javaxeTSi mcxovrebi qalebi udides mniSvnelobas aniWeb-
dnen liTonis samkaulebs. aqauri xelosnebi iTvaliswineb dnen 
mravaleTnikuri mosaxleobis moTxovnebs. amitom samkaulebSi 
ikveTeba Turquli elementebi. Qqalbatonebi Tavsaburavebsa da 
gulmkerds imkobdnen jiR-jiRebiT, brWyviala janfulebiTa (mone-
tebi) da fifanurebiT (osmaluri Txeli oqros fulebi). Turqulis 
gavleniT damzadebuli samkaulebis garda, qarTveli qristiani 
qalebi yelze oqros jvarsac atarebdnen. 

qalis samosis samkaulTa Soris calkea gamosayofi vercxlis an 
TiTberis saqalebo grexili qamrebi, romlebic mTel samxreT 
saqarTvelosa da CrdiloeT kavkasiaSi e.w. axalcixuri qamrebis 
sa xeliT iyo gavrcelebuli. maTi damzadebisas, saqarTveloSi uZ-
velesi droidan cnobili grexilisa da cvaras teqnikis garda, 
gamoiyeneboda inkrustaciis, liTonis liToniTve Semkobis, fera-
dovnebis misaRwevad qamris malebs Soris feradi liTonebis gan-
Tavsebis xerxebi da sxv. 

teqnikas, romelsac Wviruls vuwodebT da romelic damaxasiaTe-
belia mesxur-javaxuri samkaulebisaTvis, flobdnen e.w. CivTis 
ostatebi. CivTi  patara, bolowamaxvilebuli maSaa, romliTac os-
tati patara liTonis nawilebs awyobs da iRebs Wvirul (aJurul) 
saxeebs.  

mandilosnis qamari/ axalcixe
vercxli, firuzi
 
lady’s belt/ akhaltsikhe
silver, Turquoise
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Metal ornaments were of great importance for the women of Meskheti and ja-
vakheti. The local masters considered the demand of the mixed population and 
therefore the elements of Turkish ornaments can be seen in them. The women used 
to adorn their head wear and chests with dangling ornaments, bright janpu lis 
(coins) and pipanuris (thin ottoman gold coins). Georgian christian women also 
used to wear gold crosses on their necks alongside these Turkish or naments.

among the ornaments of Georgian clothing, silver and copper rolled and twisted 
female belts should be speicifically noted. They were known as ‘akhaltsikhe belts’ 
in southern Georgia and in the northern caucasus. since ancient times, the tech-
nique of twisting and rolling metal, as well as incrustation and metal ornamenta-
tion were also used to decorate belts. coloured metal was inserted between pieces 
of metal in order to make the belts more ornate.  

The technique called chviruli and characterised the ornaments of Meskheti and ja-
vakheti. Their masters were called  chivtis ostatebi (masters of chivti). The chivti are 
metal tongs with which the master puts tiny metal pieces together, thus achieving 
a delicate effect.
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elegi/axalcixe
xaverdi, oqromkedi

elegi/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, Gold Thread
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zubuni/ axalcixe
xaverdi, abreSumi, oqromkedi

zubuni/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, silk, Gold Thread
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zubuni/detali/ axalcixe
xaverdi, abreSumi, oqromkedi

zubuni/detail/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, silk, Gold Thread
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zubuni/detali/ axalcixe
xaverdi, abreSumi, oqromkedi

zubuni/detail/ akhaltsikhe
velvet, silk, Gold Thread
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samosis kompleqti, romelic gavrcelebuli iyo martooden sain-
giloSi, anu istoriul hereTSi, Sedgeboda Zalian ganieri, yanao-
zis dasarCulebuli sacvlis, labadis (qaTibis msgavsi samosi), mis 
SigniT Casacmeli axaluxis, leCaqis, vercxlis monetebiT mdidru-
lad gawyobili gobakiani sartylisa da Wvintiani qoSebisagan. erT-
erTi maxasiaTebeli detali ornawiliani zeda da qvedakaba iyo. am 
kompleqtSi Sedioda aRmosavleT mTianeTisa da samxreT-dasavleT 
saqarTvelosTvis damaxasiaTebeli feStemali, romelic aq ufro 
mokle iyo da winsafars waagavda. 

ingilo qalis samosSi sayuradRebo iyo erTi detali – xelis mte-
vanze gadmosuli axaluxis yoSi, romlis zemodan – majasTan qalebi 
liTonis masiur samajurebs atarebdnen. am kuTxis geografiul–
politikur garemoebaTagan gamomdinare, samosSi aSkarad ikveTeba 
iranuli gavlena. es gansakuTrebiT Cans Tavsaburavsa da maRal-
gobakian, ganier qamrebSi. zedakabis gulispiri TiTqmis mTlianad 
aucileblad unda daefaraT erTmaneTze mijriT miwyobili jam-
fulebiT (monetebiT).

aRsaniSnavia saingilosTvis damaxasiaTebeli ingilouri Wreli 
winda, romelzec ingilo qalebs saintereso geometriuli ornamen-
tebi gamohyavdaT.
 

a set of clothes, which were common solely in saingilo (the historical hereti) con-
sisted of a cape (piece of clothing like katibi), under the cape were akhalukhi, 
lechaki (tire), richly decorated with silver coins, waistband with gobaki (large co-
ne-shaped elements fastened with hooks) and chvintiani koshi (shoes with pointed 
toes). one of the characteristic details was the two-piece topskirt and underskirt. 
This outfit also had interesting details, peshtemal, is typical for east Mtianeti and 
south-western parts of Georgia. it was shorter here and looked like an apron.

The clothing of ingilo women had interesting details, the sleeves of akhalukhi were 
long and reached her hands, over her wrists women put on massive metal brace-
lets. due to geographical and political circumstances, the clothing of this region 
has an obvious iranian persian influence. This is particularly evident in hats and tires 
and wide belts with gobaki (large cone-shaped elements fastened with hooks). a 
mandatory accessory of ingilo women’s clothing was a gulispiri (breastplate, acces-
sory for the chest cover) it was almost entirely covered with coins.

colourful socks were typical for saingilo, they were decorated with geometric orna-
ments and designs.
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mTaSi mosaxle xalxis erTguleba cxovrebis wesisa da tradi-
ciebisadmi garkveulwilad ganapirobebda maT samosSi formisa 
da gawyobis erTgvarovnebas. am mxriv msgavsebas vxedavT maTs sa-
xelwodebebSic. 

TuSur, fSaur, xevsurul tansacmelsa da mis detalebs qalebi, 
Zi riTadad, Sinnaqsovi Salisagan – tolisagan sacxovrebelSi 
calke gamoyofil adgilas, anu saqsloSi amzadebdnen.

The people living in the mountain regions of Tusheti were extremely loyal to the 
habits and traditions of their ancestors which to a certain extent determined the 
shape and ornamentation similarity in their clothing. This can be observed in their 
names as well. Therefore, it should be noted while considering the clothing of the 
highland populations of the caucasus Mountains. 

The clothes and the details of Tusheti, pshavi and Khevsureti were mainly made of 
the home-made wool (toil). women made these fabrics in special places (sakslo).
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moqsovil qsovils SeRebavdnen bunebriv saRebavebSi. gasaSrobad 
Tokze Camokidebul tols simZimes dakidebdnen, raTa qseli da 
 misaqseli kargad gamSraliyo da naqsovic daWimuliyo. 

TuSi qalis samosi SedarebiT sada iyo. samosis feri, ZiriTadad, 
 Savia. TuSi qalis mier Sinnaqsovi tolisagan Sekerili kaba kvar-
Tiseburad (perangiviT) iWreboda da mas jubas, anu ubian Coxas 
eZaxdnen. TuSi qalis es zeda Sesamoseli TargiT Zalian hgavs ma-
makacis Co xas. oRond, mas ara aqvs samasreebi da Caxsnili jibeebi. 
ikereboda Savi an nacrisferi da Zalian rbili maudisagan. 

This knitted item was decorated with natural paints made from plants and other 
natural materials found in Georgia. while drying knitted items, a heavy thing was 
fixed on them in order to make pieces well-stretched and they were dried and 
stretched in this way.

The clothing that Tushian women wore was rather plain, most dresses were black.  
The Tushian woman’s dress was home-made, woven from toli and was cut out with 
a shirt pattern. it was called juba or a chested chokha. The pattern of the Tushian 
woman’s outer garment greatly resembles the man’s chokha, though it lacks spe-
cial sewn-on pockets for cartridges and cut-out pockets. it was made of very soft, 
black or grey broadcloth.
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juba/ TuSeTi 
Sali, bamba, xaverdi, vercxli

juba/ Tusheti
wool, cotton, velvet, silver
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juba qalis tans mTlianad faravda. misi saxelo moZravi da uZravi 
nawilebisagan Sedgeboda. uZravi, anu idayvamde saxelo swori da 
 viwro iyo. moZravi,E e.w. saxel-quro, aseve ornawiliani iyo. misi ga-
grZeleba Sedgeboda maudis feradi, wvrili zolebisagan – zikebi-
sagan (oTxkuTxa, feradi, wvrili qsovili), romelTa raodenoba 
Svidamdec adioda. isini naqargiTac imkoboda. TuSi qalis samo-
sis mTel kompleqtSi mxolod es detali iyo sagangebod naqargi 
da  morTuli. jubis bolos, wina mxaridan, Sekecavdnen, nawiburian 
ukana mxares – ququmos (endroSi  SeRebili Salis qsovili, rome lic 
TuSur jubas boloSi samSvenisad ekereboda) ki feradi ZafebiT 
alamazebdnen. simagrisaTvis napirze bawris garemos – mosavlebsac 
Semoakerebdnen. 

TuSuri jubis, anu ubiani Coxis Targma ganapiroba gulsafaras, anu 
faragas (igive fSauri fafanagis) Seqmna. gulsafaras daniSnuleba 
iyo faragas monacvleoba, zogjer ki misi damcavi saSualeba iyo 
sa muSaoTa Sesrulebisas. igi ramdenadme faravda fexmZime qalis 
orsulobasac. masalad gamoiyeneboda sxvadasxva feris qsovili – 
qiSmiri, satina, romelsac welsa da yelze samagrad zortebi – pe-
rangze dasafarebeli gulispiris detali ekera.E

TuSi qalis faraga orgvari iyo: gvamiani da zortebiani. farTod 
iyo gavrcelebuli zortebiani – kiserTan momdgari da mucels 
Ca cilebuli, romlis kalTebi zurgze erTmaneTs yulfebiT ukav-
Sirdeboda da mosevadebuli vercxlis RilebiT ikvreboda. fara-
gas amSvenebda grZlad daSvebuli sxvadasxvagvari Zewkvis wyeba.

TuSi qalis samosis erT-erT samkauls – yimWas faragis qveS, yel-
Tan, ifendnen. is Svindisferi maudis patara samkuTxa qsovili iyo, 
romelic RiliT an TasmebiT – zortebiT zurgze magrdeboda. Ees 
qsovili saguldagulod irTveboda grexil-yaWebiT, sxvadasxva 
samkauliT, ufro xSirad ki – vercxlis jvriT.

jubis napirebs Camouyveboda Camcmelis asakisa da sazogadoebrivi 
mdgomareobis ganmsazRvreli, xaverdis an maudis feradi ZafiTa 
da vercxlis samkaulebiT morTuli, brtyeli naWrebi, rac droTa 
ganmavlobaSi TuSuri tansacmlis yvelaze niSandobliv elementad 
iqca.
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The pattern of the Tushian woman’s outer garment greatly resembles the man’s 
chokha, though it lacks special sewn-on pockets for cartrid ges and cut-out pock-
ets. it was made of very soft, black or grey broadcloth. The coat (juba) covered the 
woman’s body entirely. The sleeves of the coat consisted of adjustable and fixed 
pieces. The fixed pieces of the sleeve were straight and close-fitting up to the el-
bow; the adjustable  pieces were called sakhel-kuro also consisted of two parts, 
its extention was made out of  narrow coloured strips (ziki, rectangular pieces of a 
closely woven fabric), sometimes they were as many as seven of these pieces. it was 
also adorned with embroidery; of the complete set of the Tushian woman’s cos-
tume only this detail was specially embroidered and embellished. The lower front 
edge of the coat (juba) was folded under, the reverse side of the edge (kukumo, 
was made out of wool fabric dyed with madder rubia which turned the cloth bright 
red, it was sewn onto the bottom of the Tushian coat as a decoration), the juba was 
also embellished with colored threads. in order to strengthen a juba, sometimes, a 
length of cord (garemo) was sewn on all around the lower edge.
 
The pattern of the Tushian juba (coat) prompted creation of the gulsapara (breast 
cover) or paraga. The function of gulsapara was to replace paraga, sometimes used 
as protection during work. it also concealed the figure of a pregnant woman. it was 
made of various-coloured fabrics, cashmere or sateen with pieces of braid attached 
at the waist and at the neck as a detail to fix the breast-cover (gulispiri).

There were two kinds of paraga of a Tushian woman; The most popular was paraga 
with braids - close to a woman’s neck and extending downward below the stom-
ach, at the back its skirts were fastened together with loops and silver buttons. The 
paraga was adorned with various kinds of long chains.

one of the adornments of the Tushian woman’s costume was kimtcha. it was placed 
at the neck under the paraga. it was a small, triangular piece of dark red broadcloth, 
fastened at the back with a button or pieces of cord or braid. This fabric was very 
meticulously adorned with twisted floss, various ornaments, and most often with 
a silver cross. 

flat pieces of fabric, adorned with coloured wool thread and silver ornaments cho-
sen according to the age and social status of a Tushian woman, extended down-
ward along the edges of the juba (coat); over the course of time, it turned into the 
most characteristic element of the Tushian costume.
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samkauli – mWa/ TuSeTi
vercxli

decorative chains with coins/ Tusheti
silver
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TuSeTSi qalis samosis kompleqtSi Sedioda saTbunebeli samosic, 
crusaxeloiani tyavkaba, romelic ori saxisa iyo: erTis swori, 
viwro saxeloebi imdenad viwro iyo, rom masSi xels ar uyridnen.A 
amitom am samoss mxolod mosasxamis daniSnuleba hqonda. meore 
saxeobis tyavkabis cru saxelo iRliidan idayvamde iyo CaWrili. 
Camcmeli idayvamde CaWril cru saxeloebSi gayofda xels, xolo 
saxeloebis gagrZelebas welTan dakerebul Rilebze imagrebda.

XIX s-is II naxevarSi qalaquri cxovrebis wesis SeWram mTaSi garkveu-
li cvlilebebi Seitana samosis formasa da gawyobaSi. E

erTiani kabis adgili TuSeTSi ori nawilisagan Sedgenilma samos-
ma welzeda – ubianam da welqveda – bolokalTam  daikava. welze-
dam mTlianad gaimeora ubiani Coxis forma, welqveda ki koWebamde 
grZe li, oTxnaWriani qveda bolos saxiT mogvevlina. 

TuSi qalisa da kacis aucilebeli samosi – qveda sacvali sabarku-
la, anu Sarvalia. TuSeTSi mas Salvarsac uwodebdnen. misi nawile-
bia: saTaura, totebi, adli da xonjari. saTauraSi gayrili hqonda 
Salis ZafebiT moqsovili zonari – xonjari, romelic win an gverd-
ze ikvreboda.

a complete set of the woman’s costume in Tusheti also included warm garments 
(tkavkaba) with false sleeves, there were two different types of these garments; the 
straight, narrow sleeves of first type were so tight, that no arm could pass through, 
therefore the garment was used only as a cloak. The false sleeve of the other tqavk-
aba was open from the armpit down to the elbow. The arms could pass through the 
open part of the sleeve the lower part was fixed by buttons sewn onto the waist.

in the latter half of the 19th century, the penetration of the urban way of life int ro-
duced some changes into the shapes and trimmings of many garments.

in Tusheti, a single-piece dress was replaced by garments consisting of two parts; 
the upper part with a bosom and the lower part (bolokalta). The upper part re-
peated the exact pattern of the chokha with a bosom, the lower was four-paneled  
and reached down to  a woman’s ankles.

The indispensable part of Tushian men’s and women’s clothing is the underwear 
(sabarkula) or pants. in Tusheti, it is also called shalvari. it consists of sataura (waist-
band), totebi (legs), adli and khonjari (draw-string), the latter was drawn through 
the sataura (waistband) and was fastened in the front or on the side.
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aRmosavleT saqarTvelos mTaSi mcxovrebi qalis samosis an samblSi 
mniSvnelovani adgili uWiravs Tavburvasa da varcxni lobas. Tu-
SeTsa da xevsureTSi arsebuli wesis Tana xmad, ga saTxovari da 
gaTxovili qalis TavburvaSi sxvaoba SesamCnevad iyo gamoxatuli.  
gasaTxovari qali Tmebs nawnavebad – kowlebad  daiwnavda da win, 
 mkerdze, dauSvebda. axalgazrda TuSi qalebi TmaSi iwnavdnen fera-
di Zafisagan dawnul Toks, romelsac Tmasa tanas eZaxdnen.

gaTxovili qali ki nawnavebs iWrida da kavebad iyenebda. amiT aixsne-
ba TuSi qalisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli gansakuTrebiT grZe li kavebi, 
romlebic mas didi mandilidan mouCanda. aseTi sa xis varcxniloba 
xevsureTsa da fSavSi ar dasturdeba.

varcxnilobis Taviseburebidan gamomdinare, Tavburva da mi si el-
ementebic gansxvavebuli iyo. qaliSvilis Tavsaburavi Sedgeboda 
Tavsakravisa da calpiri, patara mandilisagan, romelsac Sublze 
Rrmad Camofarebuls atarebdnen da misi ori yuri an win, mkerdze, 
an ukan, zurgze, eSveboda. 

an important role in the clothing of women living in the highlands of eastern Geor-
gia is played by the head wear and hairstyle. in keeping with the traditions of Tu-
sheti and Khevsureti, there was great difference between head-dresses and hair 
styles of unmarried and married women. The hair of an unmarried girl was braided 
(kotclebi) and hung down on her chest. young Tushian girls wove thin ropes of col-
oured thread into their braids, they were called tmasatani.

a married woman would cut off her braids and wore them as locks. it explains the 
unusually long locks of Tushian women, which were visible from under mandili (a 
long kerchief of thin cloth). such a hairdo is not worn in Khevsureti or pshavi.

due to the special features of the hair style, the head wear and its elements were 
also different. an unmarried girl’s headdress consisted of tavsakravi and small man-
dili (a kerchief and a small, thin shawl), which was pulled down to her forehead, its 
two ends falling on to her bosom or her back.  
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gaTxovili qalis Tavsaburavi didi mandilisa da kuWurasagan 
Sedgeboda. TuSis qalebi specialur Tavsadgmels, matylisa da naW-
risagan Sekeril kuWuras, xmarobdnen. is Sedgeboda SuaTavis, anu 
kverisagan, Sublisa da gverdiTi zortebisagan. kuWuras gaTxovil 
qals rom daadgamdnen Tavze, is sikvdilamde unda etarebina. misi 
moxda mamakacis TandaswrebiT did sircxvilad iTvleboda. 

qali kuWuraze did mandilis ixvevda, mandilze ki, Sublis gaswvriv, 
wvrilad dakecil ormag saSubles Semoikravda. qali mandils mudam 
atarebda. gamoirCeulad imkoboda sapatarZlo mandili. 

a married woman’s head wear consisted a mandili (a large shawl) and kutchura, it 
was a special headdress made of wool and a pieces of cloth. Kutchura consisted of 
shuatavi or kveri and a zorti, covering her forehead and the sides of her head. after 
being put on the married woman’s head, it was to be worn until her death. it was 
extremely shameful to remove it in the presence of a man.

The woman put a large mandili (a kind of shawl, kerchief ) over the kutchura; over 
her mandili, around her forehead she tied a neatly folded double sashuble (fore-
head cover). The woman wore a mandili all of the time. The bride’s mandili was 
adorned with special decorations. 

kuWura/ TuSeTi
bamba

Kuchura/ Tusheti
cotton
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mandili/ TuSeTi
Sali

Mandili/ Tusheti
wool
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aRmosavleT saqarTvelos mTianeTSi fexsamos-fexsacmlis  TiTqmis 
yvela elementi erTnairi iyo. gansxvavdeboda mxo lod maTi saxel-
wodebebi: karaWini, Corabi, faCuCi, faCaCi, mesi, Caruxi, qalamani, 
CiTa, boragi, TaTi, fexa, yelmaRalai, wabmulai, qaCuCa, Custura, 
rac TavisTavad niSnavs, rom naq sov fexsacmels aq farTod iyeneb-
dnen.

TuSeTSi CiTas icvamdnen qalebica da kacebic da, Sesabamisad,   
iwodeboda sadiaco da samamaco CiTad. qalis CiTa, gansakuTrebiT 
xanSi Sesulisa, maRalyeliani da gemovnebiT daWrelebuli iyo, ka-
cisa ki – sada. CiTis  Ziri iqsoveboda sqeli da gamZle bawrisgan, 
xolo yeli  SedarebiT Txeli Salis Zafi sagan. TuSeTSi arsebobda 
Sinsaxmari da gareT gasas vleli, rac aisaxeboda mis moWrelebaSi. 
naqsovi fexsacmlisa Tvis iyenebdnen or da samwvera Sals, bambas, 
aseve  tyavs. TuSeTis eTnografiul yofaSi bolo dromde SemorCa 
CiTis qsovis tradicia. naqsovi fexsacmlis naSTebi aRmoCenilia 
yazbegis ganaTxar masalaSi da daTariRebulia Zv.w. IV-III ss-iT, rac 
saqarTveloSi naqsovi fexsamosis uZvelesi droidan gamoye nebaze 
miuTiTebs.

in the eastern Georgian highlands, almost all the components of footwear were 
alike. footwear was referred to by many names; karatchini, chorabi, pachuchi, 
pachachi, mesi, charukhi, kalamani, chita, boragi, tati, pekha, kelmaghalai, tsab-
mulai, kachucha and chustura, which means that knitted footwear was widely 
used. 

in Tusheti, both women and men wore chita, accordingly they were called a man’s 
chita and a woman’s chita. The woman’s chita, especially that of an elderly woman, 
had high tops and were adorned with a great taste. The soles were knitted of very 
thick and strong wool, the tops were comparatively thinner. footwear could be for 
indoors and outdoors, so they were adorned accordingly. double and triple twisted 
wool and cotton yarns and leather also were used for knitted footwear. The tra-
dition of knitting chita is still present in Tushian culture. The remnants of knitted 
footwear were discovered among the archaeological finds in Kazbegi dating back 
to the 3rd and 4th centuries b.c. which proves that in Georgia knitted footwear has 
been used since ancient times.
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TuSi mamakacis P Coxa tolisa an maudisa unda yofiliyo. sigrZiT mux-
ls dacilebul, win Caxsnil, Coxas saxelo grZeli da majebgadake-
cili hqonda, romlis wiTeli  sarCuli gadakecili sa xelodan unda 
gamoCeniliyo. Coxis qveS Sav an lurj  dasarCulebul axaluxs ic-
vamdnen. misi sayelo perangisaze ufro dabali iyo. gulispiri yaiT-
niT irTveboda da yaiTni save dedal-mamali xrikebiT (SesabneviT) 
gverdze ikvreboda.    

Qqamars TuSi mamakaci liTonis abzindiT (eniT) damSvenebulsa da 
Tasmians (tyavis) atarebda, Coxaze Semoirtyamda da erT mxares 
sawamles (sapiriswamle) daikidebda. zemodan saTbu ne bel samosad 
tolis an maudis qulajas icvamdnen, romelsac batknis tyavis an 
dabambul-daliandagebuli sarCuli hqonda. 

arsebobda Coxis zemodan Casacmeli, Coxisve Targze aWrili, 
zamTris samosi, romelsac guli daxuruli hqonda da Ril-kiloe-
biT ikvreboda. misi sayelo kravelis bewviT iyo gawyobili. TuSeT-
Si kacebs aseve ecvaT tyavi, romelic qalis samosad tyavkabis sax-
eliT iyo cnobili. is ikereboda cxvris, xbosa da, zogjer, nadiris 
tyavisagan, romelsac bewvi Signidan hqonda moqceuli. 

TuSi mamakacis samosis kompleqtSi erT-erTi saintereso samosia 
qurqa (qurqi), romelic tyavze zemodan Casacmeli  wamosas xamia. is 
kargi, e.w. sasaxelo, tyavisagan ikereboda. igi formiT tyavs hgav-
da, Tumca, misi saxeloebi, rogorc kabis cru saxeloebi, Zirs eSve-
boda da Sig xeli ar eyreboda. mamakacis qudi/ TuSeTi

Sali

Man’s hat/ Tusheti
wool
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mamakacis Coxa/ TuSeTi
Sali

Man’s chokha/ Tusheti
wool
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The chokha of Tushian men had to be made of toli (thin, home-woven woolen 
cloth) or broadcloth. The chokha reached down below their knees, had long 
sleeves with the cuffs folded back.

under the chokha, a black or dark blue lined akhalukhi was worn, its collar, lower 
than that of the shirt. The bosom was adorned with braided material, and fastened 
by means of khrikebi (loops and roundels also made of braid) on the side. The Tush-
ian man’s, belt was made of leather furnished with a metal buckle. it girdled the 
chokha a powder flask was suspended from its side.

Kulaja was worn as a warm garment that was made of toli or broadcloth, lined with 
lamb-skin or padded with cotton and quilted.

There also was a winter coat of the same pattern as the chokha, its chest was closed 
and fastened by loops and roundels (ghil-kilo) of the same material its collar was 
sometimes adorned with curly wool (Karakul). in Tusheti, men also wore tkavi 
something like that worn by women (tkavkaba). it was made of sheep-skin, skin of 
a calf or sometimes that of wild animals, the fur was on the inside. one of the inter-
esting items of the Tushian man’s garments is kurka, which was worn over the tqavi 
as a sort of cloak. it was made of high-quality pelts, its pattern resembling that of 
the tqavi, though its sleeves were like the false-sleeves of the kaba which extended 
downward and arms could not  passed through them.
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xurjini/ TuSeTi
Sali

Khurdjini - saddle-bag/ Tusheti
wool
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saqarTvelos mTis mosaxleobis CacmulobaTagan yvelaze meti ori-
ginalobiT gamoirCeva xevsuruli tansacmeli, romelmac Semoi-
naxa kavkasiis xalxTa uZvelesi Cacmulobis niSnebi. xevsuri qalisa 
da mamakacis samosis kompleqtia xevsuruli talavari, romelic 
Sinaqsovi tolisagan ikereboda. amave saxeliTaa cnobili es qso-
vili TuSeTSi, fSavsa da xevSic. miuxedavad saerTo saxelwode bisa, 
arsebobda tolis sxvadasxva saxeoba. xevsuruli toli ufro uxe Si, 
sqeli da mWidrod naqsovi iyo. aqauri talavarisaTvis bambis qso-
vili – Silaic  gamoiyeneboda. moxeuri da TuSuri toli SedarebiT 
wminda Salisagan iqsoveboda, ufro   Txeli da naklebad mWidro iyo.  

qalisa Tu mamakacis xevsuruli tansacmeli, ZiriTadad, naqargo-
biT iyo gamSvenebuli, magram gamoiyeneboda feradi qsovilic, rom-
lisganac zikebsa da nafTulebs (feradi qsovilebis nakuwebi, igive 
aplikacia) amzadebdnen. TiToeul ferad zols gasdevda meore dak-
biluli zoli, romelsac mwkepra, anu dakbiluli ewodeba.

samosis Semqmnelni cdilobdnen is yofiliyo praqtikuli, lama-
zi, maTi sulieri samyarosa da garemomcveli bunebis warmomCeni. 
xevsu ruli samosi xevsurTa   genetikuri gemovnebis amsaxvelia. 

The most original of the costumes of the Georgian highland population is the 
Khevsurian talavari, made of home-woven toli.  This fabric has the same name 
in Tusheti, pshavi and Khevi. in spite of the common name, there are various 
kinds of toli; Khevsurian toli was coarser, thicker and more closely woven. Tala-
vari in this province could be also made of a cotton fabric – shilai. Mokhevian 
and Tushian toli were home-woven fabrics of comparatively fine wool, thin and 
more loosely woven.

Khevsurian garments for men and women were mainly adorned with embroidery 
or zikebi and naptulebi (pieces of coloured material like appliqué). each coloured 
strip was extended along a garment in zigzagged patterns (mtskepra).

seamstresses and tailors tried to make clothing practical, beautiful which sym-
bolised the spiritual world and surrounding nature.  The Khevsurian costumes ex-
pressed the cultural tastes of this ethnic group. 
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qalis talavarSi ZiriTadi  da wamyvania   aWriloba – Targi da 
qarguloba. amis naTeli nimuSia xevsuri qalis kaba – sadiaco. 
is Sedgeboda ubis (zedakabis wina nawili), kalTisa (qvedaka-
ba,  qvedabolo) da zurgisagan (sazurgeli – sadiacos zurgis  
nawili). kabis kalTas koWebamde agrZelebda da amSvenebda 
mas ze mi kerebuli qoqomoni – sxvadasxva feris qsovilisagan 
Sedgenili mosarTavi.

sadiacos gulispiri marcxniv iyo CaWrili, marjvena nawils ki 
faraga ewodeboda da ikvreboda Ril-SatiT. Ffaragas garSemo 
Semouyveboda zolebad naqsovi Wrela. faragis qveS Casafeni 
– qoqa, anu  yelsadebi qalis yelis mxolod wina nawils fa-
ravda. is vercxlis SibebiTa da sxva samkaulebiT mdidrulad 
gawyobili naqargi qsovilis viwro zoli iyo, romelic kiser-
Tan magrdeboda. zogjer mas yelis gaswvriv, erTmaneTis mi-
yolebiT, brtyeli, mokle, boloSi funjiT dasrulebuli, 
zinzilebi gasdevda.Q amis gamo, qoqa yelsafaric iyo da sam-
kaulic. qoqa mzaddeboda tolisa da bambis qsovilisganac. 
sadiacos didi nawili iqargeboda Salis feradi ZafebiT da 
dakerebuli hqonda vercxlis samkauli. sakinZes Cayolebaze 
ziki (sadiacos sakinZeze Cayolebuli oTxkuTxa naqargi nawi-
li) da samwyvetlo (sadiacos faragas samkuTxad naqargi nawi-
li) amSvenebda.

sadiaco xevsuri qalis e.w. sanamuso samosi iyo da Svilis ga-
Cenamde gulispiri gauxsneli unda  hqonoda. glovis dros is 
ukuRma ecvaT, raTa samxiarulo Wrelebi daefaraT.
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xevsuri qali
mxatvari maqs tilke

Khevsurian woman
artist: Max Tilke
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kaba sadiaco/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi, bamba, minis 
mZivi, monetebi

woman’s dress/ sadiatso/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, cotton, Glass beads, coins
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sadiacos qoqomoni 
detali/ xevsureTi
Sali, bamba

Kokomoni of sadiatso
detail/ Khevsureti
wool,cotton
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The most significant aspect of a Georgian woman’s talavari is its pattern and 
 embroidery. a vivid example of the above is the Khevsurian woman’s dress (sadiat-
so). it consisted of the ube (the front of the dress), kalta (the skirt) and sazurgeli (the 
back of the woman’s dress.) The skirt was lengthened and adorned with kokomoni 
(multi-coloured, patterned details) sewn onto a skirt. 

The chest piece of the sadiatso had a slit on the left-hand side. The right-hand side 
was called paraga and was fastened with ghil-shati (a type of fastening). paraga 
was surrounded by chrela, woven in various-coloured strips. Koka, or qelsadebi 
(neck-cover), worn under paraga covered only the front of the woman’s neck. it 
was a narrow strip of fabric lavishly adorned with coloured embroidery, silver, shi-
bebi (woven pieces embellished with coloured stones) and other ornaments. it was 
fastened at the neck. sometimes, short, flat zinzilebi (various decorations), ending 
in hanging bunches of threads, extended along the neck line. Therefore, koka was 
used both as a cover for the neck and as an adornment. Koka was made of toli 
or a cotton fabric. The greater part of sadiatso was embroidered with coloured 
wool and silver ornaments. The front fastening was adorned with ziki (a rectangu-
lar embroidered piece of cloth) and samtskvetlo (a triangular embroidered piece of 
paraga of sadiatso dress.

sadiatso was called ‘sanamuso’ (symbol of chastity). The front opening of the gar-
ment should be kept fastened until childbirth. in mourning, it was worn inside out 
to hide the cheerful ornaments (chrelebi).

faraga/ detali/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi, minis mZivebi, monetebi

paraga/ detail/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, Glass beads, coins
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sadiaco da qoqlo/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi, bamba, 
minis mZivi, monetebi

sadiatso and Koklo/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, cotton, Glass beads, coins
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qoqlo xevsuri qalis Coxiseburi, Caxsnili da welSi gadaWrili, 
yoveldRiuri zeda Semosacmeli iyo. mas hqonda maRali sayelo 
da mxrebTan sworad midgmuli, ganieri, mokle da iRliis Ziramde 
gaukeravi saxeloebi, romelTa napirebi alag-alag gabmuli zon-
rebiT iyo dakavSirebuli. zogjer qoqlos cal mxares CaWrili 
hqonda sajiburi. is gawyobili iyo xevsuruli talavarisaTvis 
damaxa siaTebeli naqargobiT, romelic SibiT – naqsovze nemsiT 
gadaqargviT an abreSumiT – naWreliT iqargeboda. MmosarTavad 
xSirad iyenebdnen feradi qsovilebis sxvadasxva formis nakuwebs 
– nafTulebs. naqargobas aseve amkobdnen TeTri Ril-mZiviT, verc-
xlis samkaulebiTa da monetebiT.O ornamentSi upiratesi adgi li 
jvars eTmoboda, romelic xevsurTa uZveles religiur msofl-
mxedvelobasTan  iyo dakavSirebuli.

qoqlos msgavsi, oRond sadResaswaulo daniSnulebisa, iyo fafa-
nagi, e.w. saxato Casacmeli, win Caxsnili da welSi nawilobriv 
gada kerili. Hhqonda maRali sayelo, sworad midgmuli, mokle da 
iRliamde Sexsnili saxeloebi.M daniSnulebidan gamomdinare, ux-
vad  iqargeboda xevsuruli samosisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli saxee-
biT.Ffafanagic aseve muqi feris tolisagan ikereboda, romlis sam-
klave da samaje (saxeloTa boloSi wasakerebeli patara, brtyeli 
da orpiri nawili, naqargi an feradi qsovilisa), Seuxsneli an Sexs-
nili, romelic RilebiT ikvreboda.

Koklo was an everyday garment worn by Khevsurian women. it was open in the 
front and cut at the waist, it was worn over the dress. it had a high collar and short, 
wide sleeves sewn to the shoulders in a rectangular shape and open at the armpits, 
in some places the edges were fastened together with pieces of braid. sometimes, 
koklo had a cut-out pocket on one side. it was adorned with embroidery charac-
teristic of the Khevsurian talavari, the embroidery was made with various-coloured 
silk threads. Quite often cut-offs of various colours and shapes were used for the 
embellishment. The embroidery was also adorned with white buttons and beads, 
silver ornaments and coins. The most important aspect of embroidery was the 
cross which was associated with the ancient religious outlook of Khevsurians.

papanagi was a garment, like a koklo, but was worn on festive occasions at religious 
feasts. its front was open and partially cut at the waist, it was furnished with a high 
collar, short sleeves sewn to the shoulders in a rectangular shape and open at the 
armpits. due to its function, it was lavishly adorned with the embroidery charac-
teristic of Khevsurian clothing. papanagi was also made of dark-coloured toli, the 
samklave or samaje (small, flat two-sided part sewn on the end of the sleeves, it is 
of a colored fabric or embroidered) was closed or open and  fastened with buttons.
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qoqlo/ xevsureTi 
bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi, monetebi

Koklo/ Khevsureti
cotton, silk, Glass beads, coins
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e.w. saritualo, sazeimo samosTa kategorias miekuTvneboda xevsuri 
qalis crusaxeloiani Salis samosi – wamosasxami, romlis kalTis 
boloebi da TiTqmis yvela nakeri dafaruli iyo oqrosferi Zafis 
yaiTniTa da brtyeli sirmiT (malaTiniT), TeTri RilebiT, niJare-
biTa da feradi minis mZivebiT. welze Semouyveboda wvrili mZive-
bis asxma, romelzedac msxlis formis yviTeli liTonis samkaulebi 
ekida. es samosi gamoirCeoda araCveulebrivi feradovnebiT. gansa-
kuTrebiT Warbobda Tbili tonis wiTeli feri.  

The Khevsurian woman’s wool garment-cloak with false sleeves belonged to the 
category of ritual festive clothes, the lower edge of its skirt and every seam were 
 almost entirely covered with gold-coloured braids and flat galloon lace (malatini), 
adorned with buttons, shells and various-coloured glass beads. a string of sm                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                      all beads from which 
yellow pear-shaped metal ornaments were suspended, girdled the waist. This gar-
ment was distinguished for its rich colour scheme and was dominated by a warm 
red hue.

xevsuruli samosi
mxatvari maqs tilke

Khevsurian Garments
artist: Max Tilke
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mandilosnis mosasxami
saritualo samosi/ xevsureTi 
Sali, abreSumi, minis mZivi, vercxli

lady’s cloak
festive Garment/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, Glass beads, coins
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xevsuri qalis samosis kompleqtSi mniSvnelovani detalia Tavsabu-
ravi, romelic mandilisa da saTaurasagan Sedgeba. xevsuruli man-
dili grZeli iyo. mzaddeboda Sinnaqsovi Savi an lurji tolisagan 
da saTaurasTan erTad ixmareboda. xevsuruli mandili ori saxisaa: 
calqerqa da orqerqa. calqerqas erTi bolo foCiT mTavrdeboda, 
orqerqas   orive bolo  ki SibiT an naWreliT iqargeboda. mandilis 
SuaSi samxati – sami jvari gamoisaxeboda, romlebic Tavdaburvisas 
Sublze eqceoda. xevsureTsa da TuSeTSi mandilis tareba gaTxovi-
li qalisTvis savaldebulo iyo, gauTxovrisTvis  ki – ara. 

mandilis Semadgeneli nawili – saTaura maRali, win dacerebuli, 
naxevarrkaliseburi  da mdidrulad iyo naqargi.A formis micemis 
mizniT, masSi specialurad moTelil matyls debdnen.

xevsureTSi gaTxovili da gasaTxovari qalis Tavburvis wesi gans-
xvavdeboda. gaTxovili qali SeWril Tmaze jer saTauras idgamda, 
mere mandils ikeTebda. gasaTxovari qali saTauras ar atarebda, 
mxolod mandiliT imoseboda. Mmandilis moxda qalisaTvis Seuracx-
myofeli iyo, radgan is qalis sindis-namusis simbolod iTvleboda.

saTaura/ xevsureTi
bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi, vercxli

sataura/ Khevsureti
cotton, silk, Glass beads, silver
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mandili/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi

Mandili/ Khevsureti
wool, silk
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mandili saTauraTi/ xevsureTi 
Sali, bamba, abreSumi, minis 
mZivi, vercxli

Mandili and sataura/ Khevsureti
wool, cotton, silk, Glass beads, silver

a very significant detail in a complete set of clothes of a Khevsurian woman was her 
headdress consisting of a mandili and sataura. The Khevsurian mandili was long, 
made of home-woven dark blue toli and was used with sataura. There are two kinds 
of Khevsurian mandili; tsalkerka and orkerka.  Tsalkerka had one end with tassel and 
orkerka had two ends that were adorned with shibi (chain with precious stones) 
or natchreli (multi-coloured embroidery). in the middle of mandili samkhati (three 
crosses) were represented, when a mandili covered a woman’s head the crosses 
were placed on the forehead. in Khevsureti and Tusheti, a married woman had to 
wear mandili all of the time, for an unmarried girl it was not obligatory.

sataura, a component part of the mandili was tall, slanting at the front, bow-shaped 
and embroidered lavishly. in order to give it a desirable shape, a piece of specially 
made felt was put inside it. 

The headdress of a married woman differed from that of an unmarried girl. a mar-
ried woman first put on a sataura over her cut-off hair and then covered it with a 
mandili. an unmarried girl did not use a sataura she covered her head only with a 
mandili. removing a mandili from a woman’s head was a grave insult, as it was a 
symbol of the woman’s unblemished morals.  
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xevsuri qalisa da mamakacis fexsamosi TiTqmis erTnairi iyo. isini 
xmarobdnen yeliani windis formis, Zirze tyavgamokerebul, TaTebs. 
maTi ZiriTadi nawilis mosaqsovad iyenebdnen sisvisa da kravelis 
Zafs, matylis simciris dros, kvirtsac. dasvelebul TaTs kala-
potze gadaWimavdnen da Zirad tyavs gamoakerebdnen. nazi naqargo-
biT, lamazi ornamentiTa da gamZleobiT gamorCeuli TuSuri CiTe-
bisagan gansxvavebiT, xevsuruli TaTebi orgvari formisa yofila 
– maRal da dabalyeliani. qsovas iwyebdnen wveridan, umetesad, xve-
uli qsoviT (daSatva), romliTac gamohyavdaT sxvadasxva saxe. amgva-
ri wesiT iqso veboda TaTebis gamosaCeni adgilebi: zurgi da yeli. 
TaTebis danarCeni nawilebi Sibis dakervis wesiT, abreSumis feradi 
ZafiT, iqargeboda. naqargs mZiv-RilebiTac amSvenebdnen, sirmasac 
xmarobdnen. sakaco TaTebi ufro Sibiania, saqalo ki – nacval-na-
Satebiani. TaTebis yelze Wreli zonari – Silifani hqonda Semoker-
ebuli da xSirad Sesakvrelad gre xili bawari gamobmuli. Zroxis an 
xaris tyavis qalamnebTan erTad paWiWebsac atarebdnen. wvivze rom 
ar dacurebuliyo, masze wviv sakravs ixvevdnen.

arsebobda qalamnebis saxeoba – bandulebi. maT Ziri TasmebiT gar-
digardmo hqonda gamownul-gamobanduli, raTa adamians zafxulSi – 
balaxze,  xolo zamTarSi – Tovlze fexi ar dacureboda. bandulebSi 
dasaTbuneblad afendnen Toms, quCs. isini ise aTbobs fexs zamTarSi, 
rogorc arc erTi sxva balaxi. amitom yoveli ojaxi Semodgomaze  
maT sakmao raodenobiT imaragebda. 

Khevsurian women’s and men’s footwear was almost the same. They used knitted 
tatebi (wool socks) with leather soles; the main part was knitted of sisvi (mixed black 
and white yarn) and lamb’s wool. unlike Tushian chitebi, distinguished for their fine 
embroidery, beautiful ornaments, there were two kinds of Khevsurian tatebi – with 
short and long lengths. Knitting started from the point in a twisted manner (dashat-
va), making different patterns. The visible parts of tatebi, the back and the top were 
knitted in this manner. in other parts, the method of shibi – embroidering with silk 
threads was used. The embroidery was adorned with buttons and beads, sometimes 
with braids as well. Men’s tatebi, in most cases, are with shiba, those of women are 
mostly embellished with natsval-nashati. a piece of braid (shilipani) is sewn around 
the upper edge of the tops, quite often furnished with twisted strings meant for 
fastening. besides sandals, made of cow or ox skin, pachichis (a sort of gaiters worn 
over shoes) were also worn, in order to hold them up tsvivsakravi (a kind of garter) 
was used.

There were also different varieties of kalamanis (bandulebi). The soles were crisscro-
ssed with strings to prevent slipping on the grass in summer, and on the snow in 
winter. Tufts of fescue (types of grasses found in the high caucasus Mountains) were 
put into footwear because it created insolation to keep feet warmer. in the autumn, 
each family would harvest an abundant supply of these grasses.
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wvivsakravebi/ xevsureTi
bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi

Garters/ Khevsureti
cotton, silk, Glass beads
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xevsuri mamakacis talavarSi Sida samoss – perangs upirvelesi 
 adgili ekava. kvarTiseburad aWril mamakacis perangs amokerili 
 Caqiani gverdebi, midgmuli saxeloebi da Sveulad CaWrili sakin-
Ziani gulispiri (faraga) hqonda.G mas gverdebze, erT mtkavelze, 
SeWrilebs  ukeTebdnen, romlebsac samxedroebs eZaxdnen. maTi 
samosze datana, saxelwodebidan gamomdinare, mxedrobasTan, anu 
cxenosnobasTan iyo dakavSirebuli (aseTi Wrilebis datana mas 
mosaxer xebels xdida cxenze sajdomad). Pperangs jibe marjvena mxa-
reze unda hqonoda. Pgulispiris yvelaze metad gamSvenebuli nawi-
li mZivebiT Semkuli faraga iyo. Pamgvaradve iqargeboda perangis 
saxe loebi, sabeWuri, samxedroebi da kalTebis boloebi.O ornamen-
tis umTavresi elementi, gansakuTrebiT sabeWurze, jvari iyo.

undergarments, a shirt had an important place in Khevsurian man’s talavari 
(clothes). The man’s shirt was designed according to a special ancient pattern, was 
furnished with chaki (slits at the bottom on both sides), sleeves were sewn to the 
shoulders in a rectangular pattern and a vertically cut chest (paragi) equipped with 
a fastening. on both sides they had cuts, about a span long, they were called sam-
khedro.  The Khevsurian wardrobe was designed with horse-riding in mind the cuts 
made it easier to ride a horse. The shirt had to have a pocket on the right-hand side. 
The most lavishly adorned part of the chest was paraga embellished with beads. 
The sleeves, shoulder pieces, samkhedros and the lower edges of the skirts were 
embroidered in the same manner. The basic element of the ornamentation, espe-
cially on the shoulder pieces, was a cross.

mamakacis perangi/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi, minis mZivi

Man’s shirt/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, Glass beads
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mamakacis samosi/ xevsureTi 
Sali, bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi

Man’s Garment/ Khevsureti
wool, cotton, silk, Glass beads
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perangis amxanagis daniSnulebas xevsureTSi Salis Sarvali asru-
lebda, romelsac qalica da kacic SiSvel tanze icvamda. is Sedge-
boda sawelis, ubisa da totebisagan. misi mokle totebi sagangebod 
iqargeboda, radgan maT paiWebSi (paWiWebSi) ar itandnen dazemodan 
gadmouSvebdnen. 

xevsuri mamakaci perangze muxlamde mokle Coxas icvamda. Coxis 
ukana kalTas erTmaneTze miwyobili Caqiani azRotebi amSvenebda. 
moZraobaSi xeli rom ar SeeSala, saxeloebi iRliaSi Sexsnili iyo. 
winidan mTlianad gaxsnil Coxasa  da  mkerdis or mxares TiTo sa-
masre jibe amkobda.
Q

in Khevsureti, wool trousers were used as underpants, both men and women put 
them directly on their skin. it consisted of a sadsele (waistband), ubi (inset between 
the trouser legs), and legs. The trousers were short and were embroidered with 
great care and skill, as the trouser legs were not shoved in patchitchebi (gaiters), 
but just fell over them.   

a Khevsurian man put a short chokha (reaching his knees) over his shirt. The back 
skirt of the chokha was adorned with azghoti (a slantwise cut inset placed in the 
cuts, close to one another). To guarantee free movement, the sleeves were not 
sewn up at the armpits. The chokha, opened entirely in the front, was equipped 
with special pockets for cartridges, sewn on both sides of the chest. 

Q
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mamakacis perangi/ xevsureTi
Sali, abreSumi, minis mZivi

Man’s shirt/ Khevsureti
wool, silk, Glass beads
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mamakacis samosi/ xevsureTi
Sali, bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi

Man’s Garment/ Khevsureti
wool, cotton, silk, Glass beads
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qalis talavaris msgavsad, mamakacis saTbunebeli, sazedao, samosi 
iyo tyavi, romelsac Coxaze icvamdnen. is, qalis tyavkabisagan gan-
sxvavebiT, beWebze ori mtkaveliT ufro ganieri unda yofiliyo.  
amasTanave, mas xbos an batknis tyavis samwaves (qobas) ar Semoav-
lebdnen. Coxa, rogorc wesi,  naWreliT ar iqargeboda da mas mxo-
lod nafTulebiT amSvenebdnen.

xevsuri mamakacis nabdis qudi, TuSuris msgavsad, mrgvali iyo, 
oRond bazoebze (kideebze) naqargiTa da mZivebiT gawyobili. mogvi-
anebiT nabadi xevsurulma tolma Secvala. qudisaTvis xmarobdnen 
cxvris tyavsac.

xevsuri mamakacis fexsamoss – baWiWs (paWiWi), qalis paWiWebisagan 
gansxvavebiT, tolisagan keravdnen, romelsac Semdeg sxvadasxva-
nairad amkobdnen (aWrelebdnen, akerebdnen nafTulebs). windebs ki, 
Cveulebriv, geometriuli saxeebiT qsovdnen.

like the woman’s talavari, the man’s warm garment, worn over other items of cloth-
ing, was tqavi. unlike the woman’s tqavkaba it had to be two spans wider in the 
shoulders; apart from that its hem was not adorned with santsave (a border of calf 
or the lamb skin). The chokha, as a rule, was not embellished with multi-coloured 
embroidery (natchreli) and had only naptuli.

The Khevsurian man’s felt cap was round like the one worn by Tushian men, but it 
was adorned with embroidery and beads. subsequently the felt was replaced by 
Khevsurian toli. sheepskin also was used to make headwear.

The Khevsurian man’s footwear bachichi (pachichi) was different from women’s 
footwear, made of toli, which subsequently was adorned in different ways (using 
various-coloured yarn, and sewing on naptuli). Geometric patterns were a very 
popular design for knitted socks. 
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paWiWebi/ xevsureTi
Sali, bamba, abreSumi, minis mZivi

pachichebi /Gaiters/ Khevsureti
wool, cotton, silk, Glass beads
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mamakacebi welze qamar-xanjals atarebdnen. winaT, visac mteri 
hyavda, far-xmali mxarze ekida. xmlis mxariRliv sakidi yawimebiT 
imkoboda. Fmxarze ekidaT sapiriswamlec. fari, romelsac xevsurebi 
atarebdnen, rkinisac iyo da rkinaze gadaWimuli tyavisac. 

qarTuli farebi, ZiriTadad, mrgvali iyo, damzadebis teqnologi-
is mixedviT ki – sami tipis: xis fari – tyavgadakruli, tyavis fari 
– liToniTve Sekrul-SeWedili da liTonis fari. qarTuli faris 
unikaluri nimuSia xevsuruli e.w.U ubis fari. xeze tyavgadakruli 
am faris diametri 50 santimetria. zedapirze sxivTa konad gan-
lagebulia liTonis wvrili zolebi, romlebic Tavs iyris faris 
centrSi  da mzis saxes qmnis. 

Men wore a belt with a dagger. in the past, a man, who had an enemy, also carried a 
shield and a sword on his shoulder. The sword was suspended from the ornament-
ed shoulder belt, so was a powder flask. The shield, used by Khevsurians, could be 
both of iron and leather stretched over the shield.

Georgian shields were mainly round, as to the technology of their making there 
were three types; a wooden shield covered in leather, a leather shield reinforced 
with metal and a metal shield. a unique specimen of the Georgian shield is the 
‘Khevsurian chest shield’. The diameter of the shield, a piece of leather stretched 
over wood, is 50 cm. on its surface, narrow strips of metal are arranged radially, like 
a cluster of rays, they are collected in the centre and represented the sun. 
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mTis mosaxleTa samosisa Tu yofiTi nivTebis garkveul saerTo 
Zirze metyvelebs xevsuruli da fSauri samosis mravali saerTo 
niSani rogorc formis Seqmnisa, ise masalis damzadebis mxriv. 
fSaveli qalebi grZelsa da gverdebSeWril perangs icvamdnen.M maT 
gulze feradi abreSumis naqargi samxre ekeraT. samxre ikvreboda 
jvaredinad dakerebuli RilebiT da gawyobili iyo monetebiT. 
maRali sayelo aseve feradi ZafiT iqargeboda. perangze e.w. sagule 
ecvaT. is iyo mokle, grZelsa xeloiani zedakaba, romelic imkoboda 
feradi mZivebiTa da vercxlis monetebiT.

fSaveli qalis Cacmulobis mniSvnelovani elementi iyo e.w. kaba-
mxriani, anu weliani kaba. Kis ornawiliani iyo. qveda, naoWiani, welze 
eke reboda zedakabas – mxarguls, romlis gulispiri sartylamde 
iyo CaWrili. samajurebi sagareo kabas, saSinaosagan gansxvavebiT, 
bolomomrgvalebuli hqonda.K sakabe masalad gamoiyeneboda: CiTi, 
atlasi, yanaozi, daraia da sxv. 

kabis kalTaze Savi satinis fastamals (feStemals) ikeTebdnen, 
romelsac boloze daqarguli da danaoWebuli, ganieri arSia Se-
mosdevda. zogierTi fastamali feradi mZivebiTa da RilebiT iyo 
gawyobili. 

Many common features of the Khevsurian and pshavian attire and various items 
of clothing for everyday use provide evidence that they have definite common 
roots. These common features are manifested both in the pattern and the mate-
rial. pshavian women wore long skirts with cuts at the sides. a piece of coloured, 
embroidered silk (samkhre) was sewn onto the chest. samkhre was fastened with 
buttons sewn on crosswise and was adorned with coins. The high collar was also 
embroidered with coloured threads. over the slip, they wore a sagule. it was a short 
blouse with long sleeves. it was embellished with colored beads and coins.

a significant element in the pshavian woman’s attire was a kabamkhriani (a dress 
cut at the waist). it consisted of two parts; the lower one, gathered at the waist, was 
sewn to the upper part – mkharguli, the chest piece was cut down to a girdle. un-
like the dress worn indoors, the cuffs of this dress that was meant for outdoor wear 
were rounded. The fabrics used for dresses were cotton, silk and daraia (a kind of 
silk fabric). 

a black silk pastamali (an apron) with an embroidered border with gathers was 
sewn onto the hem was worn in the front of the dress. some aprons were trimmed 
with colored beads and buttons.
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fSauri samosis erT-erTi Semadgeneli nawili iyo garedan mosacme-
li juba. jubas boloSi Semoayolebdnen endroSi SeRebil ququmos 
– Salis arSias, romelic Salis feradi ZafebiT  irTveboda. jubaze 
ikeTebdnen tolis an farCis ferad, ganiersa da grZel sartyels, 
romlis Aferic  asakiT ganisazRvreboda:  axalgazrdebi xmarobdnen 
wiTels, moxucebi ki – Savs. maT  paralelurad ixmareboda  Rvedze 
(tyavze) asxmuli vercxlis nawilebiani e.w. gumbaTiani qamrebi. 
aseTi qamrebi TiTqmis mTel aRmosavleT saqarTvelos mTianeTSia 
dadasturebuli. Tavze qalebi ixuravdnen TavCiTas (samkuTxa Tav-
safars), romlis or bolos Sublze gainaskvavdnen. zogjer mZivebi-
Ta da monetebiT SemkuliM misi boloebi Sublze efineboda. ixmare-
boda qiSmiris mosaxvevic, romelic ukan, zurgze, grZlad eSveboda.

fSavSi grZeli, koWebamde daSvebuli, Ciqilac icodnen. grZelCi-
qilian qalebs wiTeli, grZeltota, boloebdaqarguli Sarvali ec-
vaT da mas babTaqarga ewodeboda. 

Fferad windasa da tansacmels mxolod axalpatarZlebi da gauTxo-
vari qalebi atarebdnen, xolo gaTxovilebi da xanSi Sesulebi – Sav-
sa da usamkaulos. fSaur windas  sawinde bawriT aWrelebdnen. qali-
sa da mamakacis windebi gansxvavdeboda imiT, rom qalisa yelmaRali 
da daWrelebuli iyo, mamakacisa ki – yeldabali da, SedarebiT, 
sada.  windaze naWreli, anu saxeebi geometriulic iyo da mcenareu-
lic. fSaveli qali, ise rogorc TuSi, Tavisi moqsovili windis gar-
da sxvisas ar Caicvamda. Qqali fSavSi eqvsi wlidan Rrma moxucebu-
lobamde qsovda. mgzavrobis drosac ki mklavze mas sawinde kala Ta 
ekida Sig narTiT. qsoviT is  “gzas imoklebda”. ojaxis yvela wevris 
Semmosveli, ZiriTadad, qali iyo. Mman kargad icoda samosis Seqmnis 
yvela niuansi: Targi, feri, samosis gawyobis wesebi da tradiciebi.
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one of the items of the pshavian costume was a juba (a coat) which was worn 
over everyday clothing. Kukumo (a wooden border), dyed in madder rubia, giv-
ing it a red hue was trimmed with various-coloured woolen yarn, extended along 
the lower edge of a juba. a juba was girdled with a wide and long colored belt of 
a thin, wool fabric or brocade, the color was determined by the age of the wom-
an. young girls wore red while older women preferred black. domed girdles with 
silver pieces were worn with a juba. Threaded on a leather thong, were also used, 
such girdles were seen in almost every region of the eastern Georgian highlands. a 
woman covered her head with tavchita (a triangular kerchief ), whose two ends were 
tied on the forehead. sometimes their ends, trimmed with beads and coins, covered 
their foreheads. a cashmere kerchief was used sometimes it was long and lay on a 
woman’s back. 

in pshavi, a long chikila (veil) was also worn, it fell downward reaching ankles.  wo-
men who wore long veils also wore babtakarga (long trousers), their trouser legs 
were long and adorned with embroidery.

only new brides and unmarried women wore coloured socks and clothes, married 
and elderly women were dressed in black and did not use any adornment. socks in 
pshavi were made with multi-coloured yarn specially meant for socks. The differ-
ence between men’s and women’s socks were that women’s socks were multicolored 
and had high tops, while men’s socks were shorter and somewhat plainer. socks 
were adorned both with geometrical and floral patterns. The pshavian woman, like 
Tushian women, would never wear socks knitted by another person. in pshavi, girls 
learned how to knit socks from the age of six and knitted them all of their lives.  
even when traveling they carried a work basket with yarn in it over one arm. while 
knitting they believed that they “shortened” the distance of their travels. women 
provided the whole family with clothes. They were well aware of all the nuances of 
making clothes; patterns, colours, methods and traditions of trimming garments.
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fSav mamakacebs ecvaT: samxare – feradi perangi, romelic geomet-
riuli da yvavilovani ornamentiT iyo daWrelebuli. sayeloze 
Rilebi jvaredinad ekera. perangze mamakacebi mokle, usaxelo, na-
pirgadmoweul, wingaxsnilsa da sarCulian sagules atarebdnen. 
fSavi mamakaci ramdenime sagules icvamda. Mmisi raodenoba mianiS-
nebda Camcmelis materialur SesaZleblobas. Aam saguleze arxa-
luxs – axaluxs gadaicvamdnen, romlis gulispiric aseve naWreliT 
iyo Semkuli. axaluxze grZeli da naoWiani Coxa ecvaT, romelsac 
zamTarSi bewvCabrunebuli tyavi an tolisagan Sekerili qulaja 
Caenacvleboda xolme. 

fSauri Coxa ukan naoWasxmuli, muxlamde sigrZisa da iRliaSi gax-
snili iyo. am naoWebs gujasts eZaxdnen. rac meti gujasti hqonda 
Coxas, miT ukeTesi iyo. samasreebis naxevari Caxsnil iRliaSi Ca-
dioda. saxeloebs boloebze mikerebuli hqonda enebi – yoCebi. sa-
mosis es detali metad sagulisxmo iyo fSaur CoxaSi: “mas yoCiani 
Coxa ecvao,” – ityodnen kargad, gemovnebiT Cacmul mamakacze. Coxa 
Sinnaqsovi Salisagan – tolisagan ikereboda. xSirad mas axmardnen 
abreSumis uxeS narTs.E es imaze miuTiTebs, rom abreSumis Wia fSav-
Sic hyavdaT. E 

fSaveli mamakaci tyav-Coxasac atarebda, romelsac sayelosa da 
wina kalTaze Savi batknis tyavi hqonda Semovlebuli. Coxasa da 
tyavkabaze fSavlebi qamars ar ikeTebdnen. qamar-xanjals isini 
axaluxze qamarSi garWobilad atarebdnen, xmals ki Coxaze mxar-
iRliv, sa kidze, ikidebdnen. SeZlebul fSavels vercxlis malebiani 
xmalsa kidi – aSurma ekeTa. 

fSaveli mamakaci icvamda muxlamde Salis Sarvals welze mikere-
buli magari qsoviliT, romelSic xonjari eyreboda. Tavze fSav 
mama kacebs e. w. Wavliani qudi (grZelbewva cxvris tyavi sagan na-
keri da wopiani) exuraT. zogierTi TuSur nabdis qudsac ixu ravda. 
fexze Wrel windas atarebdnen, wvivebze ki muxlamde tolis paWiWe-
bi ekeTaT  da Sig Sarvlis ganieri totebi hqondaT Catanebuli. 
paWiWebi rom ar dacurebuliyo, wvivsakravs ikeTebdnen.
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pshavian men wore a samkhare (a colored shirt adorned with floral and geomet-
rical ornaments). The buttons were sewn on to the collar crosswise. over the shirt, 
men wore a short, sleeveless, lined sagule which opened at the front with a flow-
ing skirt. The pshavian men wore several sagules, one over another. The number of 
sagules worn indicated how well-to-do the owner was. over the sagule, he put on 
his arkhalukhi-akhalukhi, the chest piece was also adorned with nachreli. over the 
akhalukhi, a long chokha with gathers was worn, in winter, it was replac ed by tqavi 
(a fur-coat) with the fur on the inside, or made of toli (a thin wool fabric). 

The pshavian chokha was gathered at the back, reached down to the knees, with 
open armholes. These gathers were called gujasti. The more gujasti the chokha had, 
the better it was. special pockets for cartridges extended as far as the armpits. each 
sleeve ended in a flap called kochi. This detail was very significant in the pshavian 
costume: when someone was dressed well and with taste people said that “he was 
wearing a chokha with kochi.” a chokha was made with a thin home-woven toli. 
sometimes raw silk was added. in pshavi, they raised their own silk worms, so the 
silk that came from pshavi was exquisite. 

pshavian men also wore tkavchokha; its collar and front skirt were trimmed with 
pieces of black lamb skin. pshavians did not use a belt when wearing a chokha 
or tkavkaba. They stuck their daggers under the belt girdling the akhalukhi. Their 
swords were suspended from the shoulder belt and were worn over their chokhas, 
a well-to-do pshavian’s shoulder belt was adorned with small silver panels.

pshavian men wore wool trousers, reaching down to the middle of his knees, the 
waistband was made with a very strong fabric furnished with a draw-string. on 
his head, he wore a pointed hat made of long-haired sheepskin. some men from 
pshavi wore Tushian felt caps. Tushian men wore multi-coloured socks, his calves 
were covered with pachichis (a sort of gaiters) made of toli, they reached to his 
knees the wide legs of the trousers were shoved into his  pachichis, to hold them 
up, he used a tsviv sakravi (a  garter).

mamakacis axaluxi/ fSavi
bamba

Man’s akhalukhi/ pshavi
cotton
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fSauris msgavsi iyo mTiuluri tansacmeli. rogorc fSavSi, aqac 
xanSi Sesulni, ZiriTadad, Savi samosiT imosebodnen, axalgazrde-
bi ki – feradiT. mTiuli qali koWebamde grZelsa da naoWian kabas 
atarebda, xolo welSi gamoyvanilsa da minaoWebul zedakabaze 
DduSluRs – elegs (Jilets) Semoicvamda. is win daqarguli iyo da 
mZiviT imkoboda. Caxsnil sakinZes qali saxlarTavebiT ikravda.K ka-
bis kalTaze sagangebod  da Wrelebuli feStemali mTiuli qalis sa-
mosis aucilebeli detali iyo. 

clothing, worn in Mtiuleti, wore like pshavian. as in pshavi, elderly women were 
mainly clad in black clothes, young girls favoured bright colours. The women 
in Mtiuleti, wore a long dress with gathers that was tight-fitting at the waist, it 
reached her ankles, she put on dushlughi (a waistcoat) over her blouse. its front 
was embroidered and trimmed with beads. The front of this waistcoat was fas-
tened with sakhlartavi (strings). a significant detail of the Mtiuli woman’s attire 
was a specially ornamented peshtemali (apron), which she wore over her dress.
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mandilosnis samosi 
feStemaliT/ mTiuleTi 
bamba, abreSumi, vercxli

lady’s dress with peshtemali/ Mtiuleti
cotton, silk, silver
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mandilosnis samosi/ mTiuleTi
Lbamba, abreSumi, vercxli

lady’s dress/ Mtiuleti
cotton, silk, silver
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mTis macxovrebelTa tansacmels, rogorc mandilosnis, ise mama-
kacisas, bevri saerTo aqvs.A am mxriv gamonaklisi arc xevis samo-
sia. moxeve qalis samosis kompleqtSi qveS Casacmel perangs Silai 
ewodeboda. igi iyo bambis qsovilis, grZeli saxeloebiT, oqro-
mkediT daqarguli samajeebiTa da sayeloTi. 

Mperangze ecvaT axaluxi yumbilebiT (abreSumis Zafis an vercxl-
mkedis grexiliT damzadebuli burTula Rilebi). axaluxi win bo-
lomde Caxsnili, welSi daviwroebuli iyo. yelis Wrilidan muxls 
dacilebiT,  mTel sigrZeze, dakerebuli yumbilebi SatebiT (wnuli 
yulfi) ikvreboda. axaluxs Bboloze oqromkedis arSia Semosdevda. 
qalisA axaluxis gulispirs oqromkedis zoli – badai hqonda Semov-
lebuli.

Aaxaluxze sagules icvamdnen, romelic grZeli, welSi gamoyvanili, 
kuWnaoWiani (ukan danaoWebuli), win bolomde gaWrili da dasarCu-
lebul-daliandagebuli kaba iyo. is axaluxiviT yumbilebiTa da 
kiloebiT ikvreboda. sagulis gulispiri da saxeloebi oqromke-
diTa da sirmiT moqarguli saxeebiT iyo gawyobili. 

The clothes worn both by women and men, living in the highlands, have much in 
common. The clothing in Khevi is no exception. in the complete set of clothes of 
the Khevian woman shilai (a slip) was worn under the dress. it was made of a cotton 
fabric, had long sleeves and its collar and cuffs were embroidered with gold thread.

over the slip, women wore akhalukhi with qumbilis (round buttons made by means 
of twisting silk or gold thread), its whole front was open and fit tightly at the waist. 
from the neck line, the garment went right down to the knees and was furnished 
with qumbilis and shatis (entwined loops), used as fastenings. a border made of 
silk thread extended around the lower edge of akhalukhi. The front of the woman’s 
akhalukhi was surrounded with a badai (silk-thread strip).

a sagule was an item of clothing worn over akhalukhi, it was a long, lined, quilted 
dress, closely fitting the waist, with gathers at the back. like akhalukhi, it had qum-
bili and loop fastenings. The front and sleeves of a sagule were adorned with gold 
and silver thread embroidery.
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saguleze, romelic, ZiriTadad, muqi ferisa iyo (muqi endrosferi, 
mwvane, lurji, Savi) oqros an vercxlSi daferil qamrebs – Cofras-
tanebs atarebdnen. moxucTa sagules saxelo gansxvavebuli hqonda. 
maTi saxelos gagrZeleba  mTel xelis mtevans faravda, romelsac 
saxl Si Sesvlisas ukan, majisken, gadaikecavdnen.

qalis Mmoxeuri samosi yisina moxeuri tolisagan ikereboda. mas wa-
mosasxamis (nabdis) forma hqonda da xis erTaderTi RiliT yelTan 
ikvreboda. gogonebs mokle axaluxebi – kandolebi ecvaT, romel-
Tac kalTebze xardgas (saxiani mosavlebi) Semoavlebdnen xolme.      

moxeve mamakacis samosi, e. w. kuWebiani Coxa, gverdebze danaoWe-
buli da SeWrili iyo. gulze samasreebi ekera, romelTac irgvliv 
yaiTani Semosdevda. Coxis kalTebs boloze qeCebi – mosavlebi Se-
mouyveboda. mamakacebi aseve atarebdnen cxvris grZelbewva tyavis 
saTbunebel samoss – kuWian tyavs.

moxeve qali Tavsaburavad Salisa (qiSmiris) da abreSumis mandils, 
merdinsa da leCaqs xmarobda. imis mixedviT, Tu ra asakisa iyo, sxva-
dasxva saxis Tavsaburavs atarebda. mandili TeTri, oTxkuTxa iyo 
da axalgazrda qalebi ixuravdnen. Mmisi erTi wveri, win Sublze, 
xolo sami wveri zurgze eSveboda. merdini mandilis formisa iyo, 
sxvadasxva feris (Savi, mwvane, lurji, muqi endrosferi), saxeebiani 
da ise exuraT, rogorc mandili. samwvera leCaqi  moxucebs exu raT. 
mis or wvers Tavze gadaiyridnen an yelze amoitarebdnen, erTi 
wveri ki ukan hqondaT daSvebuli.  

Mmamakacebi cxvris tyavisagan damzadebul saCexian qudebs atareb-
dnen. fexze moxeve qalica da kacic sadad  naqsov windas icvamdnen. 
mxolod yelTan oTx zolad e.w. Sambaxuras (jaWviseburi naqsovi) 
Semoavleb dnen SibiT. windaze kacebi bandulebs icvamdnen. moxe-
veebi mas xunCais eZaxdnen, romlebsac siTbosa da simSralis Sesan-
arCuneblad gamxmar quCs (mTis balaxi) afendnen.

mandilosnis axaluxi/detali/ xevi
abreSumi, vercxlmkedi, oqromkedi

lady’s akhalukhi/ detail/ Khevi
silk, silver Thread, Gold Thread
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on a sagule, which in most cases was made with dark coloured fabrics (dark madder, 
green, dark blue and black), wore gilded or silver plated belts called choprastani. 
The sleeves of an older women’s sagule were different. The extensions of the 
sleeves covered the hand entirely. when women were indoors, they were folded 
their sleeves back, towards the wrist.

a Mokhevian women’s garment was called a qisina which was made of Mokhevi an 
toli. it was shaped as a cloak (nabadi) and was fastened at the neck with a single 
button. Girls wore short akhalukhi – kondoli, its skirts were bordered with pat-
terned khandagi (aborder).

Mokhevian men’s garments (kuchebiani chokha) had gathers at both sides and 
 longitudinal cuts. There were special pockets were sewn on the chest for cartridg-
es, the pockets were surrounded with braids; kechis (a special border) extended all 
around the hem of chokha skirts. Men also wore a special fur coat made of long-
haired sheepskin called kutchiani tkavi.

Mokhevian women covered their heads with a wool (cashmere) or silk mandili, 
merdini or lechaki. according to the woman’s age, different kinds of kerchiefs were 
worn. a mandili was a white, rectangular piece of fabric, worn by young women. 
one of its corners fell over her forhead, the other three descended on the back. 
a merdini had the same shape as a mandili; it was patterned and could be of dif-
ferent colours (black, green, dark blue and dark madder); it was worn like a man-
dili. a lechaki which was triangular shaped was worn by elderly women. its two 
ends were put on her head or wrapped around her neck, one end was thrown onto 
her back.

Men wore caps of curly sheepskin. both Mokhevian men and women wore knitted 
socks, their patterns were plain. only near the tops there were four stripes, knitted 
like a chain; this ornament was called chabakhura. Men put on bandulis over their 
socks; Mokhevians called them khunchai which were dried tufts of meadow fescue 
(grasses) to keep their feet warm and dry.
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svani qalebi samossac da misTvis saWiro masalasac ojaxSi Tavad 
amzadebdnen. ZiriTadad gamoiyeneboda Salis, kanafisa da bambis 
qsovilebi, magram samosis elementebisTvis fabrikul qsovileb-
sac xmarobdnen, romlebic svaneTidan saSovarze gasul mamakacebs 
SemohqondaT.

svani qalis samosi Sedgeboda zeda da qveda kabisagan.Q qvedakaba 
grZe li da didnaoWiani iyo. zogierT kabas ukana kalTa boloCa-
grZe lebuli hqonda da mas kudian kabas eZaxdnen. mis Sesakerad iye-
nebdnen: abreSums, satinas, Salsa da CiTs. qvedakabas welze saTaves 
– lartys ukeTebdnen. 

zedakaba ornairi iyo: mTlianad guldaxuruli, romelic gver-
dze an zurgze ikvreboda da win CaRiluli. Mmisi grZeli da viwro 
saxe loebi samajeebiT mTavrdeboda. win Caxsnil zedakabas qsovil-
gadakrul Rilebs an vercxlis Ril-kiloebs ukeTebdnen. grZel 
zedakabaze qsovilis an vercxlis sartylebs xmarobdnen. 

svanian women made all of the materials and clothing for their entire family at 
home.  They mainly used wool, hemp and cotton fabrics, though for some ele-
ments ready-made textiles were also used that were bought by men who traveled 
to other regions to earn some additional income.

The clothing of svanian women consisted of a zedakaba (upper dress, blouse) and 
a kvedakaba (lower dress, skirt). The lower dress was long with large gathers. The 
skirts of some dresses that were longer in the back were called kudianikaba (a dress 
with a tail). such a dress was made of silk, wool or cotton. The lower dress (skirt) had 
a lartqi (waistband). 

There were two types of upper dresses (blouses); one had an entirely closed front 
fastened in the back or at the side, the front was furnished with buttons. The sleeves 
were long and tight-fitting, ending in cuffs. The blouse opened in the front, was 
trimmed with buttons, covered in pieces of fabric or silver buttons. Textile or silver 
belts were worn on long blouses. 
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QzamTarSi qalis saTbilobeli kaba welTan momdgari, grZeli, bolo-
Si gafarToebuli iyo. kabas hqonda patara sayelo da swori, mxarTan 
gaganierebuli da majisaken daviwroebuli saxeloebi. 

Kkabas Coxis msgavsad keravdnen, qimebiT awyobdnen,M Caxsnil napirebs 
sirmebs Semoayolebdnen, aseve amkobdnen sayelos, majebs, romel-
Tac zogjer oqromkediT gaamSvenebdnen. Kkabas, rogorc wesi, marto 
welamde Seikravdnen da wels qvemoT, sakaco Coxis msgavsad, gaxsni-
lad atarebdnen. zogierT kabas Caxsnil gulispirze ferad naWers 
akerebdnen zed Cafrastebis dasamagreblad. 

svani qalis samosis kompleqti warmoudgenelia vercxlis samkaule-
bis gareSe. maTi srulyofili saxe sadResaswaulo samosSi aisaxebo-
da. samosis ganuyofeli nawili iyo Cafrastebi – gulispirze dake-
rebuli vercxlis erTgvari dugmebi, vercxlis an oqroSi daferili 
qamari, keb zari (vercxlis Zekvze tolmklava jvrebis an geometriu-
li figu rebis sxmuli), beWdebi, sayureebi da sasafeTqleebi.

saTbilobeli tyavkaba, formiT Coxis msgavsi, win mTlianad Caxsni-
li, welze momdgari da bolosken gaganierebuli iyo. saqalo tyav-
kaba mxolod cxvris moqnili tyaviT ikereboda da tyavis bewvian mxa-
res SigniT moaqcevdnen. morTvis mizniT, Mmis saxeloebs, sayelosa da 
gulispirs Savi batknis tyavs (JinaRs) Semoavlebdnen. is Ril-kilo-
ebiT ikvreboda. 

svani qali kabis SigniT xmarobda perangs – fatans da qveda sacvals – 
arSvils. Pperangi icodnen grZeli da mokle, TeTri an wiTeli feris, 
viwro da grZeli saxeloebiT. Mmisi gulispiri iqargeboda, xolo 
sayelo, axaluxis msgavsad, maRali hqonda. masalad gamoiyeneboda 
mitkali, CiTi da narma.

svani qalis Tmis varcxniloba da Tavsaburavis forma analogiuria 
saqarTvelos sxva kuTxeebSi damowmebuli varcxnilobebisa. ike Teb-
dnen nawnavebs oridan cxramde, zurgze gadawyobilebs, romlebic 
Se iZleba Tavsaburavidan gamoCeniliyo. 

Tavsaburavi ornairi iyo: Sida – patara, oTxkuTxa qsovili, romelic 
Suaze samkuTxedad gadakecili exuraT. mis dasamzadeblad iyeneb-
dnen: daraias, abreSums, satinas. ferebidan irCevdnen TeTrs, yvi-
Tels, wiTelsa da cisfers. 
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patara Tavsafarze zemodan ixvevdnen did, oTxkuTxa TavSals, 
romelsac  jodi leCaqs  eZaxdnen. mas Tavze TavsakraviT imagreb-
dnen, mis kalTebs ki ukan dauSvebdnen. did leCaqs zogjer ramde-
nimejer gadaaxvevdnen da Sublze gaikravdnen. 

Oori TavsafriT Tavis daburva svaneTSi gabatonebuli wesi iyo da, 
roca SigniTa, patara, Tavsafarze did LleCaqs ixuravdnen, mas, ro-
gorc aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi, marjvena an marcxena yurisken 
 aikecavdnen da sapirispiro mxares Caimagrebdnen. zamTarSi da-
matebiT garedan mosaxur Tbil Salebs xmarobdnen.

Zvelad svaneTSi fexsamosis ZiriTadi elementi – saqalo da sakaco 
qalamani   erTnairad yeldaxuruli da wverTan gakerili iyo. ufro 
gvian naoWasxmul qalamnebsac xmarobdnen. qalamanSi icvamdnen 
mokle da grZelyelian windebs, romlebic iqsoveboda TeTri, Savi 
da Wreli Salis ZafiT.

zamTarSi xmarobdnen dabambul samuxleebs – paWiWebs, romlebic 
svaneTSi ikereboda ubralo CiTis, satinisa da, iSviaTad, abreSu-
mis agan. silamazisaTvis Sesakravad xmarobdnen qsovilis feradi 
naWrebisagn damzadebul zonrebs – lekverTxebs. maT sam adgilas 
akerebdnen paWiWebs: erTs – koWTan, meores – muxlTan da mesames  
– Sua wvivze. Ffexze ukeT morgebis mizniT paWiWs qveda mxaridan 
gamobmuli hqonda avJandi (or mxares mikerebuli qsovilis naWeri). 
sicivis dros samuxleebTan erTad dabambul samajeebsac ikeTeb-
dnen. adgilobriv damzadebul fexsamosTan erTad farTod gamoi-
yeneboda qalaquri wesiT Sekerili Custebi da wuRebi. 
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mandilosnis samosi/ svaneTi
abreSumi, bamba, Sali, vercxli

lady’s dress/ svaneti
silk, cotton, wool, silver
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a svanian women’s warm winter dress fit closely at the waist was long, and wid-
ened toward the bottom. its collar was small, the sleeves were straight, widening 
towards the shoulders, and tight at the wrists. This dress was made like a chokha, it 
was adorned with ornaments, and the edges of the open part were furnished with 
interwoven trims of gold thread, the collar and cuffs were embellished in the same 
manner; sometimes gold thread trimmings were added. The dress, as a rule, was 
fastened down to the waist. below the waist it was open, like a man’s chokha. The 
open front of some dresses were covered with coloured pieces of fabric to fasten 
with chaprast (silver fasteners). 

a complete set of a svanian woman’s attire cannot be imagined without silver orna-
ments. silver ornaments were always used especially in festive clothing. chaprasti 
(silver fasteners ornaments) were sewn on the front of dresses, a silver-plated or 
gilded belt, kebzari (a necklace with  crosses or geometric figures suspended from 
a chain), earrings and temple flaps.

The warm tkavkaba was designed like chokha, open in the front, closely fitting at 
the waist and widening towards the bottom. women’s tkavkabas were also made 
of only very well cured sheepskin with the fur on the inside. its sleeves, collar 
and front were trimmed with zhinaghi (lamb’s skin). it was fastened with ghil-kilo 
(loops and small, soft buttons).
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svani qali
mxatvari maqs tilke

svanian woman
artist: Max Tilke
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mandilosnis samosi/ svaneTi
maudi, bamba, abreSumi, vercxli

lady’s dress/ svaneti
wool, cotton, silk, silver
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yelsabami kebzari/ svaneTi
vercxli, sevada

necklace – Kebzari/ svaneti
silver, Metal inlay
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svanian women wore a patani (slip) under their dresses, and arshvili (pants). The slip 
could be long or short, white or red, with long and fitting sleeves. its gulispiri (front) 
was embroidered and a collar, like that of the akhalukhi, was high. it was made of 
calico, cotton, or coarse calico.

The hair style and the head-wear of svanian women were like those seen in other 
provinces of Georgia. The braids could number from two to nine, falling down the 
back, they could be seen from below the headdress. There were two kinds of head-
dresses: a small, inner rectangular piece of fabric, folded into a triangle that covered   
women’s heads. it was made of daraia (a kind of silk), silk and sateen. The preferred 
colours were white, yellow, red and sky-blue.

over the small kerchief, they put on a large, rectangular one, called ‘jodilechaki’. it 
was kept in place by means of a tavsakravi (a narrow strip of some fabric), the ends 
of a dzhodi lechaki were thrown back. a big lechaki sometimes was folded several 
times and tied round a woman’s head.

wearing two kerchiefs was obligatory in svaneti; when a lechaki was put over the 
small, inner kerchief, as in eastern Georgia, it was folded up over the left or right ear 
and was fastened securely on the opposite side. in winter, warm shawls were added 
to a svanian woman’s attire.

in ancient times, the basic elements of footwear for men and  women were kalama-
nis (shoes from leather), which were alike, with covered tops and sewn up points. 
later on, kalamani with gathers were also worn. Kalamanis were put on over knitted 
socks, with short or long tops, they were made of white, black or multi-colored wool.

in winter, svanian people wore padded samukhle (knee covers) called pachichi, 
which in svaneti were made of plain cotton, sateen or very rarely of silk. To make 
them prettier they used braids made of multi-coloured pieces of fabric, to tie them. 
These braids were sewn on to the pachichi; one at the ankle, another at the knee and 
the third in the middle of the calf. avzhandi (pieces of cloth sewn on to two sides) 
were fastened to the bottom to fix it securely to the foot.

when it was very cold in svaneti, knee-covers and padded wrist-covers were also 
worn. city-manufactured chusti (slipper) and tsugha (soft footwear, with a top or 
without) were also worn. 
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Cafrasti/ svaneTi
vercxli, sevada

chaprasti/ svaneti
silver, Metal inlay 
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a svanian man’s complete set of clothing consisted of a chokha (osar), akhalukhi 
(sagule) and arshul-patan (undershirt). a chokha was made of black or dark grey 
wool cloth. it was long, furnished with two vertical cuts on the back and special 
pockets for cartridges were sewn on the front. The open front of a chokha was fas-
tened with ghil-kilo (loops and small, soft buttons).

under a chokha, a little shorter sagule was worn. it was always lined, the lining was 
usually cotton, red, in most cases, and the outer part was black sateen. it had a high 
collar fastened at the neck with a braid (khelkavi).

lushne pakv or lipkuri kudi (svanian hat) was distinguished for its original form. 
The technology used to make this hat was time-consuming, consisting of many 
processes. The longer the process of felting lasted the more water-tight and warm 
the hat was.

svani mamakacis samosis kompleqti Semdegi nawilebisagan Sedgebo-
da:  Coxa (osar), axaluxi (sagule) da sacval-perangi (arSul-fatan).
Coxa Savi an ruxi Salis qsovilisagan ikereboda. is grZeli, ukan 
ori CaqiTa da win saqileebiT iyo gawyobili. win Caxsnili Coxa 
gulispirze Ril-kiloebiT ikvreboda.

Coxis qveS masze odnav mokle sagule ecvaT. is, uTuod, ormagi, anu 
sarCuliani iyo. CiTis SigniTa piri, umetesad, wiTeli, xolo sa-
pire, anu gare piri  Savi satinisgan ikereboda. misi maRali sayelo 
yelTan zonriT (xelkaviT) ikvreboda. 

svanuri qudi (luSne fayv, anu lifyuri qudi) gamoirCeva origi-
naluri formiT. Mmisi damzadebis teqnologia Sromatevadi iyo. rac 
met xans grZeldeboda Telvis procesi, qudi miT ufro lamazi da 
wyalgaumtari iyo.
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mamakacis Coxa/ svaneTi
Sali, abreSumi

Man’s chokha/ svaneti
wool, silk
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svani mamakaci
mxatvari maqs tilke

svanian Man
artist: Max Tilke
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moTelil saqude masalas specialur kalapotze gadaakravdnen,  
xeliT alamazebdnen da aWridnen zedmet nawilebs – kreWdnen.A 
kalapotze qudi or-sam dRes rCeboda. Semdeg irgvliv, kidesa da 
qudis caze, jvaredinad ekereboda yaiTani. svanuri qudis garda, aq 
gavrce lebuli iyo yabalaxi. mamakacis zamTris samosSi nabadic Se-
dioda da is, ZiriTadad, yabardo-balyareTidan SemohqondaT.  

The felted material was stretched over a mold and final touches were put on by 
hand, the extra parts were cut off. it was left on this mold for two or three days. 
Then a piece of braid was sewn crosswise on the top, the edges were also bordered 
with a braid. apart from the svanian felt cap kabalakhi (headdress made out of soft 
cloth that was pointed with long ends) was quite popular. nabadi (a felt cloak) was 
also included in a svanian man’s attire.  
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raWa-leCxumis mcxovrebTa tradiciuli tansacmeli msgavsia zo-
gad qarTuli Sesamoslisa. aqac gavrcelebuli iyo mandilosan-
Ta sartyel-gulispiriani kaba da Coxa-axaluxi, xolo mTis raWa 
gamoirCeoda originaluri tradiciuli samosiT.

mTis raWaSi mcxovrebi qalis samosis  kompleqtSi erTiandeboda 
sxvadasxva qsovilisagan  Sekerili kvarTiseburad aWrili perangi, 
rome lic kabis movaleobasac asrulebda. am samosis umTavresi sam-
kauli, sevadiTa da feradi qvebiT gawyobili, vercxlis  mrgval-
balTiani sartyeli iyo. 

kabaze sagules icvamdnen. mas asarCulebdnen an aliandagebdnen. 
mis wina kalTas – tans iribad aWril naWers – apartavans amatebd-
nen. ukana kalTas ki ramdenime azRots ukeTebdnen. pirdapir mid-
gmuli saxeloebis  iRliebs cotaTi Riad tovebdnen. saguleze 
welSi gadaWril kafTaras icvamdnen. misi zurgi da wina nawili qso-
vilis mTliani  naWrisagan, xolo wina kalTa ramdenime naWrisagan 
ESedgeboda.

The clothing of the population in ratcha-lechkhumi is like common Georgian 
clothing. in ratcha and lechkhumi, women’s dresses with a belt and ornamented 
front (gulispiri) and a chokha-akhalukhi were very popular styles. in the highlands 
of ratcha, people were distinguished for the different and original garments that 
they wore.

a complete set of the ratchian woman’s clothing consisted of a slip which could 
be used as a dress. The main ornament of this garment was a belt, trimmed with a 
niello buckle studded with coloured stones.

They put on a sagule over a dress, it was lined and quilted. a piece of cloth, cut 
slantwise (ampartavani) was sewn onto a skirt. The back skirt was furnished with 
azghoti (inset of cloth, cut slantwise) inserted below the thighs, the armpits were 
not sewn up entirely, the sleeves were attached to the shoulders perpendicularly. 
women wore a sagule kaptari which was cut at the waistline over a dress. its back 
and front were made of a single piece of cloth the front skirt consisted of several 
panels.
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kafTara/ raWa
abreSumi, bamba

Kaptara/ ratcha
silk, cotton
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kafTaras dekoratiuli saxeloebi, igive YyurTmajebi, majasTan 
Seukeravi iyo da abreSumis sarCuli gaxsnili yoSidan lamazad mo-
Canda. sarCulad ferad qsovils udebdnen da gulispirTan an zurg-
ze ikravdnen. kafTaris  Caxsnil gulispirs naqargiT, feradi qso-
viliT, mZivebiT an vercxlis samkaulebiT amSvenebdnen. 

zemo, anu mTis raWis qalis samosSi zeda samosad qaTiba (qaTibi) ix-
mareboda, romelsac qali kafTaras zemodan icvamda. is meliis an 
kvernis tyavmovlebuli iyo. aseT qaTibs bewkoians eZaxdnen. kabaze, 
kafTaras qveS, ikeTebdnen oTxkuTxa, sxvadasxva ferisa da masalis 
(farCa, abreSumi) naWrebisagan Sekeril winsafars – festamals, 
aseve  grZelsa da foCebian sartylebs.

Tavsaburavi Sedgeboda Tavsafrisa da Ciqilasagan, imave leCaqi sa-
gan. Tavsaburavi rom kargad damdgariyo, Tmas Suaze iyofdnen, or 
dawnul nawnavs yurebTan spiralurad daixvevdnen – gaikeTebdnen 
kopenebs da Semdeg Tavze daidgamdnen leCaq-Ciqilas. Tavsaburavis 
es detali abreSumis grZeli, samyura TavSlis formisa iyo. is ori 
naWrisagan ikereboda da saxeebad feradi abreSumis zolebi dauyve-
boda. irgvliv Semosdevda foCebi. mis samagrad Tavze ixvevdnen 
oTxkuTxa, foCebian Tavsafars.  

qalica da mamakacic e.w. kapuri (raWuli qalamnis erT-erTi saxeo-
ba) qalamniT imoseboda, romelic Cveulebrivi wesiT mzaddeboda: 
saqalamne tyavs orad gakecavdnen da Tav-bolos wvrili TasmiT 
amoukeravdnen. garSemo Tvlebs gaukeTebdnen, Sig sabams uyridnen 
da amoisxamdnen.

Ffexze emosaT samuxleebi, paWiWebi lekverTxebiTa da bandulebiT. 
mamakacebi wriulad aWril, sarCulgamodebul  Salis an abreSumis 
friala qudebs atarebdnen. maT or adgilas Cabmuli hqondaT say-
beuri ( ybis qveS amosadebi zonari) qudis Tavze dasamagreblad. 
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feStemali/ raWa
bamba, abreSumi

peshtemali/ ratcha
cotton, silk
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The decorative sleeves of a kaptari or kurtmajebi were not sewn up at the wrists 
and the silk lining could barely been seen from under koshi (triangular cuff ), which 
looked very beautiful. The lining was coloured fabric the garment was fastened on 
the front or on the back. The open front piece (gulispiri) of a kaptara was adorned 
with embroidery, some pieces of coloured cloth, beads and silver ornaments.

women, who lived in the upper or mountainous regions of ratcha, typically, wore 
a katiba or katibi (a woman’s jacket usually of velvet, bordered with fur). a katiba 
was worn over a kaptara, the bordering was made with fox or marten fur, this type 
of katibi was called a betskoiani. ratchian women wore a pestamali (an apron) 
over their dresses, made of various kinds of colored fabrics (brocade, silk) and long 
 girdles ending in a cluster of threads. The headdress consisted of a kerchief and a 
chikila or lechaki.

in order to keep the head-dress in place, the hair was parted in the middle, braids 
were twisted in spirals at each ear then a kopi (a thin and long cushion) was put 
on the head with lechak-chikila over it. This detail of the head-dress had a shape 
of a long, triangular silk kerchief. it was made of two pieces of cloth trimmed with 
coloured silk strips. The edges were fringed. it was fixed in place with a rectangular 
fringed piece of cloth tied around the head.

both men and women wore a kapuri; ratchian kalamani (leather shoes) as foot-
wear, it was prepared in a usual manner. The piece of leather was folded in two, the 
front and the back parts were sewn up with narrow thongs. loops, on the edge of 
the kalamani, were fixed to long pieces of thong to secure the kalamani to the foot.

both men and women wore wore samukhle (knee-covers) on their legs, pachichebi 
(gaiters) with lekvertkhi (sort of garter) and bandulebi. Men wore wide-brimmed, 
lined, circularly patterned hats. in two places, they had saqbeuri (a string placed 
under the lower jaw) to hold the hat on their heads.

paWiWebi/ raWa
Sali, tyavi

pachichis/ ratcha
wool, leather
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saqarTvelos qalaqebSi  xelosnoba da vaWroba uZvelesi droidanve 
yvaoda. amis dasturia XX s-is 20-30-ian wlebamde SemorCenili Tbi-
lisis Zveli ubnebis saxelwodebebic. Aam ubnebSi erTmaneTis gver-
diT  Camwkrivebul  saxelosnoebsa da duqnebSi iyideboda ucxoeT-
idan da saqarTvelos kuTxeebidan Semotanili Tu Tbilisel 
xelosanTa mier damzadebuli nawarmi. saxelosnoTa saxelwodebebi 
quCis saxelsac ganapirobebda: bambis rigi, rkinis rigi, puris moe-
dani, vercxlis quCa, Rvinis aRmarTi da sxv.  

qalaqel xelosanTa gaerTianebas erqva amqari, romelSic Semava-
li pirebi SeZlebisdagvarad exmarebodnen erTmaneTs profesi-
uli saqmianobis warmarTvaSi. xelosnebi yvelasagan gamoirCeodnen 
Taviseburi cxovrebis wesiT. maT wlebis ganmavlobaSi Camoyalibe-
buli Rirsebis kodeqsi gaaCndaT. Tbilisel xelosanTagan zogi (gan-
sakuTrebiT, CrdiloeT kavkasiidan da dasavleT saqarTvelodan 
Camosuli oqro mWedlebi da TerZebi) icvamda Coxa-axaluxs. ZirZve-
li Tbiliseli xelosnebisaTvis ki samosTagan yvelaze metad pativ-
debuli yaraCo xelTa samosi iyo. 

since ancient times, trading and workmanship has been flourishing in Georgian 
 cities. The names of the streets, in the old district of Tbilisi which did not change 
until the 1920’s and 30’s, illustrate the importance of production and manufactur-
ing.  each street was named after the types of production that were done there, for 
example, bambis rigi (cotton row), rkinis rigi (blacksmiths` row), puris Moedani 
(bread square), and Gvinis agmarti (wine rise).

unions of craftsmen were called amkari. The members of this union helped each 
other in their professional activities. craftsmen had a very different life style. They 
had their own dignity code generated over the years. Georgian craftsmen dressed 
in different ways as well, some craftsmen from Tbilisi (especially people from north 
and western part of the country - goldsmiths and tailors worn chokha-akhalukhi. 
others who lived in the capital for generations were proud to dress in Karachogeli’s 
outfit. 
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yaraCoxelis Coxa  Savi an muqi lurji ferisa iyo. saxeli swored 
feris gamo Seerqva. yara Turquli sityvaa da Savs niSnavs, maSasa-
da me, yaraCoxeli igivea, rac SavCoxiani. M Coxa Tavidan bolomde 
Caxsni li da  imdenad grZelkalTebiani iyo, rom misi sigrZe zogjer 
koWebamde aR wevda. Coxas napirebze movlebuli hqonda buzmentis 
brtyeli CafariSi; Coxis saxelo farTo da grZeli iyo, majasTan 
odnav SeWrili da grexilmovlebuli. samSvenisad satinis an abre-
Sumis saxian sarCuls udebdnen. yaraCoxelis Coxis wels qvemo 
nawili ramdenime iribad aWrili (trapeciuli) kalTisagan Sedge-
boda. Tu Coxa ukan, kalTebTan, naoWmiyrili iyo, mas naoWiani Coxa 
ewodeboda. zogierTi CaqebiT (Cadgmuli kalTis nairsaxeoba) iyo 
damSvenebuli da amitom Caqian  Co xas uwodebdnen. Coxis kalTebis 
raodenobac sxvadasxva iyo. TerTmetkalTians ufro meti silamaze 
hqonda, vidre SvidkalTians. Tbiliseli dercikebi (tradiciuli 
samosis mkeravebi) Coxis wina kalTebs sarCulad silamazisaTvis 
ferad naWrebs udebdnen. mkerdze – marjvniv da marcxniv mikere-
buli hqonda samasreebi, anu sakvesebi. budeebi carieli iyo, radgan 
maT sabrZolo daniSnuleba ar hqondaT da mxolod samSvenisi iyo. 

axaluxi iyo atlasis an satinis, wvrilnaoWiani, duSluRiani da gu-
lamoWrili. mis qveS wiTeli satinis perangi ecvaT. ganieri Sarvali 
Savi Salisagan ikereboda, saTaveSi uyridnen abreSumis foCebian  
xonjars. Sarvlis toti Catanebuli hqondaT Ceqmis yelSi an Cama-
grebuli sacveTebSi. 
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yaraCoxelis Coxa/ Tbilisi
Sali, abreSumi, vercxlmkedi

Karachokheli’s chokha/ Tbilisi
wool, silk, silver Thread
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Karachokheli’s chokha was black or navy blue. The first part of the word “kara” in 
Turkish means “black”, so Karachokheli is a person wearing a black chokha. chokha, 
formerly was a completely unfastened long dress that went down to the ankles. 
The edges of chokha were very wide with flat decorative edging. The sleeves were 
wide, loose with decorative cuts and cuffs at the wrists. silk and sateen were used 
as a lining. down from the waist of Karachokheli’s chokha were several trapezoidal 
parts. if chokha had gathers in the back, it was called naochiani chokha. The chokha 
had differing numbers of hems. chokha with eleven hems was more beautiful than 
chokha with seven hems. The tailors in Tbilisi – dartciki (a tailor who made tradi-
tional clothing) used colourful linings under the front part of hems. on the chest 
area, both left and right sides, had beautiful cartridge-cases (samasreebi) for an 
ornamentation purpose. 

akhalukhi was made from silk and sateen. it was low-necked with fine gatherings 
at the bottom.  underneath people wore red shirts. wide trousers made from black 
wool had to be tucked into boots. it was tied together with a silk string with tassels. 

yaraCoxelis Coxa/ Tbilisi
Sali, abreSumi, vercxlmkedi

Karachokheli’s chokha/ Tbilisi
wool, silk, silver Thread
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yaraCoxelis axaluxi/ Tbilisi
Sali, abreSumi

Karachokheli’s akhalukhi/ Tbilisi
wool, silk
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The most important feature of Karachokheli’s style of dress was a belt with gobaki 
(a large cone-shaped decorative element fastened with a hook). it was leather with 
silver relief crafts designed in pyramidal shapes. silver belts with gobaki were very 
popular in whole caucasus region, and serve as physical evidence of the high level 
of development of the Georgian blacksmith trade.

Karachokheli only wore belts on akhalukhi. also, they did not used to carry a sabre 
or dagger on their belts or any other weapons for self-defense unless it was war-
time because they were laborious and peaceful people in general. 

yaraCoxelis Cacmulobis erT-erTi mniSvnelovani elementi iyo 
 goba kiani qamari. aseTi vercxlis qamrebi tyavzea awyobili  da 
Sedge ba reliefuri malebisagan, romelsac aqvs gobaki – balTaze 
gumba Tiseburad  amoyvanili qamris Tavi  Sesakravi kauWiT. goba-
kiani vercxlis qamrebi  mTel kavkasiaSi gamorCeulia da qarTuli 
oqromWedlobis ganviTarebis maRali donis maCvenebelia.

yaraCoxelebi qamars mxolod axaluxze irtyamdnen. amasTan, ya-
raCoxeli, Tu is ar ibrZoda  an sxva raime saWiroeba ar aiZulebda, 
xanjals qamarze ar daikidebda. Cveulebriv pirobebSi maT arc 
xmali, da mbaCa, revolveri an sxva sabrZolo iaraRi Tu Tavdasaca-
vi saWurveli ar esaWiroebodaT, radgan mSromelni da mSvidobis-
moyvareni iyvnen. 
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yaraCoxelis Coxa da 
axaluxi/ Tbilisi
Sali, abreSumi, bamba

Karachokheli’s chokha and 
akhalukhi/ Tbilisi
wool, silk, cotton
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yaraCoxelis qamrebi/ Tbilisi
vercxli, oqro, sevada, firuzi

Karachokheli’s belts/ Tbilisi
silver, Gold, Metal inlay, Turquoise
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samosis am ansambls agvirgvinebda kravelis mozrdili e.w. buxris 
qudi. yaraCoxelis Coxis ganuyreli atributi iyo feradi abre-
Sumis baRRdadi da vercxlis Cibuxi TuTunis qisiT.

qalaqeli kintos Cacmuloba erTgvari karikatura iyo yaraCoxelis 
samosisa. kintoebi ugulebelyofdnen yaraCoxelTa Rirsebas, uars 
ambobdnen Coxis tarebaze. maTi qceva da cxovrebis wesi sruliad 
gan sxvavdeboda rac, bunebrivia, samosis tarebis manerazec aisa-
xeboda. kintos stabiluri xeloba ar gaaCnda da Tavs gadamyidve-
lobiT irCen da. yaraCoxelebi ki xelosanTa tradiciuli gaerTi-
anebis – amqris wevrebi iyvnen.

XIX s-sa da XX s-is dasawyisSi saqarTveloSi mcxovrebTaA umetesoba 
tradiciuli samosiT imoseboda. amitom mkerav dercikTa raode-
noba sagrZnoblad didi iyo, gansakuTrebiT, qalaqebSi. am mxriv aR-
mosavleT saqarTveloSi pirvelobda Tbilisi, gori, Telavi, siR-
naRi, axalcixe; dasavleT saqarTveloSi – quTaisi, zugdidi, soxumi 
da sxv. ise rogorc yvela amqars, dercikebsac TavianTi mfarveli 
wmindani hyavdaT.  es iyo RvTismSobeli, romlis gamosaxuleba maT 
droSas amSvenebda.

Cibuxi/ Tbilisi
vercxli, sevada

pipe/ Tbilisi
silver, Metal inlay
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The finishing touch for Karachokheli’s outfit was a hat made out of karakul fur, 
“bukhris kudi”, a colorful handkerchief and a silver pipe with a purse for tobacco. 

city Kinto’s clothing was a kind of caricature of Karachokheli’s clothes. Kintos ig-
nored Karachokhelis’ dignity, they refused to wear the chokha. Their behavior and 
way of life was completely different, and, of course, that was reflected  in the man-
ner of wearing their clothing. Kintos did not have a stable trade or craft, they kept 
to themselves and specialised in the resale of various items. while Karachokhelis’ 
were members of traditional artisan unions (amkari) and were very communal and 
helpful to each other.

in the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century in Georgia, most people wore 
traditional clothing. for this reason, there were many tailors, who made traditional 
clothing (dertciki), they were especially busy in cities east Georgia (Tbilisi, Gori, Tel-
avi, sighnaghi, akhaltsikhe) and in western Georgia Kutaisi, zugdidi and sokhumi. 
every union (amqari) had their patron saint. The tailors’ union had a flag with the 
blessed virgin Mary`s image on it. 

yaraCoxelis qudi/ Tbilisi
kraveli

Karachokheli’s hat/ Tbilisi
curly wool/ Karakul
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yaraCoxelis baRdadi/ Tbilisi
abreSumi

Karachokheli’s handkerchief/ Tbilisi
silk
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dercikebi amzadebdnen qarTul tansacmels: Coxa-axaluxebs, xon-
jrian ganier Sarvlebs, qulajebs, yabalaxebs, qudebsa da sxv. 
qalaqeli dercikebi aqtiurad iyenebdnen qalebis Sromas, rom-
lebic, ZiriTadad, amzadebdnen tansacmlisaTvis saWiro sxvada-
sxva elements: babTa-arSia-zonrebs, sirmebs, buzmentebs, zortebs, 
foCebs, babTebs, zezebs, moqargul arSiebsa da sxv. qalebi aseve 
dakavebulni iyvnen leCaqebis dabasmviT,  Sublsakravebisa da sar-
tyel-gulispirebis daqargviT. saojaxo warmoebis aseTi forma 
tradiciuli iyo saqarTvelosaTvis. Tu qali kargad flobda Wra-
kervas, mas ostati ewodeboda da gansakuTrebiT bevri moswavle 
hyavda. tansacmlis elementebis damzadebasTan erTad ostati did 
dros andomebda gaformebasac. gansakuTrebuli yuradReba eqceo-
da qarTuli kabis Sesamkobeli elementebis – sartyel-gulispire-
bisa da Tavsaburav-Sublsakravebis daqargvas. 

Tailors (dertciki) used to make Georgian garments: chokha-akhalukhi, wide trou-
sers tied with silk strings, kulaja, kabalakhi (headbands) and hats. They actively 
used women labor, who mainly prepared elements and details for dresses such 
as lace, borders, galloons, braids, strings, and pearls. women were also busy with 
decoration lechaki (tire), embroidering belts, shublsakravi (head-dresses), Gulispiri 
(chest covers). This kind of family production was very common in Georgia at that 
time. women who were good at dressmaking were called “ostati” (master) and had 
many apprentices. dressmakers spent considerable amounts of time making deco-
rations as well as many elements and decorative pieces. dressmakers spent most 
of their time embroidering items for Georgian women’s dress like belts, gulispiri 
(chest covers), and shublsakravi (head-dresses).
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qarTuli qarguloba uZvelesi droidan iyo ganTqmuli. Qqar gvas, 
iseve rogorc xelsaqmis sxva saxeobebs, qals bavSvobidanve as-
wavlidnen. Zvirfasi masaliT, misi siZviris gamo, ZiriTadad, 
maRali wris qalbatonebi qargavdnen eklesia-monastrebsa da 
didgvarovanTa saxlebTan arsebul saxelosnoebSi, Tumca aq so-
cialurad dabali wris qalebic iyvnen dasaqmebulni. Mmqargvelni 
NnaqargSi asaxavdnen TavianT niWsa da gemovnebas. xelsaqmisadmi 
gansakuTrebuli damokidebuleba yvela fenisa da wodebis qal-
Ta namuSevrebSi SeiniSneba. Qqargvis xelovnebis srulyofas xels 
uwyobda saqarTveloSi abreSumis warmoebis uZvele si tradicia, 
amasTanave, importuli abreSumis Semodineba. oqromkedisa da 
vercxlmkedis garda, qargulobaSi didi adgili eWira abreSumis 
feradi ZafiT qargvas. xelsaqmis ostatebs Soris iyvnen iseTebic, 
romelTa nawarmi saeqsportod gahqondaT. qarTvel qalTa os-
tatoba gansakuTrebiT gamovlinda feodaluri xanis saeklesio 
naqargobasa da saero samosis moqargva-gamSvenebaSi.
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Georgian embroidery has been popular since ancient times. every woman was 
thought to use a tambour (embroidery frame) and do other needlework from a 
young age.  only aristocratic women were able to use expensive materials for em-
broidery. others used to work in special workshops at monasteries or at big houses 
of rich noblemen. a master`s work represented her talent and taste. no matter 
which social group a woman belonged to, there were peculiar attitudes toward 
needlework. The old tradition of silk making and constant import of it helped a lot 
to develop the art of embroidery. coloured silk thread was widely used as well as 
gold and silver lace. some Georgian artists were so talented that their works were 
taken abroad for display. The talents of Georgian women particularly blossomed in 
the feudal era which was exhibited in ecclesiastic embroidery and in the decora-
tions of secular clothing during that time period. 
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oqromkedis xelobis mcodneT sruli xelobis ostatebs uwodeb-
dnen. oqromkedi ori saxis Zafis erTobaa. gabrtyelebuli oqros 
Tma exveoda saSualo simsxo abreSumis Slil Zafs, anu mkeds. miRe-
buli ZafiT iqargeboda rogorc saero, ise saeklesio daniSnule-
bis nivTebi. Zafis struqturidan gamomdinare, qargvisas misi gayra 
ar xdeboda qsovilSi. is zemodan magrdeboda abreSumis im feris 
ZafiT, romelic Seesabameboda oqromkedsa Tu vercxlmkeds. qar-
Tul werilobiT wyaroebSi naxseneb termin  oqronemsuls mogviano 
xanis ZeglebSi oqromkediT nakeri Seesatyviseba. istoriul hereT-
Si, saingiloSi, oqromkediT naqargs zarbabs uwodebdnen. Zvirfas 
qsovilebze oqromkediT naqarg saxeebSi xSirad urTavdnen marga-
lits, ferad mZivebsa da patiosan Tvlebsac. XIX s-is damdegs iransa 
da osmaleTSi gatanili qarTuli oqromkeduli naqargoba saukeTe-
so naxelavad iTvleboda mTel aziaSi da yvelaze Zvirad fasobda. 

Knowledge of okromkedi meant that you were a professional embroideress. 
 okro mkedi used a mix of two types of threads, gold and silk (gold thread was 
wrapped on silk thread). ecclesiastic and secular goods were decorated with this 
kind of thread. because of the thread`s structure it was not lost inside the cloth 
but attached on its surface with the same coloured silk thread corresponding to 
the colours of the embroidery. Georgian written sources mention the term ‘okro-
nemsuli’ which was later changed to “okromkedi”. in historical places of hereti and 
saingilo, okromkedi embroidery was called zambabi. okromkedi embroidery was 
often decorated with pearls, beads, and precious stones. in the beginning of the 
19th century, Georgian embroidered art was imported to iran and Turkey and it was 
considered the finest and most expensive work from the region.
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mandilosnis Tavsafari/ Tbilisi 
abreSumi, oqromkedi, kilitebi 

women’s head scarf/ Tbilisi
cotton, silver Thread, sequins
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mandilosnis Tavsafari/ Tbilisi 
blondi, oqromkedi, kilitebi

women’s head scarf/ Tbilisi
silk, Gold Thread, sequins
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safule/ Tbilisi 
xaverdi, abreSumi, vercxlmkedi, oqromkedi

purse/ Tbilisi
velvet, silk, silver Thread, Gold Thread
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did qalaqebsa da daba-qalaqebSi specialuri adgilebi iyo gamoyo-
fili, sadac amuSavebdnen tyavs. am adgils dabaxana ewodeboda. 
tyavis dammu Savebel saxelosnoTa Soris gansakuTrebiT ganTqmuli 
iyo Tbilisu ri dabaxanebi, romlebic ganlagebuli iyo gogirdis 
bunebrivi Tbili wylebis axlos, dRevandel  abanoTubanSi, mtkvris 
marjvena sanapiroze. dabaxana naxevrad Ria, fardulis tipis, xis 
Seno ba iyo. masSi ganTavsebul xis an qvis did  auzebSi tyavs  albob-
dnen,  amuSavebdnen da gamoiyvandnen. Axelosan metyaves  dabaRi, anu 
mepatrake ewodeboda. saqarTveloSi mesaqonleobis ganviTarebam 
xeli Seuwyo didi raodenobiT tyavis dagrovebas. aqedan gamom-
dinare ki, medabReobis mdidari tradiciis gaCenas. medabReoba 
gavrcelebuli iyo aRmosavleT saqarTvelos TiTqmis yvela qalaqSi. 
Tbilisi ki amierkavkasiis qalaqebs Soris ZvelTaganve gaxda medab-
Reobis wamyvani centri. medabReTa amqari erT-erTi mniSvnelovani 
iyo. Tbilisel dabaRTa mier damzadebuli tyavi srulad akmayo-
filebda mewaReebis, meCeqmeebis, qarTuli, aziuri, evropuli fex-
sacmlis mkeravTa da meunagireTa moTxovnebs.

dabaRebTan iyo dakavSirebuli, garkveulwilad, bewveulis mke-
ravTa – Wonebis  saqmianoba. saqarTvelos qalaqebSi Wonebis amqru-
li gaerTi anebebic arsebobda damaxasiaTebeli yvela atributiT. 

There were places that were designated for leather treatment in big cities and 
 smaller towns. They were called dabakhana. The most famous among them were 
located in the capital, Tbilisi, around the sulphurous waters, today`s bath houses dis-
trict on the right embankment of the Mtkvari river. it was a semi-opened wooden 
constructions, where in stone or wooden basins leather was soaked and processed. 
The person working with leather was called dabagi which means a tanner. The fast 
progression of leather-making was a consequence of cattle-rearing and live-stock 
farming development. workshops were widely-distributed in eastern Georgia. da-
bakhanas were in almost every town. Tbilisi was a leading centre for the tanning 
industry in the whole of Transcaucasia. Trade unions of tanners were one of the 
strongest unions and their products met asian or european standards. 

The development of the tannery industry had some connection with the growth of 
fur-skin production or peltry. They also had strong trade unions in many towns of 
Georgia.
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saqarTveloSi oqromWedlobas meliToneobis uZveles periodSi 
Caeyara safuZveli. amitom is udidesi tradiciis mqone erTerTi 
mniSvnelovani dargia qarTuli xelovnebisa.   

saqarTveloSi oqromWedlobas aRmavali xasiaTi Zv.w. II aTaswle-
ulSi mieca. Mmisi ganviTarebis axali etapi daiwyo gvianantikur 
 xanaSi. qarTulma oqromWedlobam didi warmateba moipova Wedu-
robasa da minanqris damuSavebaSi. Wedurobis xelovneba gansa-
kuTrebiT gamoikveTa Sua da gviani saukuneebis saeklesio da  sa-
ero daniSnulebis oqromWedlobis saukeTeso nimuSebSi. qarTvel 
ostatTa daxvewili gemovneba da maRali ostatoba gamomJRavnda 
sabrZolo iaraRebSic, romlebic, pirveladi daniSnulebis garda, 
qarTveli mamakacis samosis samSvenisis funqciasac asrulebda. 
kavkasiuri iaraRi uaRresi daxvewilobiTa da originalobiT xa-
siaTdeba. oqromWedelTa ostatoba gamovlinda xmal-xanjlebisa 
da Tof-dambaCebis morTulobaSic. swored aman ganapiroba iaraR-
saWurvlis umniSvnelovanesi centrebis gaCena kavkasiaSi, romel-
Tagan Tbilisi gamorCeuli iyo. TbilisSi iaraR-saWurvlis sam-
Wedlo saxelosnoebi ramdenime quCas moicavda, sadac erTmaneTs 
Seerwya kulturis sxvadasxva elementi da Camoyalibda oqro-
mWedlobis e.w. Tbilisuri mimdinareoba. oqromWedlobis aseve 
mniSvnelovani centrebi iyo quTaisi, axalcixe, senaki, zugdidi, 
Telavi, siRnaRi da sxv. 

sartyelis Rilebi/ Tbilisi
vercxli, oqro, sevada

buttons on a belt/ Tbilisi
silver, Gold, Metal inlay
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gulmkerdis samkauli/ Tbilisi
oqro, vercxli

accessory for chest fastened on shoulders/ Tbilisi
Gold, silver
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xanjlebi da sartyeli/ Tbilisi, zugdidi 
oqro, vercxli, sevada, foladi, 
tyavi, spilos Zvali

daggers and belt/ Tbilisi and zugdidi
Gold, silver, Metal inlay, steel, leather, ivory
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Georgian jewelry making has its foundation in early metallic epoch. That is why it is 
one of the most important fields of Georgian art and has a long tradition. 

The development of the ancient Georgian jeweler’s art was raised to its high-
est level in 2nd century b.c. and reached a new stage later. Georgian goldsmiths 
crafted fine examples both from ecclesiastic or temporal shows a success in two 
directions; embossing and enamel work. Georgian weapons can also demonstrate 
masters` talents and refined tastes. weapons were used in battles, but also to dec-
orate national clothing. 

caucasian weapons are characterised by their exquisiteness and originality. em-
bellishment of these weapons: sabres, pistols, and daggers show their master’s 
high capability. There were armament centres in the caucasus region and in Tbilisi 
they were distinguished. in Tbilisi, these workshops occupied several streets. dif-
ferent cultural confluences gave a foundation to the original style of a goldsmith’s 
craft in Tbilisi (Tbilisian style). There were craft centres in other towns such as Kutai-
si, senaki, akhaltsikhe, zugdidi, Telavi, and sighnaghi.
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yanwebi/ Tbilisi
rqa, vercxli, sevadaA

drinking horns - Kantsi/ Tbilisi
horns, silver, Metal inlay
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oqromWedlebis naxelavTagan gamoirCeoda da popularuli iyo 
Rvi nis tradiciuli sasmisebi: vercxlis Tasebi, doqebi, surebi, 
yanwebi. azarfeSa – kovziseburi vercxlis sasmisi farTo piriTa da 
grZeli tariT,M kula – xisagan damzadebuli sasmisi ovaluri taniTA 
da grZe li yeliT.  sasmisebs amkobdnen ornamentebiT, lxinisaTvis 
Sesaferisi samaxsovro warwerebiT. sasmisebze Sesrulebuli war-
werebi qarTuli kaligrafiuli xelovnebis brwyinvale nimuSebia. 
qarTuli lxinisa da Tamadis fenomeni, mravalgvari masalisagan 
damzadebuli sasmisebi saqarTveloSi Rvinis kulturis uZvelesi 
tradiciebis dasturia.

qarTuli yofis erT-erTi komponenti tradiciuli lurji 
sufraa, romelsac amzadebdnen bambis an selis qsovilisa-
gan. sxvadasxva mcenareuli ornamentis, adamianebis, Tevzebis, 
frinvelebis, arcTu iSviaTad, WurWlis gamosaxelebani masze 
daCiTvis wesiT ibeWdeboda. maT, dekoratiuli daniSnulebis 
garda, saritualo datvirTvac hqondaT.
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The highest demand for a goldsmith`s work was on the traditional vessels for wine 
drinking: silver jugs, horns for wine, bowls, cups, azarpesha (spoon shaped bowl) 
with an wide mouth and long handle, kula (wooden vessels with oval body and 
long neck). usually they were decorated with ornaments and inscriptions suitable 
for banquets. Those inscriptions are fine examples of Georgian calligraphic art. a 
large variety of vessels, Georgian feast and the phenomenon of the Tamada con-
firms existence of old traditions of the wine making culture in Georgia from ancient 
times.

one of the important components of Georgian lifestyle is the traditional blue ta-
blecloth which was made of cotton or linen. different images (plant ornaments, 
people, fish, birds, even if rarely, tableware) were printed on it. besides a decorative 
purpose, it also has a great significance in Georgian culture because the Georgian 
table is the centre of family life and the community.
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azarfeSa/ Tbilisi
vercxli A

wine ladle and cup - azarpesha/ Tbilisi
silver
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lurji sufra/ detali/ Tbilisi
bamba

blue Table clothe/ detail/ Tbilisi
cotton
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XIX s-Si evropuli gavlena tanisamoszec aisaxa. tradiciul 
 samosTan erTad farTod gavrcelda evropuli tansacmeli. male-
ve gamoCndnen evropuli samosis mkeravebi da maTma naxelavma si-
iafisa da praqtikulobis gamo, didi popularoba moipova. kompa-
nia zin geris mier warmoebulma sakeravma manqanebma mniSvnelovnad 
Secvala xelosanTa Sromis ritmi. parizisa da londonis modis 
tendenciebi uswrafesad vrceldeboda TbilisSi. sainteresoa qar-
Tuli tradiciuli tansacmlisa da evropuli samosis Tanaarseboba 
da urTierTzegavlena. samwuxarod, XX s-is dasawyisidan, komunis-
turi epoqis dadgomisTanave, erovnuli tansacmeli sxva tradic-
iebTan erTad dromoWmulad gamocxadda. komunisturi ideologia 
axal adamians qmnida cxovrebis Sesabamisi wesiT. TandaTan iklo 
moTxovnam tradiciul tansacmelze, Semcirda xelosanTa raode-
nobac. XX s-is meore naxevridan iSviaTad naxavdiT erovnuli samo-
siT Semosil moqalaqeebs. qarTulma tradiciulma samosma yofidan 
scenasa da ekranze gadainacvla. 

nineteen century Georgia, had european influences, which were reflected in the 
manner in which people dressed. old traditional clothing was still worn, but peo-
ple were beginning to wear european style clothing as well. european clothing was 
cheaper and more practical, so it did not take long for it to become popular. sew-
ing machines by the singer company changed the Georgian tailors` work speed. 
fashion trends from london and paris was spreading fast in Tbilisi. it was an inter-
esting coexistence of both european and Georgian styles. unfortunately, in 20th 
century, with beginning of the communist period, national style and many other 
traditions were called outdated. by their ideology, communists aimed to create a 
new man with new attitude of life. demand for national costumes reduced slowly 
and with it reduced the number of tailors of traditional dresses. it was very rare to 
see citizens in national dress from the second half of the 20th century. Georgian 
national dress from everyday life was only seen on stage and screen.
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